NEVER before has any manufacturer of a standard writing instrument which is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, offered you so great a value. Furthermore, the Inkograph solves the purpose of both pen and pencil combined. Its point is shaped like a fine lead pencil point and writes with ink free and easy without a miss, skip or blur. The steady uniform flow of ink actually improves your handwriting. Won't blot, smudge, leak or soil hands.

You who already possess a standard fountain pen will find the Inkograph a most valuable addition to your writing equipment, for it will do everything any fountain pen can do and do it very important thing which it is impossible to accomplish with any fountain pen at any price.

Combines the Best Features
of both pen and pencil, minus the weak points of both—plus improvements not found in either. The lead pencil smudges, the point breaks and its writing is obliterated. Most fountain pens leak. It focuses, flood, clag, leak, blot, soil hands and clothing. The old stylish ink pen pencil dries up, leaks, stains paper, gorges easily, flows unevenly and is never reliable. The Inkograph feels as fast and uniform on the 20th page as it did on the first.

Makes 3 to 4 Carbon Copies
at one time with original in ink. Bear down as hard as you like without fear of bending, tearing, injuring or distorting its 14 Qt. solid gold point. Do not fear—use an Inkograph, make out your orders in ink and retain a duplicate for your record. Do you wish to keep a copy of your private correspondence—use an Inkograph. Do you do office work which requires clear carbon copies?—use an Inkograph. Do you make out legal or sales slips?—use an Inkograph. It also makes and sets a permanent original in ink with carbon copies. You can permit any one to write with your Inkograph. It is a style of writing that affects the Inkograph point as if it were a fountain pen.

Draws Lines to a Ruler
Without smearing, smudging or blurring the paper. Writes with any pen you have. Cannot leak.

Not the slightest drop of ink will spill, although one filling is sufficient to write thousands of words. Will write on any quality of paper.

Requires No Blotter
The Ink drips as fast as you write, because the flow is fast, even and uniform.

Patent Automatic Feed
Prevents clogging. No complicated mechanism to clean or get out of order. A year's guarantee certificate with full directions accompanies each Inkograph and is your absolute protection.

An Instrument of Refinement
In appearance it is the equal of writing instruments which sell for a great deal more. It is beautifully polished finest quality German rubber, its 14 Qt. solid gold point and feed, safety screw cap, nickel self-filling lever and France make it an instrument of distinction. To the left of the 36 black Hard Rubber—each Inkograph is designed and finished to please the eye and suit the hand of all.

You Who Are Dissatisfied with Your Fountain Pen
Try the Inkograph—remember, all we ask you to do is try it, for if it does not prove thoroughly satisfactory and if it is not handled and does not write smoother and is not far superior to any fountain pen you ever owned, whether it cost $2, $6, $2 or $2, return the Inkograph to us and we'll refund your money—no questions asked.

SEND NO MONEY
responsibility. It is because we are sure your Inkograph will meet your requirements to perfection that makes it possible for us to make you so attractive an offer.

DEALERS
Send for Catalog and Trade Prices

INKOGRAPH CO., Inc. 115-149 Centre St., New York, N. Y.

THIS COUPON PROPERLY FILLED OUT
is all that's necessary. Send it to-day and procure one of the New Improved Inkographs on a 10-Day Free Trial with no strings tied to it.

(Specify If You Want Ladies' Style)

INKOGRAPH CO., INC. 1149 Centre St., New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: You may send me your Inkograph. I will pay postman $1.50, plus postage on delivery.

Name.
Address.
City.
State.

IN THE NAME OF HEMISPHERE
The hard carbon nib is held parallel to the point, which glides with ease over the paper, and has the softest lead pencil.

AGENTS
Sell Inkographs, make bigger profits, make sales, without investment. Quick commissions, popular prices, no competition. Send for an Inkograph or write for special sales plan booklet.
Are You Hungry For... Adventure... Popularity... Big Pay?

THEN CHOOSE AVIATION!

Are you a red-blooded, daring he-man? Are you eager for a life of constant thrills, constant excitement and fascinating events? Do you crave adventure, popularity, admiration, and the applause of great crowds? Then why not get into the Aviation Industry—the greatest adventure since time began—the greatest thrill ever offered to man?

Think what Aviation offers you. Thrills such as you never had before! The praise and plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in on the ground floor where rewards will be unlimited!

Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly keep track of all the astonishing new developments. Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Airlines and airplane factories are springing up all over the country. Men like Henry Ford are investing millions in the future of commercial Aeronautics in America! The possibilities are so tremendous that they stagger imagination!

Everything is set for the greatest boom in history. The fortunes that came out of the automobile industry and out of motion pictures will be nothing compared to the fortunes that will come out of Aviation! There is just one thing holding it up:—lack of trained men! Even in the beginning thousands will be needed—and generously paid. The opportunities open to them cannot be over-estimated. Those who qualify quickly will find themselves on the road to undreamed of money—success—popularity—and prominence!

Easy to Become an Aviation Expert

Get into this thrilling profession at once while the field is new and uncrowded. Now—by a unique new plan—you can quickly secure the basic training for one of these wonderful high salaried jobs, at home, in spare time. Experts will teach you the secrets—give you all the inside facts that are essential to your success. And the study of Aviation is almost as fascinating as the actual work itself. Every lesson is checkful of interest—and so absorbing that you actually forget you are studying. But best of all are the ultimate rewards you are fitting yourself to gain!

Pick Your Job!

Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanic
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Motor Expert
Airplane Designer

Send for FREE Book

Send the coupon for our new, free book, just out—Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. It is vitally interesting, reads like a romance and tells you things about this astonishing profession you never even dreamed of. This book is so fascinating it could easily sell for a dollar. We offer a limited number FREE. Write for yours today.

American School of Aviation
Dept. 1735, 3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Kindly mention this magazine when writing to advertisers.
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"SAVE ME, ATTAH, SAVE ME! SHE CRIED" Captain F. W. Butt-Thompson 87
THE DEVIL-STONES Illustrations by Ernest Prater.
TOO MANY BEARS Illustrations by S. Trevisan, and from Photographs.
THROUGH THE GUADALUPE WILDERNESS Illustrations from Photographs.
THE LAST VOYAGE OF THE "JOAN" Illustrations by W. E. Wifull, and from Photographs.
TO LHASA IN DISGUISE.—I. Illustrations by Cyril Holloway, and from Photographs.
THE MARE'S NEST Illustrations by L. G. Illingworth, and from Photographs.
TWO GIRLS ON THE FRONTIER.—II. Illustrations by R. H. Brock, and from Photographs.
ESKIMO MAGIC Illustrations by Ernest Prater.
HIS HIGHNESS THE WHITE ELEPHANT Illustrations from Photographs.
IN QUEST OF GOLD.—III. Illustrations by Reginald Cleaver.
THE ROBBERY AT THE MINE Illustration by R. H. Brock.
SHORT STORIES—
HIS LAST BREAK Illustrations by Kenneth Inns.
THE WORM THAT TURNED Illustration by Lance Cattermole.
THE LAST OF THE MAFIA (Sequel)

The Editor invites Travellers, Explorers, Tourists, Missionaries, and others to send in any curious or remarkable photographs they may have. For these, and for True Stories of Adventure, liberal payment will be made according to the value of the material. Every narrative must be STRICTLY TRUE IN EVERY DETAIL, and a written statement to this effect must be furnished. The author must also, if possible, furnish portraits of the leading character or characters (even if he be humble), together with any other available photographs and portraits of places, persons, and things which in any way heighten the realism and actuality of the narrative. All MSS. should be typewritten. Every care will be taken of contributions, but the Editor cannot be held responsible for accidental loss or damage. All communications should be plainly addressed to the Editor, Wide World Magazine, 8, Southampton Street, London, W. C., England.


Sole Agents for Australasia: Gordon & Gotch (A/asia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd.

Libraries, Schools, etc., Requiring Foreign Publications either by single copy or by subscription, would be well advised to send us a list of their requirements for quotation. Prices are reasonable, and Service unexcelled.

THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS COMPANY (Importers of British, Irish and German Periodicals, etc.)
131 Varick Street New York, N. Y.
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The Day-Dreamer

Will he ever wake up?

His life is made up of rosy visions.

He sees himself in a manager’s office—as the president of a firm—with a $30,000 salary—perhaps even as a millionaire with a Rolls Royce, a rakish yacht and a swell country estate.

But all this grandeur is in his day dreams. He lives in the golden PARADISE OF TOMORROW—and it never comes.

He does nothing with the opportunities that surround him TODAY.

He feels above his present job. He is always “going to find a place where his abilities will be appreciated.” But he NEVER DOES.

He is the despair of his employers, for they know that he REALLY HAS ABILITY. He can plan with intelligence, he has original ideas, imagination. If he could only concentrate on today, instead of TOMORROW, he might have all the prosperity he craves!

What he needs is a STICK OF DYNAMITE—anything to wake him up and teach him to get results from his abilities NOW.

If he doesn’t give himself a rousing jolt, he will complain more and more of not being ‘appreciated’—and gradually “peter out” into a failure—A JOB COWARD—a cog in a business machine.

He will always be somebody else’s servant, instead of master of his own destiny.

How does he get into such a mental state? Because he uses only ONE-TENTH of his mental energies in doing the vital things that count. Psychologists have proved that most of us use NINE-TENTHS of our brain power in day-dreaming, fortune-wishing, aimless time-killing. We are nearly all victims of the vicious habit of living far below our God-given endowments!

It doesn’t help to learn that certain of your mental abilities have become WEAK THROUGH DISUSE, just as unused muscles do. Nobody knows better than you (if you are honest with yourself) that there must be a “screw loose somewhere.” The proof of it is that you have failed to reach the high mark you ONCE set for yourself.

You admit it. What you want to know is, WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT?

There is one very simple thing that you CAN do—now. You can find out what Pelmanism has done for 650,000 men and women, some of whom were facing THE VERY SAME DISSATISFACTION with their attainments that you are feeling. Pelmanism developed the mental powers they lacked—it replaced procrastination with ‘do it now’ efficiency; it put concentration in the place of mind-wandering; it substituted self-confidence for self-distrust. You will learn how Pelmanism has often awakened abilities which the individuals did not DREAM they possessed.

Since Pelmanism is the science of applied psychology, it brings SELF-REALIZATION to all classes and conditions of men and women—prominent and famous as well as obscure and unknown. And among the better known persons who use and advocate it are:

T. P. O’Connor, “The Father of the House of Commons”
General Sir Robert Baden Powell, Founder of the Boy Scout Movement
Judge Ben B. Lindsey, Founder of the Juvenile Court, Denver
Frank P Walsh, Former Chairman of the National War Labor Board
Jerome K. Jerome, Novelist

Wish I could go to Europe!

IF I had $1,000,000
IF I was Manager
—I’d show ‘em!
I’ll finish my work
TOMORROW

General Sir Frederick Maurice, Director of Military Operations, Imperial General Staff
Admiral Lord Beresford, G.C.B., G.C.V.O.
Sir Harry Lauder, Comedian
W. L. George, Author
Baroness Orczy, Author
Prince Charles of Sweden
—and hundreds of others of equal prominence.

A remarkable book called “Scientific Mind-Training” has been written about Pelmanism. IT CAN BE OBTAINED FREE. Yet thousands of people who read this announcement and who NEED this book will not send for it. “It’s no use,” “I’llsay,” “It will do me no good,” they will tell themselves. “It’s all tommyrot,” others will say.

But if they will use their HEADS, they will realize that people cannot be HELPED by tommyrot and that there MUST be something in Pelmanism, when it has such a record with 650,000 different individuals, and when it is endorsed by the kind of people listed above.

If you are made of the stuff that isn’t content to keep on “putting off” all the good things of life—if you have a spark of INDEPENDENCE left in your soul, write for this free book. IT tells you what Pelmanism is, WHAT IT HAS DONE FOR OTHERS, and what it can do for you.

The first principle of YOUR success is to do something radical in your life. You cannot make just an ordinary move, for you will soon again sink into the mire of discouragement. Let Pelmanism help you FIND YOURSELF. Don’t put it off. Mail the coupon below now—now, while your resolve to DO SOMETHING ABOUT YOURSELF is strong.

THE PELMAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
71 West 45th Street Dept. 356 New York City
Offices in LONDON, PARIS, STOCKHOLM, DELHI, DURBAN and MELBOURNE

The Pelman Institute of America
71 West 45th Street, Dept. '356
New York City

I want you to show me what Pelmanism has actually done for over 650,000 people. Please send me your free book, “Scientific Mind-Training.” This places me under no obligation whatever.

Name
Address
City State
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Readers of British Literature

Will be glad to know that here, in America, they can obtain their favorite Newspaper or Magazine with the same facility as on the Other Side from

THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS COMPANY
(Importers of British, Irish and German Newspapers, Etc.)

131 Varick Street New York, N. Y.

When in the locality just step in and make your purchase over the counter. If out of Town we will fill your orders by Mail. Or, you can order through your NEWSDEALER. Here are a few suggestions—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Copy</th>
<th>Yearly Sub'n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COUNTRY LIFE</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAPHIC</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKETCH</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPHERE</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TATLER</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are all Weeklies, Beautifully Illustrated, and the Printer's Art produces nothing finer. Should, however, you prefer the more ordinary Newspapers, we have them also. SEND FOR PRICE LISTS.

Kindly mention this magazine when writing to advertisers.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS (Continued)

ART WORKS

ART PHOTOS, NEW SERIES, STUDIES, BEAUTY OF NATURE, latest catalogue, and splendid samples for $1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00. V. Moirene, 73 Ave. de la Republique, Montrouge (Seine), France.


FIGURE STUDIES: ORIGINAL LIFE POSES, DIAGRAMS, DESCRIPTIONS, different races, nations, types. Inquire, Anthropological Institute, 763 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

BEAUTIFUL MODELS. SNAPPY POSES. TWENTY-FIVE assorted, One Dollar bill. Trees, Box 41, Station W, Brooklyn, N. Y.

AUTHORS, BOOKS, SONG WRITERS, ETC.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE PHOTOS, BOOKS, WITH SAMPLES, $2.00, $5.00, $10.00. Louis, Louise Ravelau at Neullly-Plaisance (S. & O.) France.

SONGWRITE S SUBMIT POEMS, PROFESSIONAL MUSIC or other services. Brennen, Dept. 696, 1656 Broadway, New York City.

SONG, POEM WRITERS, ADDRESS RAY HIBBELER, D-18, 2194 N. Keystone Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WOMEN—THEIR DOLLARS AND SENSE IN PREVENTION. 64-page Book, 10 cents, worth $1.00. Sterling Specialty, Box 1153-E, Chicago, Ill.

BOOKS, PHOTOS, NOVELTIES, ETC. SAMPLES AND CATALOGUE $1.00, $3.00, $7.50 and $10.00—cash with order. Miss Angelique Constantin, Rue Passerel, Neullly-Plaisance (S. & O.), France.

BOOK OF NATURE (IN ENGLISH) ILLUSTRATED, TO ADULTS, $1.00. Stamps accepted. Garola Co., Dept. 54, Box 1912, Havana, Cuba.


MISCELLANEOUS

OCEAN LINERS, BEGINNERS, WAITERS, BELLOYS, COOKS, Butchers, Bakers, Stewards, Storekeepers, Clerks, Stewardesses, Particulars self-addressed envelope. Box 103, Times Square Station, New York, N. Y.

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT CURED OR NO PAY. $1.50 IF cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Company, N-O, Baltimore, Maryland.


UNDERGROUND TREASURES. SIMPLE, SCIENTIFIC METHOD for locating explained free. J. Santschi, Glenellyn, Ill.

MEN—BIG PAY WORKING ROMANTIC SOUTH AMERICA. Fare, expenses paid. South American Service Bureau, 14,600 Alma, Detroit, Mich.

THE WESTERN GOLD, FREE TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION. 2957 W. 27th, Denver, Colo.

SALESMAN—FULL LINE NECKLACES, ROSARIES, NOVELTY jewelry, enormous profits. Sterling Company, Dept. 3, P. O. Box 1032, San Francisco, Calif.

YOUNG MAN WHO HAS MAP AND INFORMATION OF LOST gold mine in Mexico will give half interest to someone who will undertake him for search. References. For information address Box 241, Douglas, Kansas.

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT CURED OR NO PAY! $1.50 IF cured. Sent on trial! Frances Willard, Box 766, Los Angeles, Calif.

FRENCH PEP-UP TABLETS USED SUCCESSFULLY FOR NEW pep, strength, ambition, vitality, $1.00 box; three $2.00. Morrelle Company, B-818 Madison, Chicago.

HURRY UP, BOYS! Get them while they last. The kind of photos you have been looking for.

LOOK! 6 FOR 25¢

6-post card size 25c. 22 cards different, all quality. Cash, stamps, or money order. Engraving Co., Studio No. 155 Halter 0, "s Kirk, N. Y. Dept. WW

FROM "GAY PAREE"—FOR MEN


POLICE GUARANTEED $30.00 VALUE Used by Policemen for defendability, accuracy and easy handling. Police caliber $2.50 or Paris Special. Left wheel swinging safety hand ejector. Five year guarantee. Send no money. Pay expressman on delivery 10c. 00 plus reasonable express charges.

JENKINS CORPORATION 621 Broadway, New York City. Dept. 1306.

FREE! Genuine Leather Holster

SONGWRITERS!!

Substantial Advance Royalties paid on Publication of songs. Submit your poems for expert opinion and Free Advice. DON'T SEND TO-DAY. WALTER NEWCOMER, 1674 Broadway, New York City.

Ask Your Newsdealer for the Family Journal Price 20 Cents a Copy

June Number Now On Sale.
The International News Co., 131 Varick St., New York City

TO LHAS A IN DISGUISE.

W E commence in this issue a very remarkable story—"To Lhasa in Disguise," by Alexandra David-Neel, showing how, for the first time in history, a white woman succeeded in entering Lhasa, the mysterious Forbidden City of Tibet. For two years before her expedition to this jealously-guarded stronghold Madame David-Neel lived in a Himalayan cave, patiently learning from an old hermit the language and customs of the country. Then, having "adopted" a young Tibetan priest to act as a guide, she disguised herself as his mother and set out on her hazardous mission. Hardships, perils, and adventures of all kinds were encountered, but in the end the plucky woman triumphed. Our readers have a treat in store in this absorbing account of a unique journey.

The Editor

Kindly mention this magazine when writing to advertisers.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS (Continued)

MATRIMONIAL

ROMANCE—THE WORLD'S LEADING CLUB. MEN AND WOMEN in all walks of life and from every State, many wealthy and refined. Your ideal may be among them. Confidential descriptions in plain, sealed envelope. Established many years. People's Club, Box 94, Los Angeles, Calif.


MARRY. PERSONAL SERVICE GUARANTEES QUICK, SATISFACTORY results. The leading, most reliable club invites you. Thousands wealthy; attractive members everywhere. Confidential descriptions free. Mrs. Budd, Box 753, W. San Francisco, Calif.

IF YOU WANT A WEALTHY PLEASING SWEETHEART, write Box 1156, Station B, Cleveland, Ohio. (Stamp.)

JOIN MARGUERITE GREEN'S CLUB. STRICTLY RELIABLE. Large List California Members. Well connected. Particulars Free. P. O. Box 3642, San Francisco, Calif.

WIFE GUARANTEED IN SIX MONTHS. PERSONAL SERVICE. Good results. Photos, addresses, descriptions free. Bertha S. Floyd, Western Springs, Illinois.

MATRIMONIAL MAGAZINE. PHOTOS, DESCRIPTIONS, many wealthy, matrimony inclined, mailled free. Cupid's Columns, St. Paul, Minn.

MARRY—FREE PHOTOGRAPHS, DIRECTORY AND DESCRIPTIONS of wealthy members. Pay when married. New Plan Co., Dept. 109, Kansas City, Mo.


WORLD'S LEADING MATRIMONIAL CATALOG; OVER 500 descriptions, names, addresses, also photos, 50 cents, including year's membership. No other fee; plain wrapper. Prof. McCready, Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

MARRY—MARRIAGE DIRECTORY WITH PHOTOS AND DESCRIPTIONS free. Pay when married. The Exchanges, Dept. 145, Kansas City, Mo.

MARRY! FREE DIRECTORY WITH PHOTOS AND DESCRIPTIONS. Richmond Co., Dept. 6, Kansas City, Mo.

CULTURED YOUNG WIDOW OF GOOD APPEARANCE AND personality wishes to correspond with cultured man of good qualifications and education. Mrs. H. G., Box 1463, San Francisco, Calif.

BEAUTIFUL LONELY LADIES, MAIDENS, WIDOWS, ALL AGES, many rich, copy of correspondents magazine, photos, names and addresses for $1.00. Magazine free. The Bagle, C.F., 515 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois.


ANYONE DESIRING MARRIAGE, PLEASE WRITE R. CHAMBERS, Beulah, Manitoba, Canada.

MARRY IF LONELY; FOR RESULTS, TRY ME; BEST AND MOST successful "Home Maker" hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years experience: descriptions free. "The Successful Club," Box 556, Oakland, California.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS (Continued)

MATRIMONIAL

MEET YOUR SWEETHEART. YOUR MEMBERSHIP CONTINUES until you marry; no extra charges; sincere, honest. Write Beatrice Franz, 849 Montana Street, Chicago, Ill.

GIRLS IN MEXICO, CUBA, PORTO RICO, ETC., WANT CORRESPONDENTS. Booklet, photos, particulars, dime, stamp. International, Dept. 54, Box 670, Havana, Cuba.

WOULD YOU MARRY IF SUITED? HUNDREDS LONELY (many wealthy), wish marriage soon. Particulars free, confidential, reliable. Eva Adams, Box 30, Springfield, Ohio.

WEALTHY, PLEASING SWEETHEARTS FOR ALL. STAMP for sealed particulars. Fern Grey, Station B, Cleveland, Ohio.


MARRIAGE GUARANTEED IN SIX MONTHS. PHOTOS, ADDRESSES, DESCRIPTIONS free. Confidential, reliable. Mrs. C. Floyd, Ilion, New York.

LADIES DO YOU FRET, WISH OR Worry? I USED TO, BUT no more. A 2c stamp brings my secret. Mrs. Anna Bell, 422-WW Adams Ave., Scranton, Pa.


KNOW YOUR FUTURE. SEND 25C AND BIRTHDATE. Let me try and locate your future mate. Will send name and address. Adel, Box 1600, Sta. C, Los Angeles, Calif.

WOULD YOU MARRY? I HAVE A MATE FOR YOU. MEMBERS worth from $5,000 to $50,000. Descriptions and photos free. Mrs. Warn, 8877 W. 4th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

MONTHLY MARRIAGE PAPER. NOT A LIST, CATALOGUE or directory, but large, well printed paper (27th year); with hundreds of descriptions, names, addresses, also pictures, ladies and gents 25c. No other fee. Monitor Pub. Co., Box 2265, Boston, Mass.

GET A SWEETHEART
"Love Nest Magazine," addresses, addresses, addresses. Ladies and Gentlemen wanting sweethearts; some rich. 12 love letters (read two ways), Canons of Art Pictures, Rare Books and Novelties, all for 25 cents. SUCCESS, Dept. W-W, 1252 Johnston Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FRENCH TONIQUE TABS
WONDERFUL POTENT TONIC
A wonderful, potent tonic for either sex. Judly famous for quick and harmless results. For lack of sex, vigour and energy, skin appetizing. For DEER, ARTHRITIS, CONVACRATION, NEUROSIS, neuralgia, etc. Send small remittance, plain wrapper. 40 times package 85c. (or $2.15 C.O.D.). Special strength for severe cases 60c. Money back guarantee.

FRANCE IMPORT CO.
Dept. W. W.-5
Palisades, N. J.
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Tell Fortunes!

Read the Past—Foretell the Future—Astound Your Friends!

YES! Make everybody sit up and take notice. No longer be the one that is dumb and downcast at a party.

Become Popular

Know the secret of how to amaze and amuse people. Be a character reader. Tell people what they are. Through the stars, by their handwriting, read their palms. Foretell the future. And be able to advise them on love, business or the future.

Be the CENTER OF ATTRACTION. Have everybody admire and come to you. All the secrets of the universe, all this wonderful knowledge is contained in these six famous volumes, each written by a leading expert. Now placed before you at a most surprising price.

KNOW THESE THINGS

YOUR FRIEND'S TRUE CHARACTER
Teaches you to read faces and size up people. Tell at a glance what a person really is.

READ THE ANSWER IN THE STARS
Forecast the future from your Horoscope. Lays bare all the secrets of the stars. Answers countless puzzling questions.

THE STORY IN YOUR HAND
The oldest science known. An infallible guide to the future and an indicator of your Destiny. Illustrations showing what every line of the hand means. A complete study.

CHARACTER IN HANDWRITING
Read everybody's character by simply glancing at their handwriting. Every stroke of the pen indicates the talents and personality of the writer. Recognized as a Science by the Law Courts.

FORTUNE TELLING BY CARDS
Reveals all the Fortune Telling by cards, numbers and tea leaves. Secrets so mystifying that once you know them your friends will look upon you with awe.

EVERYBODY'S BIRTHDAY
Complete birthday reading for every day in the year. A feast of fun at any gathering.

FREE TRIAL
All six for $1.75

SEND NO MONEY

Act at Once!

Once you get these books and read them, you will be instructed on the most entertaining subjects and make yourself the leader in your social circle. Send no money. Just pay postman $1.75 for the complete set and cost of mailing. Your money back if not fully satisfied.

THE ASTRA SOCIETY, 105A West 40th Street, New York

Kindly mention this magazine when writing to advertisers.
I Pay Men $40 A DAY!

S. W. Allen of California made $40.80 in one day's "joyful work!" Charlie Horstman walked off with 53 orders in 8 hours! Hundreds of other men are reporting amazing incomes—many of them doubling and tripling their former salaries.

Just Wear This FREE CAP

Men! Just wear this wonderful hand tailored RAIN-PROOF cap and every man you meet will want one like it! No man can resist the beautiful new colors and fabrics. No man can resist having a good-looking cap made to his personal measure, at half the store price! AND—because of the new secret process by which our woolens are treated, the rain runs off them like water off a duck's back! Couldn't you interest every man with such a splendiferous and convincing feature? And when you consider the fact that it is backed by five other exclusive Taylor Cap features, you can quickly see why Taylor Cap sales are ridiculously easy!

Made-to-Measure
Fit Guaranteed

Every customer is a walking, talking advertisement for you! Because every cap is made to individual measure and fits perfectly! Every sale you make multiplies itself—and brings you additional cheerful customers! "I haven't found a man who doesn't fall for the made-to-measure ideal" writes Horstman.

$10 to $40 a Day Extra
With this Amazing Line

Just think of being able to offer every man a genuine hand-tailored, RAIN-PROOF cap at less than the price of an ordinary every-day store cap! Every man needs a cap and every man knows a bargain. Taylor caps are the same quality, the same materials, the same workmanship as caps selling in the finest New York and Chicago stores from $10.00 to $5.00. No wonder reports are coming in of amazing sales records!

FREE Sample Outfit
FREE Cap to Wear

I want to send you absolutely free the sample outfit which is enabling hundreds of salesmen to earn splendid incomes. Just send your name and the outfit will be mailed immediately.

Send No Money—No Deposit—
No C. O. D.

No money now or any other time! The minute you receive this outfit you can start taking orders for Taylor Caps without a penny invested. It contains everything you need. And you get your cash commission immediately. Send the coupon at once—this minute—before some other hustler in your territory discovers this live proposition. Address me personally. J. W. TAYLOR, President.

4 More Money-Makers
Originated by Taylor

| Match Muffler and Tie   | Made of same rich material as the caps. Rain-proof, too. Can be sold separately or with cap to match. |
| Smart Bobette and Princess| Chic tailored hats for women, for sport or street wear. Finest quality. All wool felt. Ladies order on sight. |
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'SAVE ME, ATTAAH, SAVE ME!' SHE CRIED.
FEW miles to the east of the Government road that starts at Cape Coast Castle on the Gold Coast and thence goes on to the Prah and beyond to Coomasie, lies the district of Akukorabanum-Insu.

It is a fertile land and beautiful, with rubber and silk-cotton trees sheltering the houses and many acres of banana trees flourishing in the sunshine.

Over this picturesque district there brooded not very long ago the shadow of a cruel power. The people were fetish-ridden, obsessed with an ever-present terror that made their lives a burden and gave constant trouble to the white officials.

To-day these same people are full of happiness and good humour, their farms are well-tiled, villages are being re-built, and the heart of the District Commissioner—not to mention that of the resident Political Officer—is at ease.

Here is the story of how this striking change came about—a plain tale told in plain words, with only such descriptions and explanations as are needed by those who know neither the land nor the people.

The village of Awia-mu, most populous of all in the district of Akukorabanum-Insu, seemed deserted in the strong sunlight, but as Attah, club dangling on wrist, walked along its main avenue faces appeared in the shade of doorways and watchful eyes followed his progress.

"He comes! He goes! Where does he go? He is seen! He is not seen! What is he?"

Thus, in their cryptic clipped speech, the villagers discussed the passing man, for to-day there was something about "Madam Yamma's Attah" that they could not understand.

A few gave Attah a cheery good-day, for he was not without friends and admirers—men who knew his strength, children who liked his readiness to joke and play with them, and women who thought him wasted on Madam Yamma.

All would have been surprised had they known what made Prince Attah walk so uprightly that day. He was looking upon this great village, so forlorn, so unkempt, and was seeing not ruined huts and neglected cultivation, but neat homes and gardens yielding a harvest of blossom and fruit. He was picturing people joyous, healthy, and hopeful.

Presently Attah reached the immense market-place, crossed it, and climbed the foothill beyond, passing the crumbling shacks of the white men who, mistaking this land for Ashantee, had once lived there whilst vainly prospecting for gold. Taking the path that led to the neglected farms, he made a wide detour and returned home through the village street.

"His grandfather, the King of Elmina, used to walk like that," said an old man who was sheltering with two companions under the eaves of his children's house. "The boy is both eagle and vulture, and the eagle may yet win."

Attah halted when he had reached his own end of the village. From this point two paths led, one to the home he occupied with Madam Yamma, his wife, the other to that of the high priest of the district. He looked long at this last, then back again to the village. There was a sound of music, and the
people came out to see the procession that caused it. A bride was being escorted to her new abode.

Squaring his shoulders, Attah took the path sacred to the family of the high priest—and by so doing began, all unknowingly, a new chapter in his own history and that of his people.

Attah was a younger son of the ancient royal house of his country, a house connected by many links with neighbouring royalties. Much of the glory of local prince-dom had departed, and some ten years before, after an uneventful life at Cape Coast, Attah had come here as the husband of Madam Yamma, daughter of Kin-Kemano, the chief priest and ruling prince of the district.

He was thirty-five, sturdy in build, stronger than most men, had received the usual education of a chief, had almost European features, and was known as a sportsman and a generous steward of his wealth.

How his marriage to a woman much older than himself had come about Attah never paused to inquire. Madam Yamma was the only acknowledged daughter of Kin-Kemano, whom she would one day succeed, and had already her own place—and a powerful one—in the time-honoured system represented by her father. She and Attah had no children. She was cold, cruel, masterful, allowing her husband no authority at all.

For some years, however, the prestige of his position as the husband of the powerful fetish-priest's daughter had satisfied the easy-going Attah. Only lately had he begun to seriously consider whether he should ever fulfill his destined life by remaining merely "Madam Yamma's husband."

The friendship he had formed with a white man—the Political Officer recently appointed to the district, who was proving not only sympathetic but understanding and wise—may have been responsible for the birth of his ambition to see his people emancipated and free.

This processional way Attah was now traversing was long and much decorated with strange "fetish" objects. The old priest knew how to intimidate his callers. Only the brave walked there, or those who were hardened by custom against the terror raised by the decorations.

At last Attah arrived at an arch of human bones that spanned the entrance to the house. It was a pretentious abode—a bungalow with extensions, European and native, of iron and wood. A white cord was stretched across the main entrance of the residence, and to the cord was tied a thin goat, slowly bleeding to death.

Attah stopped, for this gruesome spectacle meant that the high priest was preparing himself for some mystic ceremony, and none could enter.

The shock of the realization made Attah's limbs rigid. He stood there on the path, under the trees burdened with fantastic offerings of all kinds—bottles, bones, scraps of metal and cloth, masks and pads of animals, dried human hands, a rusty cutlass, and many cheap necklaces.

His eyes were fixed on that white cord and the dying goat, and he was thinking hard. He had hoped so much from this interview, for he had made up his mind that the troubles of his people—their indolence, their dread, their suspicions—could be swept away by a word from the high priest.

Attah had come to suggest that word, to talk to the old man and persuade him to free his people from the thralldom of fetish-power. It would be so easy to say that word of liberation! It had been heard in other districts which were now becoming prosperous and happy. Attah was sure he could reason the old man, stubborn though he was, into a different way of expressing the authority he held.

But now doubt assailed him, and he began to wonder why he had come, why he was there, what had brought him along this dreaded path.

Suddenly he heard a voice calling him.

"Attah! Attah! Oh, Attah!"

It was a cry of fear, rising to a shriek of agony.

In one and the same moment forgetting and defying the power that held him and his in the slavery of superstition, Attah determined to answer that challenging summons. Brought up in an atmosphere where the power of fetish was greater than that represented by Gold Coast officials and the white men's King, Attah by this act found his own soul.

Gripping his club, he leaped the white cord and its ghastly burden, and hurled himself into what had always been to him the abode of all sorts of terrors.

"Attah! I am here, Attah!" the voice guided, and in one of the women's quarters he found a sobbing, frightened, helpless woman—a girl whose face had haunted him all day.

"Save me, Attah, save me!" she cried.

"From what, Delumodo?"

Attah's first thought as he saw her—her bridal finery bedraggled, her face piteous with sorrow—was a puzzled query as to why a woman, even a young and well-favoured one belonging to a good family, should not feel honoured by being included amongst the wives of the priest.

"Take me home, Attah!" she sobbed.

"You wish to go home, Delumodo?"

"Yes, yes, yes, Attah; at once!"

"Then come."

And that was how it began.

On the way home Delumodo told him of the deal her father and the priest had made. Her father, a chief and once a con-
considerable farmer, had been reluctant to sell her, but he was powerless; the priest’s keen eye had marked her down. That day she had been the unwilling centre of a bridal procession. In that room she had been bidden to wait until her owner sent for her.

"I resisted my people," she said; "I resisted the women who came for me. They carried me into the street. For pride I then walked, but they had to carry me into that room. I despaired. Then I saw you, Attah."

Her trust in him was very childlike, her touch on his hand was warm. He thought of Yamma’s stringy fingers.

Arrived at her home they found a sorrowing family, whose grief turned to stark fear when they heard what their daughter had done.

"The priest! The priest!" was the burden of their lament. "What will he do to us?"

"I dare not keep you," confessed the father, sadly.
"We are already a house of the dead," sobbed the mother.

Attah thought quickly. It would be useless to take the young woman to any other house. None would accept so burdensome a charge, for a woman who had run away from the terrible Kin-Kemano was outcast. There remained only his friend the Political Officer.

And presently there arrived at the bungalow of that white official Attah and Delumodo; and the woman's beauty and distress and the man's indignation, and the interest the official took in the people for whom he was responsible caused him to give the girl refuge.

"There will be a very nasty palaver about this, Attah," he said, when Delumodo had been handed over to the servants. "The only way to free the girl will be for her father to pull himself together and pay back the price he received, with a sufficient 'dash' (present) over and above it to make the love of lucre outweigh the slight."

"I will myself lend the money," replied Attah. "But will they accept?" he asked himself a moment after, for he knew Delumodo's family to be as proud as they were poor.

To his surprise, however, his offer was accepted, and to the stupefaction of the whole district the priest also proved amenable, taking both the price and the present. But soon afterwards Delumodo's father's cattle began to die.

"Have you heard that Madam Yamma's spirit was seen at Katakass last night, Attah?" Delumodo asked Attah one day as they were walking through the bush to a dell some distance from the village.

"Yes, I was told, and I asked her why she had sent it."

"What did she say?"

"She said she sent it to collect a debt, Delumodo."

The girl seemed relieved. There are many superstitious fears that bind and shackle the people of West Africa, some based on a belief in ghostly animals, others indissolubly mixed up with the supposed powers of inanimate objects—fetishes, beads, borfinas—and yet others that concern themselves with what we call spiritualism.

From the day of their birth to that of their dissolution they live in a world controlled by spirits—spirits of the living and spirits of the dead. The first are more to be feared than the last, for to only a few is the power given to send their spirit travelling whilst their bodies still live. Madam Yamma was one of these. It was her supposed ability to have her body in one place, her wrath in another, that gave her the unique position she held in the demoralization of the people. Their fear of her was equal to that they felt for her father, the old high priest.

"I am afraid of Yamma, Attah," said Delumodo, presently, reverting to the original topic. "Her spirit is wandering."

"It shall not come near you," he said, fiercely, and then, remembering his helplessness, he murmured gloomily, "Ah! if I were not Madam Yamma's husband!"

He went on to speak of his hopes and fears for the people, and Delumodo listened eagerly. She was intelligent enough to understand what a blessing it would be if the dark cloud of superstition and terror that hung over the countryside could be lifted, and to realize also that, as Madam Yamma's husband and the son-in-law of the evil old high priest, Attah was in a parlous position to play reformer. Yet she fostered his ambition, and they found time in the secret hours they spent at their trysting-place to talk of the good time both were sure was coming for their land and people.

They made plans and discarded them. Attah was rich. Past generations of his family had helped themselves liberally to the gold-dust that passed from Ashantee to the coast. He would pit his fortune against the wealth of Madam Yamma and her father, and gradually win the district by largesse; he would appeal to the Government; he would head a revolt.

"What is that, Attah, oh! what is that?" cried the girl, suddenly.

Here in the bush the dusk was deepening into a solid darkness like ebony.

Suddenly Delumodo stiffened. "The eyes of the white ape!" she gasped, and slipped senseless to the earth.

Startled, Attah looked about him, and in the blackness he beheld two tiny points of light.

"The white ape!" he repeated, horror-stricken.

For a second he stared at the glowing points; then he turned his back, picked up the unconscious girl, and hurried away with her.

After he had left Delumodo at her home he thought long over this new development. Madam Yamma and the old priest were evidently determined to kill her, for he felt certain they were behind the "white ape" mystery. The thought burned into his brain. Steadily her father's cattle had died, until now the family was reduced to buying milk. Nothing they possessed, apparently, could live under the baleful curse of the priest. And now Delumodo was to be given to the white ape!

All along the West Coast of Africa the legend of the "white ape" is known and implicitly believed—a half-human, half-animal Thing that comes and goes as it pleases, killing those who oppose it and carrying women off to the jungle. The appearances of the ghostly creature are anticipated with fear, and villages are barricaded and guarded against it.
Twice lately the apparition had been seen near the village of Awia-mu, once by Madam Yamma herself, as she had casually informed Attah, and now by Delumodo and himself.

For hours Attah turned the problem to and fro, seeking its solution. In doing so he took another step toward his own emancipation and that of his people from the evil thrall of the fetish-gods. His ambition had become a burning thirst, an unendurable hunger. He talked of it to everyone, but there was no response. What could he do to rouse them?

There was one thing he could do: he could slay this beast, this frightening, ravening white ape that threatened his people—and Delumodo. That was the resolve Attah, Prince of the Fantees, finally came to.

The first sun-rays of a new day peeped through the bamboo mesh of the outer screen around the walls of Madam Yamma's house. The warmth awakened Attah. Slowly and softly, for his wife was a light sleeper, he rose to his feet, stealthily opened the frail door, and looked across the clearing. Only the birds were awake. The dense foliage of the bush that walled in the great compound—for Madam Yamma lived in state—was perfectly still.

Very carefully Attah picked up his heavy club, peeped into an inner room to see if his wife had moved, tip-toed out, crept like a shadow to the fence that, planted as stakes, had taken root and flourished as trees, and looked along the path, the one break in the massed and matted growth. Beneath the trees there was not yet light for him to see more than a yard or so ahead.

After leaving Delumodo the previous night and petting her into forgetfulness of what she had seen, he had returned home, mixed a strong soporific into some food he secretly prepared, and placed the bait in a calabash at a point the uncanny beast would have to pass on its way to the home of Delumodo. He was thinking of this as he advanced down the path. He would find the white ape drugged, he hoped, and if so he would slay it.

Reaching the spot where the trails crossed—the one he had come along, that leading to the village, and a third to the farm where Delumodo lived—he looked around for the bait.

He stopped, stiffened, and stared down at something that lay at his feet. It was the calabash, smashed into a hundred pieces! The food had gone. The earth all round was scratched as if by steel-pointed claws, but there was no sleeping or dead beast.

His eyes blazing, his body motionless, Attah stood examining this inexplicable thing. At last he broke the spell that held him and, with his toe, turned over and disturbed the broken bits of the gourd—carefully, as if half-afraid of them.

Suddenly he bent forward and dropped on one knee. Something was lying amidst the wreckage, something that scintillated and flashed like the evil eye of the white ape itself!

A sound in the path behind him made him look round. He had just time to pick up the shining thing—it appeared to be a bead—and thrust it into his mouth for concealment before his wife joined him.

"You are abroad early this morning, Attah," she said, mockingly.

In a sudden panic he wondered if she had seen him kicking the calabash fragments from the path. What had she seen? How much did she know? You could never tell with her, he reflected; she kept her eyes shaded to narrow slits and yet saw more than most.

"Madam Yamma shares that failing," he responded.

She handed him his club, which he had dropped when he knelt down.

"Not often do you carry your club along this path," she said, pleasantly.

When they re-entered the house Attah felt instinctively that a crisis was at hand, nor was he mistaken. Yamma sat down facing him, looked long andsearchingly into his face, and then opened the attack.

"So the white ape came?" she said, sneeringly.

"Who told you?" he asked, to mask his anger.

"There are some who need no telling," she answered quietly. Her mouth was a thin line, her eyes gleamed beneath the lowered eyelids. Evidently Yamma was deeply moved.

Once again Attah found himself asking how much she knew? In his exaltation of spirit because of his find he had momentarily forgotten several vital things, but now he remembered them, and lounged back on the bamboo settle in his old, indolent fashion. He wanted to gain time.

Could she read his thoughts? Did she realize that his mind was alert as it had never been before? That he had come to the supreme hour of his life, the hour he had secretly longed and schemed for? How much did this strange fetish-woman know? He had never discussed with her the hapless condition of his people. Her father's daughter was the last person to give a fair, unbiased opinion on the evils of the existing system.

But now Yamma was speaking again.

"The white ape accepted your offering, Attah?" she asked, almost timidly, he thought.

He saw the trap, but did not quite know how to avoid it.

"Yes—no—I am not sure," he stammered.
The noise of shouting in the village street came to him. He pictured the people whispering excitedly concerning the white ape, for all were now aware that Delumodo had seen it. Attah knew that he, and he alone, had power to banish the terror once for all.

“Listen, Attah, husband of Yamma!” His wife’s voice broke in abruptly upon his thoughts.

Her tones proved her in one of her “fetish” moods, and he sat forward and looked at her curiously. Now only her voice lived. Her eyes were quite closed, yet, as he knew from experience, she would be aware of every change in his attitude, every frown or smile that crossed his face.

“Are you listening, Attah?”

His parched tongue turned over that shining, burning thing hidden in his mouth. How like an evil eye it had looked! Could she see it shining through his cheek?

“Listen, Attah. I have often seen the white ape. It is my servant, as it is the servant of Mano Sulima, my father.”

She gave her father his official title, but it was not that which struck Attah; it was the calling of the white ape a “servant.” Servant to Kin-Kemano—medicine-man, high priest, Prince, Sulima, and scourge of his people, and servant of Madam Yamma, his daughter, as feared as he. This was something new!

“It walks like a man, a strong man, an avenger, a wild man only tamed by greater strength than its own, a beast-man who knows when and how to approach the place where dwells his victim.” The voice droned on. These moods were all too familiar to Attah; they were hours to him of extremest boredom.

He would get up, go out, examine the treasure still tucked away in his mouth. No; on second thoughts, he would listen.

“It is of no use to barricade doors; the white ape is strong, no obstruction can stay it. It is of no use to hide; it always finds what it seeks. It comes when it likes, and takes what it comes for. Its pleasure is its only master.”

Servant! Master! Yamma was contradicting herself. Good! He would stay and hear the end of this. Did she think to frighten him? Why was she saying all this?

“It shows almost human instinct in its choice of victim, in its method of approach, in its habit of building a fire to cook its own food. It is useless to place broiled plantains or cassava balls in its path to propitiate it; it prefers what it finds in the house it visits. It likes food highly spiced.”

Attah was sitting up now. Then she knew that he had prepared that very food, so carefully and secretly, as he thought!

Madam Yamma droned on: “Nothing can stay the path of the white ape, a ring-fire cannot, water treated with herbs cannot, fetishes and ju-ju’s cannot. The report of a fire-arm is a call to it rather than a warning; no gun, no club, no power is great enough to slay it, to command it, to alter its course, to save its victim. There is only Mano Sulima and his daughter.”

(“We will see about that!” thought Attah.)

He had let Yamma go on; it was his custom so to do. Better this and peace than a quarrel and a curse, a curse that might be effective—for was she not the Sulima’s daughter? Though there were doubts in his mind, one cannot throw off in a day the beliefs of generations of ancestors, and undoubtedly the old fetish-priest possessed uncanny powers. He was glad, however, that he had let her have her say. Now he was certain that she knew about the drugged food.

He rose to his feet to denounce her, thought better of it, and sat down again. He would give her all the rope she wanted, let her finish her remarks, and then fling down his challenge, cost what it might.

He noticed now, for the first time, that she had surrounded herself with a ring of sacred objects sprinkled with the blood of one of his fowls.

Suddenly an impulse of hot anger stirred him. Madam Yamma knew of the white ape because she was the white ape! What a fool he had been not to realize it before! For the first time in his married life he broke into her vapourings, scattered the sacred objects with his foot, thereby breaking the magic circle, and stood angry and unafraid before her.

“The white ape!” he shouted. “The bugbear of women. I care nothing for your white ape!”

She sat looking up at him, her eyes, for the first time in many years, wide open, for she had seen that he had dared to break her sacred circle. She gasped in amazement.

“No: you care only for your Delumodo!” she cried venomously, at last.

Attah laughed, but it was like the growl of a wounded bear. He took the shining stone from his mouth and held it out for her to see.

“The white ape,” he said, his voice shaking with fury. “Behold the white ape’s eye!”

Suddenly he seized her in his grip.

“Give me the other eye,” he demanded.

For answer, swerving away from him, she picked up his big club, and, with surprising agility and strength for a woman old enough to be his mother, struck at him with the heavy weapon.

Attah evaded the blow, but it helped his courage. Wrestling the club from her, he shook her violently. Then he dropped her to the floor, where she lay motionless. From her disarranged dress had fallen the stone he had demanded—the fellow to the one he held in his hand.
“Swerving away from him, she picked up his big club.”
Attah picked it up, looked down at the still form of Yamma lying amidst the broken circle of fetishes, and then seized his club and strode out.

"Madam Yamma will regret dropping the stone when she was fooling about with that bait of yours, Attah."

The Political Officer was admiring the two stones his friend had brought to him.

"She will now be numbered with those who believe these agri-beads bring bad luck," he continued, "and there are many who have that belief and can quote chapter and verse in its support."

"It will make no difference," said Attah, calmly. "Up to now, we will say, these have been bad-luck stones, but from to-day they are going to bring good luck to my people."

"That's the song to sing, Attah. Believe that, as their first owners did, and you can do anything."

"Did you know their first owners?" asked Attah, with a simickness amusing to his friend.

"What? Hardly! Ancient Egyptians or Arabs, according to authorities like Johnston and others. Lived at Thebes—are still to be found there, in tombs, beads and all. How the stones got to the West Coast is a mystery." *

Attah had threaded a strip of hide through the hollow centres of the stones, and presently the white man passed them back.

"Wear them, Attah," he said. "Make that string long enough to go round your neck; then go and try their effect upon the people. You will have to live up to them, but I think you can do it, especially when you seek out that old wretch Mano Sulima. Those beads may yet be the salvation of these deluded and down-trodden people."

"The devil-stones! The devil-stones! They are the evil-eye! None can resist it! O-ya! The devil-stones! Prince Attah! Lord of the devil-stones!"

That was the reception the stones received in the village, when Attah appeared wearing them round his neck, and within an hour all the district was up and out to bend the knee to Prince Attah.

"Cover them! Cover them!"

An old man cringing and crying was the second phase of Attah's triumph. The demonstration of the people, their full acceptance of him as leader—and then the undisguised fear of the great Kin-Kemano! Straight from the village Attah had come to the old priest's house to find that the stones were the one secret Madam Yamma had never shared with her father.

"Cover them! I beseech thee, Attah, my son!"

The room was large, but it was lit only by the space between the top of the mud wall and the eaves of the iron roof, and that space was made less serviceable for lighting purposes by the overhanging of the palm-branches with which the iron was thatched.

"I may not, O Kin-Kemano."

The appeal was urgent, although the tones of it suggested that the speaker could command better than plead. The answer came in the round notes of sure confidence. The old priest recognized the tone and bowed to the inevitable. This man who had been husband to his daughter was now his master. Attah sat his stool as if it had been a throne, his blue native cloth draping him like a toga.

The high priest sank in dismay to the earthen floor, and crouched there an old, old man, frail, white-haired, broken. He had tried everything. At first he had commanded, then flattered, then offered bribes. He had cursed Attah, his forbears, his progeny, his friends, his days and nights, his strength mental and physical, his food and drink, his head, his body, his limbs, his heart, his stomach, and his shadow.

But his command was unheeded, his flattery unheard, his bribes refused, his curses laughed at. And his own attendants had fallen on their faces and eaten dust when they had seen those flashing beads. The power of Kin-Kemano had departed.

Attah looked down at the huddle that was once a proud fetish-priest and at the spread forms about it. Then he stepped out into the sunshine.

"The cloud over Akukorbanum-Insu is lifted," he cried to the waiting people. "We are free!"

And wonderingly, uncertainly, they shared his gladness and echoed his words.

Then, just when emancipation seemed to have come, when he was awaiting the "book" (proclamation of the Governor) that would announce him, Attah, to be Prince and chief of this district, a blow fell that threatened to end his work ere it was well begun.

Madam Yamma died.

She had never recovered from the result of that duel of wits between herself and her husband. In her defeat she had refused to leave the house, refused to eat, refused to speak. And finally she died.

Her body was taken to her father's house. That huge, filthy, frowsy, and ruinous building resounded with the "cry" over her corpse. And the village people went softly, for they feared her dead as they had feared her living. Their new-found allegiance to Attah waned before this tragedy.

In the compound of the priestly

* These "agri-beads," according to the *Encyclopedia Britannica*, are made of variegated glass, are highly prized by the natives, and are supposed to be of Egyptian or Phenician origin. There are specimens in the Egyptian Room of the British Museum.
dwellings squatting many women busy preparing food, mashing corn, tending fires, stirring soups.

At the far side, in a long, dim room like a hall, other wailing women beat their breasts and shrieked about the dead form of Madam Yamma, Mano Sulima’s daughter. For twenty-four hours they had done this in relays, and now the time of the burial was at hand.

The procession having been formed, the principal mourners began to appear.

Kin-Kemano came first, his head crowned by an erection formed of the skulls of his predecessors—a veritable crown of horror. His right hand clung to the borfima, that loathsome but sacred sceptre.* His appearance at the funeral was proof that his courage was returning.

Prince Attah followed, sturdy, blue-gowned, sunny-faced, for he had nerved himself to the effort.

“Hail to Kin-Kemano! Mano Sulima!”

It was a feeble cry of a feeble few at first, but it increased in sound and strength.

Attah! Prince Attah! Attah Sulima!”

This was boldly shouted by some, but the majority of the men shuddered out: “Attah, Lord of the devil-stones!”

The women contented themselves with their endless: “O-e-ya-a! She comes! She comes!”

Headed by the high priest, his face hidden by the monkey tails pendant from his graveyard mitre, his devil-dancers gyrating about him, the ever-increasing throng walked to the cemetery in the evening light.

At the spots where Madam Yamma had been wont to linger, they stopped, lowered the body, and talked. Talked to each other, to their friends in the houses they passed, to their acquaintances who had come from a distance to the ceremony, to the corpse, and to the spiritual Madam Yamma who, they were sure, accompanied them. Questions were then asked of the dead, and answers received from the attendant "medium."

It appeared that Madam Yamma was content to be buried—if certain things she would mention were performed. The family of Delumodo looked anxiously at one another.

“What is the first condition?” asked the woman chosen for this office, a woman specially gifted with second-sight.

To the consternation of the priestly party all the stipulations were trivial. The woman—who had to answer as well as ask the questions—rolled her eyes, foamed at the mouth, and seemed always to be upon the verge of some great announcement, but failed every time to utter it. Attah’s nearness may have accounted for her ineptitude.

Presently the "medium's" voice grew fainter. Some thought she spoke the name of Delumodo, but there was a doubt, for just at that moment she fell senseless.

"Take the carrion away!" shrielled the voice of the high priest. Evidently he was greatly disappointed with the performance of his tool; the wretched "medium's" courage had failed her at the psychological moment!

And now the procession had reached the grave. Between murmurings at the length of the journey, at the tyranny of the white men, which made a general graveyard compulsory, and at the fiasco of the second-sighted one, a voice was heard. It asked if Madam Yamma’s father had anything to say to his daughter before the body was lowered into the grave.

Kin-Kemano stepped forward, his attendants closely surrounding him. His voice broke harsh over them; he was once again the tyrant ruler of an ignorant people. The nearest members of the crowd threw themselves at his feet.

"Let her husband, Attah, have the first word," he announced magnanimously.

"Attah! Prince Attah! Attah Sulima!"

Only a few, and those farthest away, now sent out the cry.

Attah walked to the graveside.

"Yamma, art thou content to be left here?" he asked, looking down at his wife’s shrouded body.

"She is content! She is content!" cried the nearest women, carried away by his confident smile.

At once all the women took up the shout. "She is content!"

But Kin-Kemano quickly interrupted. "She is not content," he said sternly.

"Why are you not content, Yamma, my daughter?"

"Because Attah, my husband, became Attah my murderer," answered a voice, sounding from somewhere high above.

"O-e-ya-a!" the crowd wailed, as some fled and others dropped to the ground. There had been a good deal of mystery about Yamma’s death and now, it seemed to the gossips, that was explained.

"She was well. She was strong. She had life left for many years," shrieked the women. "She was our sister. She was our mother."

Amidst the din Attah stood unmoved. He had an idea that this was Kin-Kemano’s last desperate throw.

"Peace!" he thundered, and the people stood transfixed.

Was this Attah, the erstwhile submissive husband? Attah the inoffensive? "You have heard what the spirit-voice said, and you thought it was the voice of Madam Yamma," continued Attah.

He looked about him, but he was careful
to keep his flashing beads toward the high priest.

"That voice will now tell you to kill Attah," he added, "for it was not the voice of Madam Yamma."

That he had spoken truth was witnessed by the near presence to him of one of the attendants of Kin-Kemano, a man called Tasso, who was known as "the executioner." The office had been abolished by white power, but black weakness allowed it to continue. Tasso had edged his way forward until he stood immediately behind Attah, his spiked club ready to his hand.

"Listen to Prince Attah!" now shouted a few.

"Yes, listen to Prince Attah! No longer Madam Yamma's husband, but now Prince of this land."

The bold announcement met with a mixed reception, but some of Delumodo's family and their neighbours began to gather near Attah.

"Madam Yamma's spirit is a good spirit," he went on, boldly. "This that speaks is a bad one, for it serves Mano Sulima. A bad spirit, my people!"

Attah deliberately used the words till then only spoken by the high priest. They roused the crowd. Mano Sulima had been too long a tyrant.

"Look, my people!"

He pointed upwards to the dark crown of an umbrella-tree, higher than its neighbours.

"Yakab!" he shouted. "Yakab, come down at once!"

Then pandemonium broke loose.
Africans like to be hoaxed, they like to live in an atmosphere of mystery, but let them see so much as a cog of a wheel of the machinery used to befool them and they are quick to change masters.

"Yakab!" they cried. "Come down; the devil-stones are calling you!"

A moment later a burly Fantee, a trusted attendant of the chief priest, slid from the tree, flung himself down, and craved mercy from Prince Attah.

"The cloud over Akukorbanum-Insu is indeed lifted," said Delumodo, and her words were taken up and carried on until all the people had repeated them.

Unnoticed by most of the throng a little group of white officials, attended by native soldiers and policemen, had approached.

"The voice of Madam Yamma is pardoned," said Attah.

"Hail! Hail! Chief Attah! Prince Attah! Attah Sulima!" the people shouted.

He lifted the agri-beads.

"Behold!" he cried. "The eyes of the white ape! They are now as powerless as the voice of Yakab!"

The people understood, and rocked with laughter. The terror that had gripped them so long was finished with!

Meanwhile the little procession reached the grave, just as the body was lowered. Native soldiers saluted as the District Commissioner lifted his hat. Then that official turned to other business.

"To you," he said, looking at Kin-Kemano. "This!"

With that he handed the old man a document, ordering him to go home and read it. "And when you get there, stay there," he said, significantly, as the discomfited fetish-priest shuffled away.

"And for you," went on the District Commissioner, as he shook hands with Attah, "I have this!"

Thereupon the Political Officer read to the people the Governor's warrant appointing Prince Attah Chief of Akukorbanum-Insu. "And now three cheers for King George," he added, "and three more for Prince Attah!"

They were not British cheers, but they answered the same purpose, heralding in a new and brighter era for the country and the people.
A long time ago, away up in the interior of Alaska, an Indian chief and I were "fifty-fifty" partners in a fish-wheel. The chief owned an eddy in the river, and I owned the fish-wheel. We anchored the contraption at the head of the eddy, set it going, and proceeded to scoop out salmon by the boatload.

For a few days everything was lovely; we had fish to burn, so to speak. Daily—and nightly—the wheel dipped up and neatly dumped into the receiving-bins more salmon than all the Indians in the chief's village took from their puny willow traps for a week's catch. My partner was tickled to death. He strutted round the place wearing a grin so wide that he could almost have whispered into his own ear! Then, one morning, he failed to show up for his share of the take. He was absent again that evening when the time came to empty the bins and divide the spoil. Next morning he was missing for the third time.

I sent for him. I couldn't understand it. Any time an Indian neglects to collect his share of anything worth having that is due to come to him without cost or effort you can gamble your Red brother is either dead or very ill. At least, this had been my experience up to

the time of the chief's three consecutive misses at the fish-wheel. That evening, while I was hard at it tossing salmon into my own boat, my partner drew up alongside the float in his canoe. As usual, the bins were filled chock-a-block.

"What's the matter?" I demanded angrily. "What's the matter you no come ketchum your share of the fish?"

"Naw," he answered stolidly. "Too much pish."

"Too much fish?" I yelled. "Whatcha talking about? How can you have too much fish? You live on dried fish and nothing else all winter, don't you? You and your wife and kids and your whole blessed tribe? You can't get too many fish! Climb up here and help empty these bins!"

"Naw; too much pish!" the chief repeated, his voice rising in a protest that came from the heart. "Too much pish! Ebel mo'ning pish! Ebel night pish! All time pish! No more. Too d—— much pish!" And with that he paddled away.

All of which has little to do with bears and the story that follows; but somehow, whenever I think of a superfluity of anything—even bears—the late Chief Thomas of Nenana and his overplus of fish comes to my mind.
For I've had plenty of bears—"too much bears; all time bears!"

It happened like this. For the past six summers I have managed to get my name on "Uncle Sam's" pay-roll in the Yosemite National Park. Each April I report to the Park supervisor, who promptly gets rid of me by making me a member of one of the first trail-gangs or road-gangs leaving for the back reaches of the Park.

These gangs, or crews, stay out in the High Sierras all summer, or until the first fall snows drive them back to Yosemite Valley. They are kept busy repairing roads and trails, building bridges, answering tourists' questions—and chasing bears out of camp. And there's where I come in!

Regularly each year, as soon as we start out, I am automatically installed as Chief Bear-Chaser. The title is bestowed on me unanimously, by common consent. No one says anything about it; no form or ceremony is indulged in. I am just it when it comes to bears, and the rest of the gang drop the matter and think about something else, knowing that the office is filled and the question settled.

I have other duties, of course. Being the camp cook, I am expected to dish up something to eat once in a while, but the "grub-rustling" is a secondary matter. Chasing bears out of camp is my chief occupation and pastime; for any time I fail to function successfully as Bear-Chaser there is very soon nothing left to cook.

I should explain here, perhaps, that Yosemite is quite "some" Park. There are more than a thousand square miles of it, and over a hundred miles of roads pierce the High Sierras on the two sides of the Valley, while the networks of horse and foot-trails reaches to every point of interest within Yosemite's boundaries.

Now Yosemite, like all the rest of America's National Parks, is a game reserve. There, for all wild life throughout that vast stretch of country is sanctuary. And, believe me, the said wild life knows and appreciates the fact and takes full advantage of it. Especially the bears!

Think of it from Bruin's point of view! All summer long there are road and trail-gang camps and hundreds of tourist-camps scattered all over the place, with good roads or paths leading to each and every one of them and to the larders thereof! What could be nicer? Good going everywhere, plenty of food along the way, and not a word in the Park regulations forbidding Brother Bear from pulling off a little plain or fancy stealing whenever he takes the notion or figures that the signs are right! The same nice roads or trails that brought him there are equally handy for the get-away—a little fact Mr. Bear never overlooks.

The first time I went out as cook for a Yosemite trail-gang the outfit was bound for Rancheria Creek, where we were to establish our first camp and start working the trail to Pleasant Valley.

All the way out the boss, an old-timer in the Park service, entertained us with sundry bear stories. According to him, every time a trail-gang established a camp anywhere within the Park boundaries, the bears raided it.

The very first night, just as soon as everybody got nicely asleep, a gang of bears would surely steal into camp, clean out the meat-box, rip open a sack or two of flour, beans, or sugar, and scatter the stuff all over the place out of pure cussedness. Then, just about the time some light sleeper woke and let out an indignant yell, they would take their departure.

Directly the shouting and the turmoil died down, and everybody had got his pet snore going again, the bear-gang would return and destroy or make off with something they had forgotten on their first trip. Chased off once more, they would retire to the nearby brush, count the assorted snores until sure that all hands were contributing to the general chorus, and then sneak into camp and enjoy themselves further.

So things went on until daylight, when the bears would retire to their own diggings to recuperate their strength for the night to come, which would be the first night all over again.

And that, according to our foreman, was the programme the whole summer through, night after night! Nobody would ever get any sleep. "There are swarms and herds and flocks of bears all round us," he asserted, "and, believe me, boys, they're gonna make life miserable for all hands and the cook. Especially the cook. Not that you fellows need to get scared any," he added thoughtfully. "Them bears never hurt anybody. But they certainly do make life miserable and hard to stand up under."

I listened and smiled. That foreman was an artist, without a doubt, but I wasn't buying his tall stories. As a kid of eighteen I had journeyed to the Yukon country and had stayed there for a long term of years. And bears up there were bears—grizzlies and big browns and, up in the Arctic, the Polars. Dangerous beasts, all of them, ready to fight at the drop of a hat.

But they never wittingly came right into camp—at least, not when the said camp was occupied by man. Such tales, in my experience, were pure "bunk." Bears, given their choice, will always avoid man like a pestilence. Even the grizzlies wanted no truck with him if it was possible to avoid it. They knew better. "No, sir," I told myself. "That boss-man is sure wasting his bear yarns so far as I am concerned."

The first three nights at Rancheria
Creek passed off all quiet and serene. Everybody, including the cook, slept sweetly and soundly, lulled to slumber each evening by the song of the creek that flowed past our temporary home. Each morning the gang would swarm into the cook-tent, bright-eyed and eager for the daily battle with my flap-jacks.

All but the foreman. He would shamble in to breakfast at the tail of the procession wearing a face as long as a horse’s and exuding spleen at every pore. Peeved, that guy was, and cut to the quick because not a single bear had showed up for three whole days and nights. Not a bear had we seen, not a minute’s sleep had we lost.

But, though the boss-man had lost his reputation as a prophet, he managed to hang on to his appetite. He’d draw up to the breakfast table, inhale a mug of coffee for a starter, and then proceed to demolish a few eggs, eight or nine slices of bacon, a similar number of flap-jacks, and three or four additional mugs of coffee.

Thus fortified for the morning, he would shoulder a half-sack of dynamite sticks and start off up-trail. But he never forgot, just before stepping out of sight at the first turn, to stop and yell back at me: “Watch out for them bears! I’m tellin’ you!”

On the fourth night, as I left the camp-fire and headed for the cook-tent to turn in, he warned me again. “Look out for them bears!” he bawled. “I’m tellin’ you!”

“Wahpoo!” I snorted.

His warnings, as a matter of fact, were beginning to tire me, but all the same I took no chances. I tied the tent-flaps securely, as usual, moved all the grub away from the sidewalls, made my bed under the table—which was a make-shift affair of poles and shakes—laid my flashlight alongside my pillow, and crawled in.

By and by I went to sleep. Some time later I woke up—wide awake. Something, somewhere in my immediate vicinity, was decidedly wrong, or even worse than that.

Save for the whisper of the creek there wasn’t a sound to be heard. No murmur of voices came from the camp-fire; evidently everybody was in bed and asleep. Then realization came to me. Something had crawled into that tent and died! I could smell it—a rank, sickening odour. Carefully I got hold of my flashlight and snapped it on.

The next thing I remember I was ‘way down the trail, and still going. Really going, if you get me.

You see, when I pressed the button of that flashlight, the business end of it wasn’t a foot from the face of a brown bear. He was partly under the table and standing right over me. Honestly, he loomed as big as a house!

As the beam of light struck his eyes he grunted, reared up, knocked the table and the set-up of breakfast dishes flying, and then whirled round and made for the front of the tent. At the same instant I snorted, did a little fancy rearing up on my own account, threw off my blankets with one graceful sweep, whirled round, and rushed for the rear of the tent. And both of us succeeded in getting outside!

After awhile I came back to camp. I was half frozen, for one’s slumber-wear is not the right raiment to prance round in during the middle of the night in the High Sierras. Besides being cold, my feet were cut and bruised and full of pine needles. And I was thinking things.

The fire had been built up and the gang was standing round it, waiting for me. “You ain’t been out more’n two or three miles, have you?” one of them inquired solicitously.

“Naw!” answered another gentleman. “He ain’t been away from camp more’n two minutes. Still,” he added, “the bear wasn’t doing so bad. I crawled out just in time to see him bust out of the cook-tent and go soaring up the trail. He sure was fanning the breeze, but you had him beat,” he insisted.

Wearily I turned away and made for the battered cook-tent. “Look out for them bears!” the foreman called after me, delightedly. “I’m tellin’ you!”

“You go to Hades!” I flung back over my shoulder.

Next day we moved up-trail about eight
miles, pitching camp alongside a tiny brook high on the shoulder of Rancheria Mountain. That was an open camp; no tents were put up, as we planned to move on after three days.

We moved on schedule time — and everybody was quite willing to go. The very first night, a few minutes after the last man was bedded down and asleep, the fun began. Bears prowled all round us, and daylight next morning showed their tracks everywhere.

Of course it wasn't long before one of the outfit woke up — and discovered a bear within a foot of him! Instantly a wild yell split the night and a hail of stones, sticks, and boots filled the air. A black shape or two melted silently into the brush. That gallant fellow the cook got up, turned on his flashlight, and took stock of the pile of grub alongside his bed and the sack of meat swinging in a nearby tree. Then he let off a few private and special cuss-words of his own and went back to bed. Everything grew quiet, and soon a crescendo of snores smote on the night air.

Suddenly there came a frenzied howl.

"The brute stepped right on to my stummick! I'm quittin' in the morning."

Another barrage of sticks, stones, and other missiles, a dark bulk fading into the brush, and once more the cook got up and performed his little act as Inspector of the Grub-pile.

"Nobody ain't going to get no sleep, especially the cook." The foreman, I decided, had "said a mouthful." For that matter, I doubt if any of us had as much as a two-hour stretch of sleep during those three nights at Camp Two. It was the strenuous life with a vengeance.

Fully as bad—or worse—were the five nights we spent at the next camp. We slept, of course. Men who work with their hands—even cooks—will sleep occasionally, spite of anything and everything.

We slept; and we kept the raiders at bay. Not once did they succeed in taking so much as a scrap of spoil. But it was a
hollow-eyed and weary crew that settled down at Roger’s Meadows, which was our third camping-place, for a two-week stay.

“... And I’m tellin’ you,” one of the fellows announced as soon as the camp-site had been selected, “I’m tellin’ you—to blazes with the bears! Let ’em come. I’ve had all I can stand, and a lot more. Let ’em carry off all the grub and the whole blessed camp! I’d just as soon starve to death as die standin’ up from loss of sleep. Speakin’ personal, from now on I aim to slumber.”

Somehow, that sounded like mighty good horse-sense to me. It sounded so good, indeed, that we held an informal meeting then and there and voted unanimously to do a little heavy sleeping all round, from then on. Out of our necessity we evolved a plan, tried it out, and found that it worked like a charm! It meant a lot of extra work, each and every evening, but the results were worth it. Beginning with that night—and continuing for the rest of the trip, we slept.

Nightly, every pound of food in camp was sacked and slung into the nearest trees. Simple enough, to be sure, so long as we made mighty sure that each sack swung from a small, flexible limb, a limb barely strong enough to support that sack’s weight—and no more.

After that the bears were out of luck. They climbed the trees, but always they knew better than to venture out on a limb which would not hold their weight. They climbed—while we slept enthusiastically and let them enjoy themselves. After awhile they slithered down and disappointedly faded away. Mr. Bear is nobody’s fool.

Sometimes they came right into the tents—in emulation, perhaps, of that big brown brute at Rancheria Creek. More than once on that trip—and later ones—I shared my tent for a few minutes with a bear. Generally I knew it at the time; on other occasions I slept blissfully until daylight, when the prints of paws on the earth-floor told me I had had a visitor.

After awhile I became more or less indifferent to such experiences. I learned that, awake, I was safe so long as I lay quiet, and safer still if asleep. For the Yosemite bears are all black or the blacks’ other colour-phase, the browns; and, so far as I have been able to learn, the North American black bear almost never attacks man unless cornered or provoked.

He is a wild animal, of course—even the Yosemite specimen, which is thoroughly familiar with the presence of man—and he should be treated as a wild animal. Corner him, tease him, let him get the faintest glimmer of an idea that you mean him harm, and instantly he will call his enormous strength and cat-like quickness into play. Then, when you come out of the hospital, you can boast that you once tried to be a bear-tamer—you will have the scars to prove it!

There are, as a matter of fact, no tame bears running round loose anywhere. Take the tip of a fellow who, more than once, has been entirely surrounded by bears, so to speak. Keep them at a distance even when you visit Yosemite, where, according to some of the tourists, the bears are “perfectly tame,” as “harmless as kittens,” and “eat right out of your hand.” Let ’em—some other fellow’s hand!

Which brings me to Bill. Bill is another “grub-spoiler” like myself. His domain is in the heart of Yosemite Valley itself, where he presides as chef of the Park Service labourers’ mess.

Last summer, during a time when Bill was suffering from a shortage of help and a surplus of “guests,” I was temporarily detailed to act as his assistant. We had about ninety men to feed, and as our cooking-range was none too quick for such a mob we began our day at four o’clock in the morning.

I was just about half-awake as I stumbled along in the half-dark to begin my first shift as Bill’s second. Four a.m. is an ungodly hour for a white man to crawl out of his blankets.

As I neared the kitchen I noted that the windows were lit up and the morning air fragrant with the odour of hot coffee. Evidently Bill was already on the job.

I speeded up a little. Hot coffee, ready and waiting for me! I was almost on top of him before I saw him—somebody who was “waiting at the door.” It was a bear, a big brown beast sitting up, dog-fashion, right on the kitchen steps.

Maybe he had smelt the coffee; maybe it was the new second cook he had in mind. Anyway, his teeth were clicking in a regular sort of tune and his big jaws dripped saliva in a steady stream. Something told me to go round to the front and come into the kitchen by way of the dining-room.

“Say!” I shouted, as I burst in on Bill. “There’s a bear leaning right up against the door!”

“Yeh?” Bill queried indifferently.

“Only one?”

“Only one!” I screeched. “What do you mean, only one? How many—”

“Aw, let him lean,” answered Bill. “He ain’t hurting anything. Besides, the door’s barred. By and by there’ll be a bunch of them. Come daylight, we’ll go out and feed them.”

“Who’ll feed ’em?” I quavered.

“Why, you and I,” Bill answered, calmly sipping from a soup-bowl of coffee. “They come round every morning, and off and on all day. They’re friends of mine.”

“Fine!” I declared. “You look after your friends; it’s the proper thing to do. But write this on your cuff: They’re no friends of mine! I’m not feeding any bears!”

Sure enough, when daylight dawned,
there at the door was a bunch of them. Four, to be exact—three browns and a black. And, as soon as breakfast was served, Bill, carrying a dish-pan filled with stale bread and meat-scrapings, went out and fed them, handing each in turn a tidbit. Decorously they waited their turns, taking the food from Bill’s hand as carefully as well-trained dogs.

"See?" Bill said triumphantly as he handed out the last morsel.

I saw. What’s more, I saw the same performance every morning and once or twice each day while I worked with Bill.

They came regularly, in twos and threes and foursomes. And in between came the deer, from one to a half-dozen of them, begging for salt or lettuce leaves, which they took unhesitatingly from Bill’s hands. Even the robins knew him. Daily he fed them with breadcrumbs and rice and scraps from the tables, coaxing them right into the kitchen.

"I like ‘em," he confided to me one day. "I like any kind of animal, wild or tame. Say, it would surprise you to see how quickly they get to know me! Why, some of the bears are so tame that they force their way right into the kitchen when I forget to keep the door closed. Some of ‘em are just as tame and gentle as kittens."

"Listen, Bill," I entreated. "I’ve heard that before, lots of times. But I’ve got something to tell you. In a few days I’m going back to the hills with my gang; but, before I go, I want you to wake up to a few things.

"You know me, and you know that I’ve worked here in the Park a long, long time. I’ve been pretty well all about, and season after season, everywhere I’ve gone I’ve bumped into bears, plenty of ‘em, and I claim to know something about them.

"Get this, Bill; they’re wise. And they’re getting wiser all the time. They know just as well as we do that no one here in the Park is allowed to have a dog to run ‘em with or to carry a gun to shoot ‘em; and they’re getting saucier and bolder all the time. You be careful of them, and don’t encourage them. They are just wild animals, even the tamest of them; and one of these days, if you keep on monkeying with them the way you are doing now, one of them is going to slap your head off."

"Don’t make me laugh," answered Bill. "They’re friends of mine."

Out in the High Sierras again, we took up our work where we had left off the previous season. The cook, as in other years, cooked a little and spent the rest of his time chasing bears away from the meat-box.

On this last trip, however, things were better. During a good part of the time we stopped in houses—regular stations specially built for the use of the road-gangs. With our supplies stored behind stout wooden walls, the cook’s work suddenly became easier; Bruin’s thieving was pretty well stopped before he got started. So, with spare time almost every day, I took to hunting. If I couldn’t chase bears I’d shoot them—with a camera.

Day after day I took to the hills round camp or sat, well hidden, close by the camp garbage-pit, my camera open and ready. But, somehow or other, the “kill” was hardly worth the time and trouble.

The bears were on hand, as always; blacks and browns, big and little bears, twin and triplet cubs with their mammas, young bachelors and old gentlemen, some of the latter so grey with age that they looked like small grizzlies. But always they were too far away, in the heavy shadows of the timber, or else moving about so that it was next to impossible to “snap” them. I did get a few pictures, but with two or three exceptions they were unsatisfactory. So finally, in desperation, I telephoned Bill in his kitchen in the Valley.

"Any bears round your place?" I demanded.

"Millions of ‘em," answered Bill.

"Fine!" I congratulated. "I’m sending you along my camera by the supply-truck that goes in to-night. Get me some pictures of your friends."

And here they are—just two or three out of the dozen he sent me. Bill and one of his waiters snapped every one of them from the kitchen door.
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The fascinating story of an exploratory trip into the Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico, perhaps the most inaccessible and least-known region in the whole of the United States. Among these rugged peaks are mighty canyons that have not yet been traversed and lofty tablelands that have never known the footsteps of a white man. Rich caches of gold are said to lie hidden in the rocky fastnesses, and the cliffs contain the cave-dwellings of a mysterious race that flourished something like two thousand years before the Christian era. Mr. Livingston's party made some very important discoveries.

The Author.

Stubbornly defiant of the puny onslaughts of man, who has tamed the areas of the Old West lying around them, the Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico tower aloft into the skies, a wilderness primeval, guarded on every hand by cheerless deserts—one of the wildest regions remaining in the whole of the United States.

Here are vast canyons, some of which no white man has ever traversed from end to end; lofty mesas that are quite unexplored; mysterious caves of unknown extent—and the hidden tombs of a strange race that flourished and became extinct at least four thousand years ago.

Rising from the desert flats to an altitude of nearly ten thousand feet, the Guadalupe served as landmarks for some of the great treks that took place when the history of the West was in the making. They guided the Spaniards who came up from the Gulf into New Mexico three centuries ago; and their lofty peaks, glimmering across the sage-brush wastes, were the first glimpses which the "Forty-Niners," nearing crossing the southern plains, had of the great Rocky Mountains.

The guardians of the vast cattle-herds that trailed through from Texas to Montana during the middle '80's pointed their lead-steers toward the Rio Pecos when the blue Guadalupe peeped above the horizon.

The fastnesses of the Guadalupe were formerly a favourite refuge for "wanted" men. The notorious "Billy the Kid" (William Bonney), the slayer of twenty-one men, once defied all odds here for a time, alone and single-handed. With outlaw gangs roaming the Pecos Slope, the cautious ranchers seldom asked strangers their names. When they drifted in they were invariably fed and allowed to go their own mysterious ways—maybe to rt life anew, maybe to bury themselves in the Guadalupe wilderness until certain things had been forgotten.

Those pinnacles overlook boundless stretches of country that have witnessed many a romance and tragedy. Quite recently they have seen the vanishing of the countless thousands of cattle that formerly dotted the Pecos Slope—eradicated by merciless and long-continued droughts and the call to other frontiers. New derelict windmills, cracking idly before deserted ranches where ravens build their nests in the windows, tell their own story of the passing of the last of the Old West.

Despite the changes that have taken place all round, however, the Guadalupe region remains a primeval wilderness, highways have not made appearance in this secluded realm, and exploration must either be made on foot or by horseback over ancient Indian trails clinging to precipices and winding over sharp rocky backbones. The inaccessibility of these mountain fastnesses, in fact, has kept them very much as they were before the white man came into the country.

This was the region, then, that a party of us recently set out to visit. Reaching the desert's end, at a water-hole near the base of the mountains, we saw looming before us the mouth of Big Canyon, majestic in its wild, rugged beauty. Behind us the August heat ran like waves of fire along the horizon.

We hobbled our ponies to browse among the solol until we should return—perhaps a couple of days later—from an exploration of Big Canyon on foot. Many of the gorges in the Guadalupe are too rough for horses, which are mainly used for moving the base-camp from one place to another.

After hanging our provisions up on a forlorn sapling, out of the reach of roving coyotes, we set off up Big Canyon. As we followed the curves of the stream-bed the
The Big Canyon at the point where it narrows to a “box.” Note the walls, deeply undercut by the erosion of water.
great V-notch of the canyon’s mouth seemed to close in behind, hemming us into a mighty chasm whose walls rose in bluff-like terraces to a height of from five hundred to a thousand feet.

Plodding along under the cool shade of the manzanitas, it was hard to realize that immediately outside lay the sun-baked desert, shimmering with heat, that we had so recently crossed, its terrible gypsum flats strewn with the bones of cattle killed by the drought.

Big Canyon deepened steadily as the mountains grew loftier. Through a parting in the treetops we now and again got a fleeting glimpse of the rim, four thousand feet above. Great eagles—looking like tiny specks—floated in and out over the rim of the gorge in search of lambs of the almost extinct big-horn sheep that range beneath the topmost ledges.

Fossil shells of many varieties were noticed along the low shelves washed by the canyon torrent. Geologists say that the Guadalupes were once the bed of an ancient sea, upheaved by some mighty cataclysm.

**BIG CANYON.**

The bed of Big Canyon is never more than a quarter of a mile wide, and this lessens perceptibly as one gets farther up-stream. Soon we were hard at work weaving our way through a jumble of boulders, each as big as an average house. If there was no way round them, we either went over or under. The water in the stream was very cold, and sometimes so deep that we had to swim. Where the torrent poured over a shelf, the rocks were often so polished that climbing was a perilous and difficult business.

At length the gorge narrowed to a width of only about fifty feet and became a "box," with perpendicular walls rising sheer from the floor. We were now so deep down that during the middle of the afternoon the first stars began to show in the strip of sky visible overhead.

---

Some of the relics of the Basket Makers discovered by Mr. Livingston.

---

Rock-drawings of the ancient cave-dwellers of the Guadalupes.
At several points the walls were so heavily undercut that they overhung a hundred and fifty feet. These recesses looked inviting at first glance for a camp, but masses of driftwood clinging high up on the walls spoke eloquently of their danger. A cloud-burst anywhere on the upper forks would speedily bring down a swirling rush of water a hundred feet deep, making the gorge a death-trap.

Gradually the curves became sharper and more frequent; we were kept busy speculating as to which direction the next bend would take, for just ahead the canyon always seemed to disappear into a blank wall. Presently we came to a gap in the bluff. Here the gorge almost wound back upon itself, with only a knife-blade edge of rock remaining in the narrow part of the curve, loopholed in the shape of a huge window.

The numerous waterfalls we encountered now were not only exceedingly slippery, but had deep pot-holes at their bottoms. In order to pass these watery barriers, we tried throwing a lariat round the rocks above, but we could never get the rope to hold securely. We then endeavoured to stand driftwood logs on end, leaning up against the shelf we desired to climb, but they sank too deeply into the pot-holes to be of service.

Finally another scheme was proposed—that we should scale the bluff and return to the stream-bed above the falls. We had worked our way up the canyon wall for a distance of about three hundred feet, and one of the party had just passed round the jutting corner of a crag when—boom!—something went crashing to the bottom.

For a moment I dared not look to see what dreadful thing had happened. Then, feeling very limp, I peered round the corner. There stood my companion, grinning rather sheepishly. "A blessed rock the size of a covered wagon was in the way," he explained. "I gave it a little push, to see if it was firm—and you heard the rest!"

Finally we descended again above the falls.

We were through the "box," and the walls of the gorge widened out into heavily-timbered slopes. We were now at a point where, according to all our information, white men had never trod before. Still, however, Big Canyon could be seen stretching farther on, its pinnacles reaching up into the clouds, veiling lofty, little-known mesas where the great silver-tip grizzly is still monarch of all he surveys.

Presently the last saffron glow of the dipping sun faded from the purple peaks; the deep shadow of night crept on apace. We were travelling light—not even a blanket.
had been brought along—but in the wilderness men contrive to make shift without luxuries. So we spent the night lounging beside a cheery fire of driftwood in a cave, lulled to sleep by the fitful wind that boomed against the bluffs like the roar of the surf.

Explorers have never succeeded in making a complete traverse of the great south fork of McKittrick Canyon, just south of the New Mexico-Texas boundary. By a stroke of luck, however, our party managed one day to get farther into it than anybody is known to have gone before.

Very soon, however, we, too, were compelled to turn back. Our new base-camp, where our horses had again been left, lay miles down-stream. We were trekking back through the blue haze of late afternoon—jumping from boulder to boulder, sometimes sliding into deep water-holes. A wilder place I have never seen, and the utter stillness seemed full of foreboding. Above us towered yellow bluffs splashed with purple, and the lofty slopes beyond were covered with blue-black fir forests.

Tracks of numerous mountain sheep and mule deer were noticed where they had come down to water along a narrow ledge sloping from the mountain-top. There are few places where anything but a bird can descend into the Upper McKittrick gorge, and a spot like this is just where one would expect a Mexican lion (cougar) to lie in wait. As we swung on down through the shadows I wondered if one of these vicious brutes would pick up our trail.

That evening, as we lay round the camp-fire enjoying a smoke, there came a soft rustle of dead leaves from the darkness beneath the trees. Our old dog "Sparky" charged away furiously, to return even more hurriedly, with bristled back.

"It's a lynx-cat hanging round," somebody suggested.

The talk came to an end, the fire died down, and the woods seemed to close in upon us as we sought our beds. High above a great star shone through a tree-top. Everything was deathly still, save for the lonely call of a whip-poor-will, mingled with the droning song of the mountain stream.

THE COUGAR.

Suddenly everybody was wide awake. "Panther in camp!" yelled someone. There was no mistaking it; only a hundred feet away we could hear the cough-like growls of a Mexican lion. As luck would have it, there wasn't a gun in the party, so a few tomato-cans were sent whizzing in that direction. The beast growled once more, then all was quiet; it appeared that he had silently departed.

In the brooding stillness that followed a skunk wandered out into the clearing and began eating scraps. A moment later the cougar leaped from behind a clump of manzanitas within twenty feet of our beds and made off with the poor skunk. We didn't let the smell trouble us; we were wondering whether, failing that hapless little visitor, the lion would have tackled us or the dog!

Cave-dwellings of the Basket Makers, who lived four thousand years ago. The dryness of the atmosphere has kept the contents of these caves in a wonderful state of preservation.
The day following our adventure in McKittrick Canyon we were climbing the Wild Cow Mesa, a narrow strip that lies between Gun Sight and Double Canyons, both of which are about three thousand feet deep.

Only one path leads to this elevated table-land, an ancient Indian trail. In the old days cattle-thieves drove stolen herds up there for concealment in a natural pasture, from which their escape was prevented by simply blocking the trail at one point. But so remote was the region that the beasts speedily became as wild as the deer themselves, and not even the cow-thieves could round them up again. The cattle remained in the mountains for years until they were killed off by panthers.

Away down in the canyon-bed we occasionally saw an old pine-tree with the bark cut away in the shape of an oblong. These were water signs left by savages long ago. Indians from the plains retreated for refuge to this wilderness. Being hunted men, their trails ran high, and they marked pines down in the canyons so that reconnoitering braves, peering over the gorge-rims, would know that water lay below. In 1881 old Geronimo and his Apache band took refuge in the Guadalupe, but were hunted out by General Nelson A. Miles. To this day the pictographs left by the Apaches still adorn the bluffs.

Now and then, as we zigzagged up the old Indian trail, a mountain sheep would come bounding out from under the ledges, frightened at the echo of our voices. I tried several times to snap the picture of a wild sheep, but none of them were obliging enough to pose until the very last film had been used. Then a fine old ram jumped up and stood broadside-on to me for several minutes at a distance of fifty yards!

The queer little "resurrection" plant grows

At many places Big Canyon doubles back upon itself, and at the point here shown the knife-edge bluff in the narrowest part of the loop is pierced by a huge "window."
prolifically in crevices of the cliffs. This moss-like growth, although apparently dead, is revived immediately by a rain. Stored away dry in a drawer for months, the plant turns green after a few hours soaking in a basin of water, and then will even flower within a week.

**A WEIRD NO MAN'S LAND.**

Up on Wild Cow Mesa we found a weird No Man's Land. From the brink we could peer almost straight down for over half a mile to grotesque spires soaring skywards along the winding ribbons of the canyon-beds. From the foot of the mountain the grey plains spread eastward until they were lost on the violet horizon.

Along this very stretch runs the old "Butterfield Trail" from St. Louis to San Francisco—in its day the quickest route across America. The iron tyres from the burned wagon-trains of the pioneers, which formerly littered the ground, have nearly all been hauled away recently for use as reinforcements in concrete water-troughs.

Some evidences of the hardships of this emigrant route still remain, however. Not long ago I picked up a sandstone slab bearing the simple legend: "J. Crow, 1849," and a cowboy told me of finding a human skeleton lying behind a breastwork at the mouth of a small cave commanding a view of the trail. One bony finger was still on the trigger of a gun pointed outward, but a bullet had crashed through the skull.

The afternoon was almost gone, and to follow the Indian trail back to camp meant a journey of many weary miles. The bed of Gun Sight Canyon lay only three thousand feet below. From brink to bottom sloped a rock-slide—a trough filled with small angular stones lying at so steep an angle that the whole mass would flow sluggishly for a few minutes when disturbed. This slide offered a short cut to camp—and why walk when we could ride? So, half walking, half slipping, we began descending the flow, keeping our balance by the aid of *sotol* stalks.

At first this journey was good sport—why had we not thought of such a jaunt before? A thousand or so feet down, however, there presently appeared the edge of a "jump-off," over which the stones were pouring in a roaring cataract. We avoided this dangerous break in the slide by climbing cautiously down the crags at the side of the trough, joining the flow again below it. Alternating between slide and precipice, we gradually worked our way to the bottom, where we arrived safely with skinned knees and tattered clothes. But we had saved many tedious miles, so we did not complain.

After a while the first human being we had seen for over a week came riding up through the yellow cat-claws where Gun Sight Canyon opens out upon wide stretches of desert. He proved to be "Uncle Green," a veteran cattleman. Few strangers are seen in this isolated region, except gold-seekers and rum-runners from the Mexican border, and "Uncle's" first joking question was: "Treasure-hunters or bootleggers—or both?"

**BURIED TREASURE.**

The Guadalupes, I should explain, have their own stories of buried wealth. On the flats just outside the canyon mouth one of the richest gold-trains that ever left Sacramento is said to have been held up by outlaws who had joined forces with Indians. According to the legend, the loot was split into four portions, one part of it being buried in the Guadalupes. The richest treasures of all, however, are the sixteen-mule loads of gold bars which are believed to have been left by the Spaniards in their flight from New Mexico during the great Pueblo Indian uprising of 1680.

Whether or not there is any real foundation for these stories of buried wealth I am unable to say, but the fact remains that every season brings its crop of treasure-hunters. Some of them are looking for the "lost" Sublett Mine—now conceded to be a cache; others are seeking the sign of the double cross, which is supposed to be the key to the whereabouts of the buried Spanish gold.

In order to reach a lofty peak at the extreme upper end of Mckittrick Canyon we "packed out" along the crest of the western break of the range, so as to pass round the heads of several deep canyons. Frequently our course lay along the very rim of a bluff which overhung nearly two hundred feet. Periodically large sections of this overhanging rock break away, falling with a crash which shakes the surrounding country for several miles.

A ranchman told me that the concussion of one great rock-fall was so violent that the panes were shaken out of the windows of his shack, three miles from the base of the precipice! We dismounted in order to examine one enormous mass, four or five acres in extent, that had split from the bluff and was now leaning out, seemingly poised for the sheer plunge of two thousand feet into the depths below.

Sometimes the lofty tablelands narrowed to a strip only a few feet wide, the country on either side dropping away into blue distance. Fortunately these "sky passes" were never long, but there were many of them. Several times a gorge-head yawned beneath one stirrup; under the other we peered down at Crow Flat, almost six thousand feet below. Passing over these nerve-trying "fins" was for all the world like aeroplaning on horseback!
At first we felt like dismounting and crawling across on hands and knees, but we did manage to stand up long enough to lead the animals across. Even the most timid of the horses, however, became inured to these "knife-blades," and towards the end we could ride along ribbons of rock only nine or ten feet wide, with a straight drop of a couple of thousand feet on either side.

Our ponies were steady old plodders, bred to the mountains, and caused us no great uneasiness; but the pack-mules behaved so well during the whole of the trip that eventually we became suspicious of them. When we got back on level ground, out of all danger, everybody became less alert, dozing in the saddle. Suddenly a tiny ground-squirrel jumped up, and away went the mules, scattering their packs among the junipers!

The South-West is full of evidences of races that flourished and vanished centuries before Columbus discovered America. The oldest of these strange peoples are the Basket Makers, who lived about 2,000 B.C. Relics of these ancients are found in the Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico. They are a couple of thousand years older than the Cliff Dwellers, who are themselves twenty centuries old.

A LONG-VANISHED RACE.

The Basket Makers lived in small dry caves a couple of hundred feet above the beds of the lesser canyons; they also used these caves as burial-places for their dead. The Basket Makers' caves are sealed with stone walls which blend with the landscape so perfectly that a cave-tomb is difficult to detect. These resting-places of the departed yield considerable quantities of implements and basketry, and are always looted by curio-hunters directly they are discovered. Nowadays a Basket Maker tomb comes to light only once or twice in a period of several years.

Until recently the cave-dwellers of the Guadalupes were generally supposed to be comparatively modern Indians. But —-native-born to this mysterious mountain range—I had prowled round caves from childhood, being specially attracted by these old tombs, and some years ago I decided that the cave-dwellers were not Indians at all, as we understand the term.

The Basket Makers, in particular, were evidently a long-headed race, as contrasted with the ancient Cliff-Dwellers,

Round the corner of this bluff the notorious outlaw "Billy the Kid" once held off a posse of twenty men.
and had many other characteristics that were different. It must be remembered that it takes a long time to classify a new race; the skulls and bones of many individuals must be studied, their living-places and implements examined, and all available information carefully tabulated.

Finally the story was pieced together, and the conclusion arrived at that these particular people were the Basket Makers, a tribe that flourished about four thousand years ago. But, alas, by this time my skeletons and baskets were no longer in my possession; they had passed into museums and were more or less out of reach. I resolved to locate another cave-tomb, but this time I determined not to turn over anything I found to a museum.

On this trip of ours, therefore, we were always on the look-out for a tomb, and eventually, with the help of two ranchmen, Messrs. Smith and Godby, we located a Basket Maker cave.

As we dug down through the ash-heap on the floor the dust rose in choking clouds. Wet handkerchiefs tied over our mouths kept out some of it, but even so breathing was difficult. A hole beside the wall was found to contain a large bundle. A couple of hundred feet of netting was unwound from this package; then came a fibre blanket enclosing a human skeleton with fragments of dried skin still clinging to the bones.

At a lower level a wide, shallow basket cupped upside down was removed; beneath, resting in another beautiful basket, was a fibre rug enfolding cremated human remains. With this were a dozen or so sandals, some of which still retained the shape of the wearer's foot.

Rain must have occurred in this usually arid region about the time of the burial, for particles of dried mud clung to some of thefootwear. There were strings of cactus fibre and rabbit fur—evidently intended as offerings—corn of very small size, and some pieces of gourd. The remains were packed in grass, among which were a few weeds that still held their dried blossoms.

The sandals were made from the blades of the narrow-leaved yucca; the netting was woven from the fibre of the Spanish bayonet, and is as strong as though it were made but yesterday. A few fragments of darts were found, but no bows and arrows or pottery—the Basket Maker lived before such things were known in the American South-West. Even in the far-off days of these cave-men, however, children had their dolls, for, among some infant bones, we found a flat stick of wood five or six inches long with a face painted on one end.

A FIND OF MAMMOTHS.

We also discovered long-shaped beads made of ivory, and this "find" had a peculiar sequel. From this bit of ivory it was naturally surmised that ivory-bearing animals had lived somewhere in the neighbourhood. On Salt Creek, thirty or forty miles east of the Guadalupes, a huge tooth was discovered in the stream-bed; indications pointed to the fact that it belonged to a mammoth.

Following up-stream back into the desert, we came to a chain of clear, inviting-looking water-holes, and here, to our amazement, we discovered the bones of a whole herd of mammoths! Tusks protruded from the gravel banks; large bones lay about everywhere. Walking along what seemed to be solid ground, we suddenly sank into quicksand and sticky mud. No doubt the mammoths, wandering through the parched desert, had been lured to this spot by the water-holes, but a taste revealed the fact that the water was salt! Bogged in the yielding quicksands, the unfortunate animals perished miserably of thirst.

We had not started out with the intention of exploring caves, except those of the Basket Makers, but as we continued our trek through the Guadalupes the yawning mouth of the Black Cave, the most uncanny of all the underground wonders of this region, invited us to enter.

Instead of white, as is usual, the formations of this cave are jet-black; even with the brightest lanterns, the intense darkness made seeing most difficult and progress dangerous. We had to be careful at every step, for innocent-looking shadows would suddenly resolve themselves into deep holes, and what appeared to be a smooth path was often a gaping fissure half filled with water.

We found a human skeleton lying at the base of the cave-wall; chemical action had caused the bones to take on the same sombre coloration as that of the cave. The fact that all animals seem to seek the cave-wall to die would suggest that the phrase "gone to the wall" may have a deeper significance than supposed.

On the way out, following the uncertain and nerve-trying trail, I had a gunny-sack full of human bones in one hand and a sputtering lantern in the other, and I was very glad when we finally emerged safely into the outer world.

Once on the surface again we set off through the deepening shadows of nightfall, leaving the weird wilderness of the Guadalupes to the silent vigil of the rising moon.
The LAST VOYAGE
OF THE
"JOAN"
By
W. E. Sinclair
Illustrated by W. E. Wigfull.

With a companion, the Author set out to cross the Atlantic from England to Newfoundland in a small yacht. All went well till they were in mid-ocean, and then a series of storms culminated in disaster.

It was near the end of June, 1927, when Jackson and I slipped our moorings at Erith, in London River, and commenced what proved to be the last cruise of my little yacht Joan.

Our itinerary for so small a boat was an ambitious one. We proposed to sail along the east coast of England, and thence to the Orkneys, Shetlands, and Faroes. From the latter it would be a mere jump to Iceland, whence Greenland lay only seven hundred miles away, with Labrador merely another six hundred farther on. After this, by way of the coast of Newfoundland, we hoped to reach New York.

The Joan was certainly no ocean-going craft, for she was not twenty-three feet long, and her beam was only seven feet six. All her ballast was carried outside, in the form of a heavy iron keel. She required nearly a fathom of water to float her, which is a deep draught for so short a boat. For her size she had a good deal of freeboard; but all the same it was quite easy to wash the dinner-plates over the side.

Joan was a staunch little craft, as I had proved on several shorter voyages. I knew from experience that Jackson was a stout fellow, and would not let me down, and accordingly I was hopeful of success in our trans-Atlantic venture.

The run up the English coast was quite uneventful, and after leaving the Pentland Firth ten days of mixed weather brought us to Iceland. We approached the island in a fog, and it was not until we were close inshore that we caught the gleam of snow-capped mountain-tops through the mist.

In Reykjavik harbour we found the American schooner-yacht Primrose IV., which had crossed the Atlantic in 1926 to take part in the Fastnet race, and was now being sailed home by her crew.
We stayed a week in Reykjavik, having Joan put on the slipway for a last overhaul before tackling the critical part of her voyage. Meanwhile we filled in our time doing the local "sights."

On sailing again we came to the conclusion that as the season was getting on we must forego landing anywhere in Greenland, and make direct for Newfoundland. All the same we laid our course for Cape Farewell, Greenland's most southerly point, since it was nearly in line with Belle Isle, and would make an excellent point of departure for America.

With the winds fair, we covered the seven hundred miles in eight days, a rate of progress that made us very pleased with ourselves. Another week like that, we told one another, and we should be within reach of Newfoundland harbours. But alas! it was the old story of counting one's chickens too soon. Little did we realize that disaster was drawing closer day by day.

For twenty-four hours we sailed gently and slowly within sight of Cape Farewell; then a northerly wind sprang up that carried us away from it.

For the next ten days we were blown southward and eastward, as well as westward, the direction in which we desired to go. A good many times, moreover, both wind and sea became too much for us, and we had to heave-to or put out a sea-anchor. There was, in fact, a good deal too much sea-anchor work during those ten days, and we became ominously proficient in handling the contrivance. Sea-anchors are useful articles, but nobody wants to spend all his life behind one.

By the last day of August we had reached a point some two hundred miles due south of Cape Farewell. A fair breeze came that afternoon, and our spirits rose as we snored along before it at our best speed. A few days of such weather and wind would see us at the end of our journey.

We kept her going until midnight, by which time the wind had risen sufficiently to compel us to take in our canvas, though we managed to carry on for another hour or so under a single tiny sail. Matters, however, grew rapidly too bad even for that, and at six o'clock in the morning we put out our sea-anchor for the sixth time. Then we went below, to wait until the gale should blow itself out.

All day long the yacht rode the seas well, but, for some reason or other, not so well as she had been wont to do in former years and in other waters. All the same, there seemed nothing to worry about, and we had no premonition that anything was wrong.

The wind was steady, but the waves came from all over the place, and Joan swung about wildly as they caught her at various angles.

Before nightfall I made my usual round to see that everything was in order, and found the sea-anchor warp stretching away to windward and the drogue doing its work well. The chain shackled to the end of this warp had its guard secured so that the chain itself could not be jerked out of the fair-lead, and the paws holding the chain were firmly lashed down.

The bobstay was hauled up safely out of the way in case the boat swung round upon the other tack; the shroud-lyanards were all tight and quite unworn; the mainsail and its spars were well secured; the tiller was lashed. As a final precaution I pumped out the little water there was in the boat and stowed the pump loose in the cockpit. So far as I could see, there was nothing else to do but leave Joan to fight it out with the elements, as she had done so many times before.

Fortunately, when I turned in I lay down fully dressed, with my sea-boots and an oilskin jumper on, so that, should it be necessary, I could turn out without a moment's delay. I looked out two or three times—more to keep myself awake than for any other reason—but I was tired and sleepy, having been up more or less all the night before, and presently I dozed off.

Suddenly a tremendous crash awoke me, filling the boat with a terrible sound that numbed my mind like a blow. In a fraction of a second, however, my brain cleared. I sprang from my bunk and tried to collect my thoughts and make out where I was. The lamp had gone out, leaving the cabin in inky darkness.

I knew that a noise so fearful could only mean the most serious straits for Joan and ourselves, and my first coherent thought was that if we were to be drowned that closed cabin would be an awful place for the last struggle. Let us die in the open, at least!

Fumbling round in the darkness, I tried to find the hatchway, but in my mental confusion I forgot which part of the cabin I was in and which way I was facing. It seemed an eternity before I hit upon the right spot, and then it was only by chance that my hand knocked against the slide, and I pulled it back.

Clambering feverishly out, I found that the mainmast had broken off a foot above the deck, and was now lying in the water alongside the boat, together with the mainsail and all the attached gear. The crest of every wave seemed to sweep clean over us, and the little yacht dived down into their troughs as if about to plunge head foremost to the bottom. I felt astonished, indeed, that she did not founder straight away.

There were two obvious things to be done at once if we were to have a chance of saving ourselves. The water we had shipped must be pumped out, and the
“While I scrambled about on all fours, trying to trace the ropes that held the wreckage, Jackson slung the water out of the cabin.”
wreckage got away from the ship’s side. Already I suspected that it might be pounding a hole in her, and as I leaned over I saw the jagged end of the mast hit the planking along the water-line.

Turning to the cabin entrance, where Jackson’s head was now appearing, I yelled to him to give me a knife and start bailing her out. As a result of my excitement and agitation, I suppose, I found I could only speak distinctly by making a special effort to enunciate each syllable.

But Jackson was a good man to have beside one in a crisis. He found me a sheath-knife almost on the instant, and for a frenzied hour we both spent our strength and energy at the maximum rate. While I scrambled about the deck on all fours, clutching at anything and everything to keep myself from going over the side, and trying to trace in the darkness the ropes that still held the tangled mass of wreckage alongside, Jackson slung out the water from the cabin into the Atlantic.

Bucketful after bucketful he scooped away with tireless energy, and when at length he had finished his bailing he came to help me, and we soon had our lost gear tied to a spare warp, allowing it to drift a hundred feet away from us. The near end of this warp we fastened to the stem, for we wanted, if possible, to retain the broken mast in case we found later on that we could get it on board again.

Secretly, however, I knew all the time what would inevitably happen. Our sea-anchor was already tied to the bow, and sooner or later the two sets of gear were bound to chafe one another. They did! In the morning both had gone, and the crippled jib was driving helplessly before wind and waves.

Water, too, was still pouring in, so that one of us had to keep bailing constantly. With daylight, we found that a hole had been torn in the deck for a distance of six feet. Fortunately, the planking had not gone overboard, so we were able to lash it roughly into place, and stop the gaps with blankets, small sails, and spare canvas.

These measures lessened the flow of water to an appreciable extent, and accordingly we went down into the cabin, where, to my amazement, I stepped upon a pile of further wreckage.

“What in Heaven’s name is this?” I asked Jackson.

“The floorboards are up and almost everything’s in the bilge,” was the gloomy reply. “Including the matches,” he added, with great bitterness.

Luckily, however, some of the latter had escaped the common fate. I opened a small cupboard at the foot of my bunk, where only the day before I had stowed away a fresh packet, and found they were still there. Moreover, they were dry and struck without difficulty.

But when we re-lit the anchor-lamp, and examined our cabin, we were almost disheartened. It was a far untidier wreck inside than out, and we regarded the confusion with dismay. To make matters worse, in his hurry to get on with the bailing, Jackson had slung various sodden articles out of his way into our two bunks, and as things stood at present we had space for neither food nor rest.

But both we must have, if we were to carry on, and so we set ourselves to repair the ruin.

The floorboards were found and most of them replaced. Not all, however, for the bunks had been pushed inwards, and we had to leave one board out, which gave us the added inconvenience of a permanent hole in the floor. The remaining lumber we piled upon my bunk, this being no longer habitable, seeing that it lay under the part of the deck which had been torn up.

Jackson’s bunk we were able to turn into the semblance of a sleeping-place again, and by laying out a couple of sails and some blankets, all of which were merely moist, we fashioned a kind of snugger, for the first use of which we solemnly tossed up.

Jackson won, and crawled into it for an agreed hour—a period that we thought would meet the circumstances better than a longer one. True, an hour was not very long for sleeping, but it was likely to be quite long enough for the fellow who had to bail.

And so I speedily discovered when I commenced my task. There were two methods of procedure: one to bail slowly and continuously, the other to work hard for ten minutes and then knock off for ten minutes’ rest. I decided that the former was the more satisfactory, because the moment I ceased exerting myself I began to shiver with the cold.

So, by bailing steadily at the water, and chewing steadily at biscuit, I endured my hour; then I called the next watch without compunction. Jackson looked at me in an unfriendly way, but he turned out, and, as I could not well get into our bed with dripping clothes, I stripped, wrung the water out of them, and rubbed myself down. Then I crept into bed, and in ten minutes was warm and happy.

What a ridiculous period of time an hour is! So at least I thought when I saw Jackson’s grinning face again, and realized that it was my turn to resume the everlasting bailing.

We kept going in this fashion until the afternoon of the next day, when Jackson discovered where most of the water was coming in. One of the outside planks near the stern had been lifted upward so as to leave a gap three feet long and an inch
wide. Since the yacht was putting the whole of this beneath the surface twice a minute, there was a great deal of the Atlantic making a circular tour of the boat, coming in by way of the stern and going out by way of the pail!

We sacrificed out best socks in order to plug this gap, and then found to our joy that it was not necessary to spend more than a quarter of our time bailing—except once or twice when an increase in the seas called for double shifts. We grew quite smart at this game, the mate heaving up a full bucket which I took from him and emptied overboard.

I still have a vivid recollection of one great wave which caused us the utmost consternation. I was standing outside in the cockpit when I saw the monster rear up over our quarter. I will swear it towered quite thirty feet above me—I had to crane my neck to see the top of it.

Growing sick with apprehension as I regarded that watery mountain, I shouted to Jackson to hold on, and, flinging myself over the cabin opening, gripped for dear life.

After what seemed an age, down crashed that stupendous breaker, knocking the breath out of me and causing the crippled Joan to heel right over. Then, by a miracle, she righted herself, and we set to work bailing furiously. How our poor little craft survived the onslaught remains a mystery.

With the coming of another evening, we lengthened our spells to two hours, so that the man off duty might get time for a real sleep. During the night, too, the wind began to moderate, and next day we were able to dry our blankets. The day after that was better still—calm, with a little sun—and those two fine days were a God-send to us, enabling us to get things more shipshape than we had hoped.

We nailed the broken deck properly into place, caulked it, and covered it with some stout canvas; and after that only a small quantity of water leaked through. The other hole we covered with sheet-lead. Below decks, we tidied the cabin, forced the bunks back into place, and made a barricade of biscuit tins on the floor to stop their falling inwards again. My bunk was turned into a lumber-room and storehouse, and we kept there all the material and tools we might want in a hurry. Finally, we set a big jib from the stemhead to the top of the mizen-mast, and found ourselves once more sailing.

These tasks attended to, we discussed plans. Where should we make for? The question seemed rather a ridiculous one, for obviously the answer was—whither the wind took us. We soon found, indeed, that we had no option in the matter; the prevailing wind and that makeshift jib drove us slowly south-west or thereabouts, and we made sixty miles in less than a week. St. John's, we knew, lay some five hundred miles distant in the direction we were taking.

As soon as we resumed sailing we altered our watches to the regular ones of four hours each. So far, matters had gone surprisingly well with us since the disaster. Nevertheless, anxiety was never absent from our minds. Another storm like the last and we were doomed for the Joan, in her battered condition, was not likely to survive a second time.

We had one consolation—our involuntary drift would take us across the nearest traffic-line. And, since we realized now that—much as it went against the grain—we should have to abandon the yacht, our object was to be picked up by some passing vessel.

It might be a long time, however, before this happened, and we thought it best to put ourselves on short rations of food and water. Of potatoes we had a fair supply, and we decided that it would be foolish to ration these, since they would only go mouldy if kept too long. So, for one meal every day, we permitted ourselves as many potatoes as we liked.

Drinking water, however, was cut down severely, and to lessen our desire for it we went without salt, save that our potatoes were boiled in seawater. We ate them as they were, skins and all, and bully beef we consumed at the rate of one twelve-ounce tineach day for the two of us.

Except for the monotony of our slow crawl south-westward, and the gnawing anxiety as to what might presently happen, the next few days were passed in reasonable peace and comfort. For the most part it remained calm, but every now and then
the sea got up and we had to resume our bailing.

We found it inadvisable to attempt any sailing at night, partly because our awkward rig was a terrible worry when we could no longer see what was happening, and partly because we considered that it was more important to conserve our energy than to expend it unduly in making a few more miles. So at night the watch just sat and smoked, staring round the horizon meanwhile for a possible ship's light.

We kept a distress-signal flying at the head of the mizen-mast by day, though I doubt if it was really necessary, as the sight of so small a boat in those waters would have brought any vessel closer to investigate.

And so we went on until the night of Sept. 7th—a week after the catastrophe—when, at the end of our evening meal, Jackson stepped outside to scan the darkness that surrounded us. Presently I heard his voice.

"Just come out and tell me what you think of this light," he called quietly. "I'm not quite sure whether it's a star or not."

A star! He knew all the time that it wasn't—explaining afterwards that he had been considering my nerves! No second glance was needed, for there, plain enough, were two white lights and a green one. It was a ship! With any luck, we knew that rescue was at hand.

Eagerly I slid back into the cabin and brought out the fog-horn, handing it to Jackson to keep going—one blast at short, regular intervals—while I devoted my energies to preparing a light-signal.

Raking out the regulation ship's flares which I always carried aboard, I found that they were all too wet to take fire in the ordinary way by friction, so I held one in the hot flame of a Primus stove, and in a few seconds it burst into blazing light.

I passed it out to Jackson, who held it as high as he could reach, while I proceeded to lay out others for use as soon as the first one should be done with. While this was burning I was successful in making a continuous flame in our pail by means of some sacking and a quart of paraffin, with a little petrol to start it.

Although the vessel was at no very considerable distance, and we were making a great to-do, at the back of our minds there remained the fear that she might pass by without seeing us. After the second flare had burnt out, however, we saw that she was making for us.

I spent the next ten minutes in gathering together all the small articles I most wanted, and placing them in a large kit-bag, after which I went back on deck to give Jackson a chance to do the same. We did not know what method would be adopted to get us aboard, though we expected a boat to be lowered, in which case the salvage of our gear would be an easy matter.

Someone aboard the big steamer—which proved to be the Dutch freighter Alcoor, on her way to Montreal for grain—spoke English, and when she came close alongside and hailed us we told them that we wanted to abandon the yacht and be taken aboard. Thereupon the engines were stopped, and the steamer slowly drifted down upon us until a rope could be thrown.

They fastened a warp to this line, which we hauled in. Jackson tied it round the bits, but the pull was so nearly vertical that he found he must hold the rope in place. While he did this I fastened a second line to the yacht's stern. The crew of the freighter then pulled on the two lines until we lay alongside the steamer, pounding against her sides in the swell.

Slowly the great iron wall drifted past us, and presently a rope ladder came into view. I called to Jackson to climb up. As soon as he released his hold on the warp the ladder began to slip away, and, seeing that in another moment it would be beyond my reach I grabbed the bottom rung without attempting to save our kit-bag.

Thus, though we ourselves were rescued, we muddled the salving of our gear, and had no further chance to get it. The instant we were aboard the steamer was put on her course once more, and as she forged ahead she contemptuously brushed from her path the poor cripple whose dire extremity had momentarily checked her voyage.

For a few painful seconds I caught the gleam of the Joan's white hull in the blackness of the night. Then she vanished astern—to sink, without doubt, in the next gale. Farewell, gallant little ship!
TO LHASA IN DISGUISE
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A remarkable story of pluck and pertinacity in the face of seemingly overwhelming difficulties, showing how a white woman succeeded, for the first time in history, in entering Lhasa, the mysterious Forbidden City of Tibet. For two years before her expedition to this jealously-guarded stronghold Madame David-Neel lived in a cave in the Himalayas, patiently learning from an old hermit the language and customs of the country. Then, having "adopted" a young Tibetan priest to act as a guide, she disguised herself as his mother and set out on the hazardous mission here described. Hardships, perils, and adventures of all kinds were encountered, but in the end Madame David-Neel triumphed. Our readers have a treat in store in this absorbing account of a unique journey.

I.

We were off! My fifth journey into Tibet had begun, and this time, accompanied by Yongden, a young Tibetan lama (priest), who had agreed to act as my guide, my destination was the secret forbidden city of Lhasa—that jealously-guarded stronghold which, if I succeeded in my mission, I should be the first white woman to enter. But should I succeed? The odds were terribly against it.

We were still in that part of Tibet, under Chinese rule, in which foreigners can travel freely, but ahead of us, beyond Lomdo, were the steep slopes of the Kha Karpo range and a region to which all access was banned.

The Dokar Pass would lead us into the heart of this forbidden country, but to announce that we intended to traverse this pass would be fatal at the very outset. We pretended, therefore, that we were merely going into the domain of the Lutze tribes in order to collect botanical specimens, and our first consideration was how to get rid, without rousing suspicion, of the two coolies who accompanied us. Only with them out of the way should we be free to choose our route.

The Authoress in her disguise as a beggar pilgrim.

I soon contrived a ruse.

"My feet are swollen and sore," I announced to the men. "I cannot walk any longer. Let us go near the stream, and we will camp and make tea."

They were not surprised, for my feet had actually been hurt by the Chinese rope-
sandals I was wearing, and the coolies had seen them bleeding.

We went down to the river and I chose a small clearing surrounded by thick bushes and there pitched my tent. The presence of the water, and the protection afforded against the wind by the thickets, justified my choice.

A fire was lighted, and I gave the coolies a good meal. When it was finished I ordered one of the men to go up the hill to cut some dry logs, since only twigs were to be found near us. When he had gone I explained to his companion that I had no further need of him, as I meant to stay where I was for about a week. When necessary, I added, I would hire a man from the village of Londre to carry my luggage. He understood, and, well pleased with good wages, started immediately for home, convinced, of course, that the man who had gone to cut the wood would remain to attend on me.

The latter, when he came back, was told exactly the same story, but as I did not want him to meet his late companion for some time, lest they should discuss my strange plan of camping alone, I said that, as I could not proceed at once to Lutze-Kiang, he was to carry a letter and a parcel there for me. From Lutze-Kiang he could return to his village by a direct road, without coming back to Londre.

The parcel contained a few clothes—a gift to the poor. Yongden and I had examined our baggage, and, finding it too heavy, had decided to abandon the waterproof sheet that was meant to keep us, when sleeping, from direct contact with the damp or frozen ground. We also discarded our few spare garments, so that nothing was left us but the clothes we were actually wearing.

We had not even a blanket, although we knew that during the winter we should have to cross snowy ranges and pass over eighteen thousand feet high. But it was essential to carry as much food as possible, since we did not wish to show ourselves in the villages for at least a fortnight, and weight had to be reduced somehow. Later on, when we were crossing desert regions, a full load of provisions would be indispensable; our success and even our lives might depend upon our stores.

The small package was addressed to a missionary whom I had never seen, and who had probably never heard of me, and after I had handed it to the second coolie he departed, as satisfied as his comrade, with a few dollars in his pocket. He evidently believed that the other peasant had been sent on some errand in the neighbourhood from which he would return toward evening.

What these two thought and said, a few days later, when they met after rounding the same range, one on the northern and the other on the southern side, must have been amusing, but I never heard it!

And now, at last, Yongden and I stood in the thick jungle, alone and free to make our attempt to reach Lhasa. What would be the end? Should I triumph and enter the city, laughing at those who would bar my way? Or should I fall—perhaps die by the way? Who could tell?

That first night-journey, by the dim light of a mist-veiled moon, was an earnest of what was to come through the long days and nights that followed. For several hours we trudged along the valley and then, skirting some isolated farms, tried the passage of the stream. The crossing, however, proved impossible in the darkness.

The water was high, the current swift, swirling viciously round concealed boulders. We should have lost our footing and been swept away in two minutes. But at length we came to a bridge, some houses, and then a second and larger bridge. Presently we stood at the foot of a wild and solitary hill on which a narrow, twisting trail led to tracks and paths and roads that would take us into the very heart of Tibet and finally to the Forbidden Capital of the Lamas.

To sketch our progress day by day and retell every incident of the journey is impossible within the compass of these articles. One can only give some idea of our hopes and fears, and here and there recount one of the many meetings with Tibetans which sent our hearts into our mouths, constantly afraid, as we were, that our purpose would be discovered and that we should be ordered to return ignominiously whence we had come.

OUT OF THE NIGHT.

Once, believing ourselves to be quite alone, we were talking English, when, to our dismay, we heard a voice calling us.
"Who are you?" it asked. "Why are you walking at night?"

"We are pilgrims," answered Yongden, quickly. "Dopkas from Amdo. We cannot bear the heat of this country. When we walk in the sunshine we get fever, so we tramp round the Holy Hill at night."

That was quite a plausible reason. The man who had asked the question seemed satisfied, and said no more, but Yongden continued:

"And you, who are you?"

"We, too, are pilgrims."

"Well, good-by," I called out, to cut the talk short. "We will walk on a little farther and camp the next time we find water."

So ended our first chance meeting on the way to Lhasa. It taught us that even night marches were not absolutely secure, and that we must be prepared at any hour and at any place to explain, in a way that would awaken no suspicion, the reason of our doings.

Before long we had to consider afresh the question of our disguise and add the final touches which were to complete our new identities. Before the coolies left us we had worn our Chinese robes, which would not have compromised us even if I had been recognized as a white woman, for, as a rule, all foreigners in these remote parts of Tibetan China dress in this way. From now on, however, our fellow-travellers would probably be pilgrims from various regions of Tibet, and our best plan was to immediately merge with them and become common, inconspicuous arjopas.

The latter are those mendicant pilgrims who, all through the year, ramble in thousands across Tibet, going from one to another of its sacred places. The arjopa usually belongs to a religious order—either as a monk or a nun. He or she may be a true pauper or even a professional beggar, but most of them have homes and means of subsistence in their own countries.

I had chosen to travel as an arjopa because it is the best disguise to pass without attracting notice. Yongden, who was an authentic and well-read lama, looked his part to perfection, and as his aged mother, who had undertaken a long pilgrimage for devotional reasons, I thought I should constitute a rather touching, sympathetic, and entirely plausible figure.

In addition, the absolute freedom of the arjopa's life strongly appealed to me. Now that I have actually experienced it, I deem it to be the most perfect existence one can dream of, and I reckon among the happiest days of my life those when, with a pack on my back, I wandered as one of the countless horde of Tibetan beggar-pilgrims.

Two years previously, in another attempt of the same kind, I had cut my hair short; now, in the part of a lay-woman, I required long plaits. I therefore lengthened mine, which had not yet grown long enough, with jet-black yak's hair, and in order to match the colour I rubbed a wet stick of Chinese ink on my own brown hair. Large ear-rings also helped to alter my appearance, and finally, to obtain a dark complexion, I powdered my face with a mixture of cocoa and crushed charcoal.

SACRED GROUND.

In due course the Dokar Pass stood before us, looking most impressive against a grey evening sky, and our knowledge that it was the gateway of the guarded region added to the sternness of its aspect. The ground all round is sacred to the gods, and the Tibetan pilgrims who travel along the track have built countless tiny altars, made of three standing stones, with a fourth as a roof, under which offerings are made to the spirits.

On the pass itself and the neighbouring
ridges the mystic flags which can be seen on all the heights of Tibet were planted in exceptionally large numbers. In the falling light they looked alive, belligerent, and threatening, like so many soldiers guarding the crests, ready to attack the presumptuous traveller who would trespass on the forbidden road to the Holy City.

When we reached the cairn marking the top a gust of wind welcomed us—the violent, icy kiss of that austere country whose severe charm has held me so long bewitched, and to which I always return. Turning successively toward the four quarters, the zenith and the nadir, we uttered the Buddhist wish: “May all beings be happy!” and began the long climb down.

Presently a blizzard descended upon the peaks. Black clouds rolled across the sky, and stinging sleet-showers assailed us. We hurried forward at our best pace, anxious to reach the base of this steep and inhospitable slope before nightfall.

But darkness came early. We missed the path winding between the landslides, and found ourselves slipping helplessly, with crumbling stones under our feet. It became dangerous to proceed, for we could not control the speed of our descent.

So, having succeeded in pulling up, we fixed our pilgrim staffs before us on the ground as points of support and sat down. Clinging to one another for safety, our loads still on our backs, we remained squatting in the snow, which fell ceaselessly from eight o'clock in the evening till two the next morning. Then a last melancholy quarter of the moon showed itself between the clouds and we were able to get down to the wooded zone.

We were resting at the edge of a glade, where a forest fire had destroyed the big trees, when I noticed the skulking forms of two big animals with phosphorescent eyes. Yongden thought they were deer, but I was sure they were wolves, and delayed our forward march a little in order to avoid an undesirable encounter.

Later, after we had camped, and Yongden was asleep, I heard a low sniff somewhere close at hand. Looking round, I saw one of the animals gazing at us with gleaming eyes. After a few minutes, however, it went slowly away, its curiosity apparently satisfied.

The miracle which had allowed us to proceed for a whole week, on a road followed by many pilgrims, without meeting a single soul, could not last for ever. After that we encountered several parties, but in none did we rouse suspicion, and it was not until we reached a village called Wabo that I had cause for any serious perturbation.

We had stopped to make tea, but the water took a long time to boil and my companion was very slow in eating and drinking. As a result, a number of villagers gathered round us. All would have gone smoothly had Yongden only behaved naturally. But he happened to be in a curious mood; he said not a word, but merely ate and drank endlessly. The people looked at us in deep astonishment, for Tibetans are talkative folk, and Yongden’s attitude upset all their notions concerning arjopas.

DANGEROUS MOMENTS.

“How are these people?” asked a woman, doubtless in the hope that we would answer the question. But the lama preserved the same stern silence.

In my carefully-devised code of secret signals, intended for all emergencies, I had not provided for the order “Talk!” and so I was powerless, drinking my tea humbly behind the lama, who was seated on an old sack I had spread out for him. I thought it prudent to accentuate my respect and to serve Yongden in all ways so as to avoid any suspicion about my own personality. Alas, that very attitude nearly caused my undoing!

I took away the empty kettle—just then used as a teapot—and proceeded to wash it. The contact of the water with my hands had the natural result of cleansing them, and with the beginning of cleanliness appeared the natural whiteness of my skin! So distressed was I by the strange, danger-taught behaviour of Yongden that I did not notice this until a woman, in a low voice, said to another near her:

“Her hands are like those of philings (foreigners)!”

In an instant I saw my danger; the colour of my skin might betray me! I did not show in any way that I had heard the remark, and quickly rubbed my hands on the bottom of the greasy, smoky kettle until it was impossible to see any white skin.

But the distrust went on spreading. “Are they philings?” the people asked one another in undertones, and still my seemingly petrified lama continued to masticate in silence. I did not even dare to murmur “Karma pa kieno” (“Let us be off”) lest my voice, in that tense silence, should attract more attention to me.

At last Yongden rose, and then a villager ventured to ask him where he was going. I was in terror, for it was here, before all these prying eyes, that we were to leave the pilgrims’ road and thus proclaim openly that we intended to proceed toward the centre of Tibet!

But Yongden showed no sign of anxiety. Calmly he told the man that we had made the pilgrimage, circumambulating the Kha Karpo, and now it was over we were going back to our own country.

Thereupon he hoisted his pack on his back. I imitated him, and we started off on the road everybody takes when going to Lhasa.

And then the miracle happened. The mischievous spirit who had enjoyed himself at our expense gave up the joke and began
"Her hands are like those of foreigners!"
another one—to our advantage. I heard someone say jestingly:

"Fancy foreigners going on a pilgrimage!"

This idea seemed to strike the crowd as extremely funny, and they all laughed.

"They are Sokepo (Mongolians)," said another man, seriously, and this was what the whole village believed when they saw us renew our journey.

We continued on our way, mingling with the people when we could not avoid them, and got on excellently. We even passed the ordeal of inspection at a post of Tibetan soldiers.

In a village in the Nu Valley, however, I had a narrow escape. In my character as a beggar-pilgrim I had gone from door to door, reciting prayers according to the custom. A kindly housewife invited Yongden and myself inside for a meal, and poured in our bowls curds and tsampa. Then she left us for a moment, and, as usual, I dipped my fingers into the bowl and began to knead the mixture.

At once, to my astonishment, the stuff began to turn black, and then, too late, I remembered that I had just recently retinted my hair, and the dye on my fingers was coming off in the milky meal!

Comic as it was, the situation was serious, for it threatened discovery of my identity, and Yongden became frantic.

"Eat quickly!" he urged; "the nemo (hostess) is coming back to us."

I hesitated, for the mixture looked exceedingly nasty, but I could hear the woman's returning footsteps, so, shutting my eyes, I swallowed the contents of the bowl, dye and all.

Tramping on through wild forests, we presently reached the summit of a sandy hill, and saw, several thousand feet below us, a narrow glittering ribbon. It was the Giamo nu chu, the upper course of the Salween River.

We had heard that somewhere in that region there was a place called Tswa, where the river could be crossed by an aerial cable stretched from one bank to the other. As travellers were few and far between on that out-of-the-way path, however, the ferrymen lived a long way from the stream, and only came there when they were informed that a number of people wanted to cross.

We poor lone pilgrims might have remained for weeks looking at the rope but for the happy circumstance that a lama had performed some religious ceremonies at the house of a farmer whose guests we had just been, and was now returning to his monastery on the other side of the Giamo nu chu with a dozen of his followers.

To cross a river hanging to a cable was not a new experience to us, for we had done it in other places. Usually, however, twodifferent cables, one for each direction, were used to carry passengers, who, starting from a point much higher than the landing-place, glided swiftly downwards as if on a switch-back.

Here there was but a single cable fastened to poles fixed at the same level on either bank, and the line sagged terrifyingly in the middle.

Only the strongest of the countrymen ventured to cross it unaided, for to haul oneself up from the bottom of the sag by the sheer strength of one's wrists was rather a feat. Most of them, therefore, were hauled up by the ferrymen, as were the animals and baggage.

**IN PERIL IN MID-AIR.**

When my turn came, a Tibetan girl and I were bound with rough straps, and tied together to a wooden hook that would glide on the leather cable. Trussed up in this way, a push sent us swinging out into the void, like two pitiable puppets.

In less than a minute we slid down into the middle of the dip, and then, from the other bank, the ferrymen began their work, hauling on the line that was attached to the hook. Each jerk they gave at the long tow-rope caused us to dance a most unpleasant kind of jig in the air.

This went on for a little while; then we felt a shock, heard a splash below us, and went slipping back at full speed into the sagging dip of the cable.

The tow-rope had broken!

The accident in itself did not endanger our lives, for men would presently glide out to refasten the rope, which they were already hauling out of the water. But giddiness might overcome us, suspended as we were two or three hundred feet above the swift current. The way in which we were tied afforded security for a conscious passenger in an erect position, and able to maintain a strong grip on the strap under the hook, but tragedy could easily happen if one collapsed or fell backwards.

My nerves are good, and I had no doubt I could stay there for hours, if necessary. I was doubtful, however, about my companion. She was rather pale, and stared up with frightened eyes at the point where the strap to which we were suspended was fastened to the hook.

"What is the matter with you?" I asked her. "I have asked my Tswai lama (Spiritual father) to protect us. You need not fear."

With a slight motion of the head she indicated the hook.

"The strap is coming loose!" she answered, trembling.

This was terrible news, for if the strap came unfastened we should both go hurtling down into the deep river. Tied as we were, swimming was out of the question. Even if I managed to disentangle myself and toss the girl for awhile, there was no possible landing-place in that gorge, where the river flowed swiftly between gigantic walls of rock.
I looked attentively at the knots, but could detect nothing wrong.  
"Shut your eyes," I said to the girl.  
"You are giddy. Nothing is loose. We are quite safe."

"It is loosening," she repeated, in such a convinced tone that I began to doubt. This Tibetan lass, who had often crossed rivers in that way, naturally knew more than I did about knots, straps, and hooks. It was, therefore, only a question of time—whether the men would have repaired the tow-rope and got us to land before the knots gave way.

At last one of them proceeded toward us, hands and feet up, moving exactly as flies do on a ceiling. As he approached we swung again more than ever.

"She says that the knots of the strap are coming loose," I told him as he reached us.

He gave a hasty look in the direction of the hook.

"I cannot see it very well," he said.  
"Let's hope it will hold fast till you arrive at the bank."

He made the tow-line fast, still working with his hands and feet, and then went away as he had come. When he had rejoined his companions they began to haul us again.

At last, to my vast relief, we landed safely on a projecting rock of the cliff. Half-a-dozen women took hold of us, expressing their sympathy in loud exclamations. The ferrymen, after untying us, ascertained that the knots had never loosened and began cursing the girl, whose notion had given them a great fright. The poor thing promptly became hysterical, weeping and shrieking pitifully. It was a scene of picturesque confusion.

Yongden seized the chance of this general commotion to beg for his aged mother who had suffered such agony while hanging to the rope, and needed a good meal with which to refresh herself. All those present gave really liberally, and we set out loaded with fresh supplies.

After landing on the right bank of the Giamo nu chu we became true Tibetan wayfarers, no longer avoiding the villagers, but mixing freely with them. Such a life could not fail to bring us many experiences, but they were not always pleasant.

In one house, for instance, directly food was put before us a most fearsome odour at once filled the room.

"Oh," said Yongden, in a voice that trembled slightly, spite of his efforts to control it.  "It is a stomach!"

Immediately I understood only too well. The Tibetans, when they kill a beast, have a horrible habit of sewing up in the stomach the entrails of the animal. The "bag" is then put away and its contents go on decaying for days, weeks, and even longer. It was this horror—a real delicacy to them—that we were now asked to eat!

"Here is a saucepan, mother," said one woman, kindly.  
"You can prepare your supper."

"What!" I whispered to Yongden.  
"Am I to handle this filth? Tell them I cannot do it. Tell them I am ill."

"It always seems to be your turn to be ill when something unpleasant befalls us," he growled under his breath. But he was already regaining his self-possession.

"The old mother is ill," he announced.

"Why don't you make the tupa (thick soup) yourselves? I want everybody to have a share."

They needed no second bidding, and very soon the terrible decoction was boiling.

"Take some, mother; it will do you good," said our hosts, but I contented myself with groaning in the corner where I had stretched myself.

"Let her sleep," said Yongden.

He himself, poor fellow, had no loophole for escape. Arjopas who spend money on meat and then refuse to touch it simply do not exist; had he declined the dish the whole village would have been talking about it next day. He had to swallow a full bowl of the evil-smelling liquid, but having done so he declined another helping of the concoction declaring that he himself felt none too well.

(To be continued.)
"If you'll come into the other room," suggested Robina Walsh, in the fierce whisper which she thought proper to employ in the presence of the dead, "I'll make you a cup o' tea and you can drink it while writing out the certificate."

Young Doctor Ash took out his pen as he followed her through the doorway. He was more than grateful for her kindly thought, having had an all-night sitting at the hospital, followed that morning by a forty-mile drive out to Hogan’s "selection" in order to be present at Grandma Hogan's passing. It was not until Robina offered him the tea that he realized how very tired he really was.

Besides the worries attendant on his work, he had private troubles which were causing him no little anxiety, for the housekeeper who looked after his bachelor establishment and answered his telephone had that morning announced her intention of leaving him the following afternoon.

From bitter experience he knew the difficulty of obtaining at short notice another handmaiden and assistant of the necessary efficiency, and as there were several important cases on his books at the moment it was essential that one should be found immediately. But where to look? That was the rub.

"You look real done up," Robina dumped the sugar-basin near his hand. "Now don't you go worrying about poor Aunty; she'd 'ave died whatever doctor we got. 'Ave a bit of bread and mutton, now. That'll fat you. You're that thin you're a disgrace to your cook, I reckon."

"The trouble is that after to-day I sha'n't have a cook," answered Dr. Ash, smiling.

Sympathetically Robina clicked her tongue against her teeth.

"What are you going to do, then?" she inquired. "You can't go runnin' about the country on an empty stomach."

"No; I've got to do something at once. I suppose you couldn't tell me of anyone likely to come and do all that for me?"

There was just a chance, he thought, that some girl in the district might wish to go out to service.

"Yes, I can," returned Robina, after a moment's thought. "I'll come meself! I've only been lookin' after poor Aunty, and now she's gone I'm going to clear out of 'ere quick and lively. She wasn't to 'ave been buried till Thursday, but I'll do 'er up all nice to-night and she may as well be laid away tomorrow as not. Then, after the funeral, I'll ride over to you."
"But——" began the doctor, rather taken aback.

"You leave it to me," interrupted Robina, calmly. "You can expect me to-morrow night in time to get your dinner. Then your 'ousekeeper can get away just as quick as she likes."

Somewhat dazed by this summary settling of his affairs, but too tired and dispirited to argue, Doctor Ash proceeded to fill in the death certificate. He did not in the least believe that he would really see Robina Walsh the following evening; life was not so easy as that. Probably, at the moment of speaking, she intended to come, but after many months of work among people of her class his eyes were opened to the futility of counting on any promise so lightly given. Undoubtedly to-morrow night would see him still looking for a housekeeper.

"You 'ave a rest when you get 'ome," Robina advised him. "A good lot depends on a doctor, and 'is bedside manner as to be kept bright."

Insensibly cheered by her kindness, Doctor Ash set out on his forty-mile drive home. It was close on six o'clock and the light was already failing, so he did his best to hurry. But alas! for his plans! Half a mile from the house a jagged branch, hidden in

the long grass through which he was slowly picking his way, ripped a great hole in one of the tyres. There was no help for it; he must change the rim. Moaning at fate, he opened the tool-box and set to work.

Ten minutes later the spare rim was securely fastened to the wheel, the torn tyre hung on its supports, and he was putting away the tools.

"I saw you from the 'ouse"—Robina's voice came from behind him—"and I thought it all out and came along. Biddy 'Ogan's over with Aunty, and she's goin' to do for 'er what I was goin' to do so's I could come along with you right away. I mightn't be able to get to you so easy to-morrow. Anyway, Aunty's goin' to be buried in Gidgeri-gidgeri alongside of Uncle, and they can get 'er in there in the springcart without me. The funeral's not goin' to take long, and I can take the time off to go to it."

Only half understanding what was
happening. Roger Ash watched her stow her bulging dress-basket into the back of the car and climb into the seat beside him.

"It was lucky you 'ad that breakdown, or I couldn't 'ave caught you up," continued Robina. "And now you'd better get on; that road's a fair terror in the dark."

Doctor Ash gave up the unequal struggle. His head was aching, and he was too utterly weary to cope with a determined woman. If Robina meant to drive to Gidgeri-gidgeri with him then she might do so. He was past caring what happened so long as he could get home.

Successfully he negotiated the narrow slip-rails leading from the "selection" on to the main stock-route, splashed through the unmarked shallow in the creek, and drove through the straggling township of Bunnebri. From that point the road was comparatively good, being the main artery between Moree and the south-west. To his relief Robina, with unusual tact for one of her type, refrained from talking, and he was thus able to give his whole attention to driving.

It was not until two hours later, when they were about a mile out of Gidgeri-gidgeri, that they saw any other living thing on the road, but then the headlights showed up a curious lump ahead. When they had come to within a few yards of it they saw that it was a man. He was staggering about in the middle of the road, alternately beating the earth with a frayed sack and leaping wildly into the air. At each blow of the bag clouds of brick-red dust filled the air. Obviously he was very drunk.

Roger drove his car to windward, and, leaning out, adjured the man in no polite terms to cease his objectionable antics and allow them to pass. By way of answer the toper slightly increased his activities—whack and leap; whack and leap—accompanying himself meanwhile with a sort of unholy chant.

"I'm rockin' along—just rockin' along," he asserted.

"Well, rock home," suggested Roger irritably. "If you've got such a lot of energy to spare, why don't you put it into some useful work?"

The man ceased flapping his sack and lurched toward the car.

"Warrer yer wanter work for?" he inquired truculently.

"Don't take no notice of 'im," counselled Robina. "That's Ted Ponds, and 'e's been on a bender (carouse) for a fortnight. You won't get no sense outer 'im!"

The man threw down his sack with a gesture of disgust.

"Thash right—throw stonesth at shufferin' 'oomanity! And I'm not so drunk as you think. I knowsh somethin' you don't knowsh, Missush Shmarty, and I'll tell you jush to prove it. Billy's down the well and he'sh drowstink! See?"

Unimpressed by the information, and anxious to get home, Dr. Ash made to drive on.

"'Alf a mo'," Robina laid a restraining hand on his arm. "Ted's drunk, Doctor, so he's probably tellin' the truth. It's about the only time you can rely on him to do it. We'd better find out about this. What Bill's down where, Tod?"

Ted Ponds gurgled stupidly.

"Dunno Billy's other name," he replied, propping himself against the mudguard for support. "Shaw 'm in fall in. Gave 'im a lil' push. I wash jush rockin' along. . . . Where's my sack?"

"That sack's no good," returned Robina hastily. "Look 'ere, Ted, you've got to remember what well Billy's in. It's murder if you don't." She tried to trap him. "Go on with you! It was only a cat you saw in the well."

Ted repudiated the cat with more force than politeness.

"Then I guess it's a dog," suggested Robina. "You're only kiddin'."

Judging by Ted's language the guess was a bad one.

"Then it's little Billy Carter, down the bank manager's well."

Ted considered the possibility.

"Might be," he conceded. "Might be Billy Carter and might be bank man's well. Strain ordinary thing—can't 'member!"

Robina turned to Doctor Ash.

"We're only wasitin' time 'ere, Doctor," she said. "It won't take long to run down to the bank and 'ave a look. And we'll have to 'urry—it don't take long to drown."

"I'm hanged if I will!" retorted the weary Roger. "Probably there isn't a word of truth—"

"It's true all right," she interrupted gravely. "Ted's too drunk to lie. You'd better be guided by me in this; I know Tod."

Impressed by her evident belief in the story, Roger gave in, though with a bad grace. He would drive to the bank manager's house and report the circumstances, but beyond that he would not budge a yard. He had had all the he could endure for the last two days, and to go chasing about past eight o'clock on this, his second night without sleep, after a mythical drowning person on the doubtful word of a drunkard, was more than he felt called upon to do. Probably by now the drowned had long since been pulled from a watery death by other people.

"Get into the dickey-seat," he ordered Ted tersely, "and stop that infernal rockin' along row. Which is the shortest way to the bank from here, Robina?"

The bank manager and his wife were out when they arrived and the house was in darkness.
"All the same, we'd better look in 'is well," declared Robina. "It don't follow that their Billy ain't down it."

They trooped out to the yard and sought the well. It was as dark as Erebus inside, and while Roger got out his electric torch Robina called words of cheer down to the problematical Billy. The light flicked on.

"There's nothing there," announced Robina in a disappointed voice. "You've made an error, Ted; too right you 'ave. Mind where you're steppin', Doctor; there's a snake about two feet away from your boot!"

Roger stood still and regarded the reptile with loathing, while Robina ran and got a stick with which to dispatch it.

“There's generally two of 'em,” she said, clutching her skirts about her ankles. "We'll leave a note for the manager to look for the other one in the morning. Write it on your prescription pad, Doctor."

While the weary medico obeyed her, Robina considered, her hands on her hips.

"Let me see," she said, reflectively. "There's Johnson's well, but it's over a mile out of town, and I'll bet Ted never got that far from the pubs! We'll try MacFarlane's next."

"Nonsense!" snapped Roger Ash. He was determined not to continue this absurd hunt. To please her he had inspected one well and proved the futility of Ted's drunken imagination, and now he was going home.

"'Tain't nonsense," declared Robina. "Doctor, I knows as somewhere someone is in a well, and we can't leave off lookin' till we find 'im. It would look terrible at the inquest if we 'adn't done what we could. And you can't go 'ome and leave me to search, because you may be wanted to bring 'im back to life if 'e's near dead. If you leave the job now your name will be mud in the town and you'll ruin your practice. We've got to go on."

Roger groaned in spirit, but was forced to admit that there was a good deal in what Robina said. He secretly suspected that he was being led by the nose, but, on the other hand, experience had already taught him that Robina was not one to insist upon a thing she was not sure about. He would have to suppress his own inclinations and continue the search.

The Chinamen's hovel.

"How far is MacFarlane's?" he asked, grumingly.

"Round the corner into Dalley Street and down by Todd's store. 'Tain't far."

Once more all three of them bundled into the car and set off on their hunt. In five minutes' time they drew up before the weatherboard-and-tin residence of the MacFarlane family. At the Doctor's knock the narrow passage inside the door was blocked with the press of youngsters. Roger explained the situation.

"But we 'aven't got a Billy." Mrs. MacFarlane turned and surveyed the press of heads behind her. "There's fifteen in the family, and some of 'em's got three names, but we've never 'ad a Billy among 'em. 'Ave you tried Poynter's?"

"If you're goin' there"—Mr. McFarlane hastily buttoned his shirt up at the neck—"I'll come with you. If you find 'im you'll want another man to 'elp you get 'im out. 'Ave you got a spare seat in the car?"

"Tell the police as you pass the station," advised his wife. "They get cross if they're left out of anything."

"Too right," Robina approved. "You go round and tell 'em for us; it'll save time."

Ten minutes later they drew up outside
the Poyntr ménage and trailed hopefully out to the back regions.

There was nothing in the well but water.

"Come along!" Roger was momentarily becoming more angry. "I'm sure that there must be quite a number of wells that we haven't seen yet. I'm developing quite a taste for them! Where's the next stop?"

"It's got to be done, Doctor," Robina was adamant. "Is there a well behind the hotel, Mr. McFarlane?"

"No; they're on the town supply."

"Then we'd better start down one side of each street and up the other. Go on, Ted; give us a clue."

"I was just 'rockin' along ———" began Ted, and the Doctor growled savagely.

"There's Alf Patterson's, out by the cross-roads," suggested Robina hastily.

"It's about fifty feet deep, and they 'ave got a kid called Billy. Is it Patterson's, Ted?"

"Might be. Yesh; easihly might be. Must be!"

Twenty minutes later they reached the cross-roads and were explaining things to Alf Patterson. He heard them out; then, without a word, he turned and bolted for the well in the corner of the horse-paddock. The others followed close on his heels. At the well of the town they found that the covering-boards had been removed and were lying in confusion at its mouth.

"Crikey-doodlums!!" Alf Patterson was stunned with horror. "I was workin' 'ere to-day, and little Billy was with me. I could 'ave sworn that I put them boards back." Feverishly he tore off the remainder and peered into the black vault below.

"Bring a light!" he yelled. "Bring a light! I can see something!"

Roger flashed his electric torch into the cavity. Far below, the water gleamed back at them with an unbroken surface.

"Billy ain't there." Robina touched the terrified father on the shoulder. "Are you sure 'e wasn't in to tea, Alf?"

The tension in the man's face relaxed, and with a shaking hand he wiped the sweat from his forehead.

"By gosh, so he was!" he cried. "I remember seein' 'is Ma puttin' 'im to bed about six o'clock. It was you people comin' on me so sudden made me lose my 'ead that way." Slowly he began to replace the boards.

"That's another well gone phut!" announced Robina. "If we don't find the right one pretty soon, Billy, whoever 'e is, will be too dead to do much with."

"Let's ope 'e'll 'ave the sense to 'ang on to the sides," said Alex MacFarlane. "Nearly all the wells are slabbed right to the bottom."

"Well, we'd better go back to the house and get the car again," observed Roger. Fatigued as he was, he now fully realized that duty and common humanity must drive him relentlessly forward on his quest until some satisfactory conclusion of the affair was arrived at. He found it significant that these people, who knew Ted Ponds intimately, never doubted the truth of the story. There really must be someone in a well whose life depended on the unflagging efforts of his party.

On the doorstep, Mrs. Patterson, disturbed at her nightly toilet, met them in a faded grey wrapper, her face eloquent with inquiry.

"They thought little Billy might be down the well," her husband enlightened her. "But it's all right; he ain't."

"Billy's in bed—at least, I think he is," she added, in sudden alarm. "I saw 'im not 'arf an hour ago, but I'll just make sure."

She turned quickly back into the house and presently reported, with vast relief, that Billy was fast asleep.

Roger turned to his lieutenant.

"Where's the next well?" he demanded.

"Bob Tiddley's well is pretty close—" began Robina.

"Warrier you wanter go lookin' in that ole well for?" interrupted Ted Ponds, steadying himself against the veranda-post. "That's not right well either! I'm sick of tellin' you the right well. You want Chinamen's well—Billy's in Chinamen's well. Too right, 'e ish. Gave 'im a lil' push."

Robina gave a whoop of joy and started off toward the car.

"That's what we wanted to know!" she cried. "Now we're all set, Doctor!"

Fortunately the market gardens were not far away, and the car covered the distance in record time. Round the top of the well, which was situated in the middle of some forty acres of robust vegetables, they could see by the activity of a cluster of men that something momentous was toward. Evidently Ted Ponds was vindicated and the hapless Billy found at last.

Determined to be ready in case his professional services were needed, Dr. Ash sent the others on while he opened the back of the car, took out his bag, and busied himself in fixing up his hypodermic syringe and getting out the adrenalin. This accomplished, he prepared to climb gingerly over the barbed-wire fence and pick his way through the soft mud of the gardens toward the scene of action.

Robina's voice came clearly across the intervening space:

"Stop where you are, Doctor! There's no need for you to come. I've got Alf and Alex, and some of the town fellers. We've got lots of 'elp. I'll come over to you when we've got 'im up. 'E's all right."

Down the road Roger could discern, rapidly approaching, a posse of fifteen to twenty men on horses and bicycles, headed by a constable of the Mounted Police and a
show! The rest of you can lower Alf and Alex into the well by the windlass ready to put the rope round Billy’s stomach. See?”

Obedient to her commands, two or three of the men moved off toward the Chinamen’s dwellings on the far side of the gardens. They ran carelessly, trampling on the cabbages and carrots as they went, and ploughing their way through a bed of young peas. Roger watched them with interest.

From the door of the hovel a horde of sleepy and frightened Chinamen poured out to meet them. There were a few moments’ parley, a good deal of shouting and gesticulation, and then the townsmen, reinforced by the entire population of the hovel, streamed back over the gardens.

Meanwhile Robina, hooped strategically if unbecomingly over

horse-drawn ambulance-wagon. Evidently Mrs MacFarlane had spread the news ably and well.

Realizing that if Robina was in command things would move without his help, Roger climbed thankfully back into the car, sank down on to the seat, and prepared to watch, by the aid of the brilliant moonlight, the final act of the night’s drama. He was very thankful that what had promised to be a tragedy was mercifully turning into a farce. In a detached kind of way he was even beginning to see real humour in the affair.

Amusedly he saw the arrival of the townsmen and their efforts to clamber through the barbed-wire fence surrounding the gardens. Robina’s voice rose authoritatively above the hubbub:

“Some of you go over and wake the Chinks and borrow a thick rope from ‘em. And don’t waste time arguing; I was ‘ere first, and I’m bossin’ this

“A horde of sleepy and frightened Chinamen poured out to meet them.”
the side of the well, was ably directing her small army of assistants. Her voice rose clearly above the clamour of the rescuers.

"Don't push 'im under, Alf, you dolt! Go on; a bit of water won't 'urt you! And let go of 'is ears; you'll pull 'em out of their sockets. Hi-yah, Moo Yen! You go over to Doctor and get 'em one-piece torch. It's mighty dark down there."

One of the Chinamen detached himself from the huddle of mixed breeds about the well and ran toward the car. He reached the fence panting and grinning.

"Good day, Doctor. My wor', you my flen' orl li! You savee my flen' Billy. I give 'em yon plenty vegetible. To-mollow I go down town-side I give 'em town-feller plenty flie dlinkee—allee day! Eveybody my flen' orl li!"

"That's all right, Moo Yen; I don't want a present. You takee torch over to Missus."

The Chinese returned to the well and handed the torch to Robina. Then he moved off and began collecting a huge pile of vegetables of every kind.

"Robina!" called Roger desperately.

"Stop him, can't you? We'll never use all that stuff in a month of Sundays."

"You take 'em," Robina bawled back, giving another hitch to the windlass-cord. "We'll keep all we want and you can take the rest down to the 'ospital."

With an armful of vegetables Moo Yen approached the car, grinning from ear to ear.

Temporarily slackening her vigilance at the mouth of the well, Robina shouted her satisfaction at the pile in the dickey.

"I'll get your vegetables from these Chinks in future," she informed her master, at the top of her voice. "It'll come cheaper. Don't you worry, Doctor; we'll be 'ome soon now, for they're just settlin' the rope steady before they 'auls. When we get in I'll 'ave to wake up your girl and make 'er share 'er bed with me for to-night, and I'll get 'er out of the 'ouse by six in the mornin' so's I can clean up. It won't be no good 'er bejecting. If she can give notice as sudden as that, then she go suddener. I'll fix 'er! My word! You welly good feller, Moo Yen."

There arose a burst of cheering and yelling from the locality of the well, and Robina turned her attention once more to her henchmen.

Roger, mindful of his profession, slipped out of the car and picked up his bag.

The two ambulance men raised the stretcher and proceeded to climb through the barbed-wire fence with it.

The waiting whites and Chinamen at the mouth of the well bent to the weight of the rope and hauled lustily.

The atmosphere was tense with expectation.

"He's a pretty heavy man," thought Roger, wondering whether he ought to go and help. "They should have been able to get him up without all that hauling."

Over the edge of the well appeared first the head, then the shoulders, and then the dripping back of the rescued Billy. Straining and heaving at the taut ropes the men drew him over the edge, and lowered him tenderly on to the grass. Then they gave a great whoop of celebration. Weakly Billy raised his head as though to thank them.

"He's all right," bawled Robina jubilantly. "Not 'urt at all. He'll be as lively as ever to-morrow."

Roger felt his eyes bulge under their lids. Was he a prey to over-fatigue? Was the moonlight deceiving him? Tired and wrought-up as he was, the reaction from the fancied to the real was too great. Collapsing on to the step of the car, he buried his face in his arms and sobbed and cried with laughter.

Robina hurried to him, brushing Moo Yen out of her way in her haste.

"Oh, it's funny all right, Doctor! It's been a long night, but d'you think I'd 'ave encouraged you to rush about like this if I'd 'ave guessed? I'd 'ave seen Ted farther first! Too right I would!"

"Oh!" wailed Roger, rocking to and fro helplessly. "Why didn't you tell me? Why didn't you warn me?"

"I forgot, when I saw 'im, that you didn't know 'oo Billy was. It would have been better if I'd called out when I knew myself, but I never thought you'd think it so funny."

At that Roger burst into a fresh paroxysm of laughter.

"It beats everything!" he gurgled. "Here I've spent one of the worst nights of my life playing 'I spy' with the Chinaman's old mare!"

The refrain of a popular air floated through his mind, and before he knew what he was doing he began shouting the words—

Horsey, keep your tail up,
Keep your tail up;
Keep your tail up!

The song was eagerly taken up by the group about the top of the well, and the night rang with laughter and shoutings.

Robina looked at the Doctor anxiously.

"You come 'ome," she said shortly.
Two Girls on the Frontier

By Edith Ammons Kohl

Illustrated by R. H. Brock

With her sister—city-bred like herself—the Author distinguished into the wilds of South Dakota to take up "homestead" land which was being thrown open to settlement by the Government. They had to live on their plot to establish their claim, and in order to make a living meanwhile one girl became the editor-printer of an odd little newspaper; the other took on a job as a teacher. All sorts of adventures befell them in their new sphere, and these Mrs. Kohl describes in a very interesting fashion.

I

STARTED my newspaper on Sec. 31, Twp. 108 N.R. 77, W., 5th P.M., there being no other way than the official one of describing its location in that vast area of vacant space, lying completely outside the world of civilization.

While the settling of the territory where my sister Marian had homesteaded had been slow, this wild Indian Reservation, the Lower Brule, was tamed with a spectacular swiftness which broke all records in Frontier development.

Bright and early one perfect morning in spring Marian and I, accompanied by a native Westerner who knew the plains, started out to explore the country with the idea of locating a suitable tract of land on which I could homestead and also publish my newspaper.

As we peeped through the barbed-wire gate which formed the entrance to this vast untrodden domain we sat lost in awe and admiration. Never have I seen anything more beautiful. Covered with a carpet of green, woven into patterns with delicate wild flowers of every hue, the smooth floor of earth stretched before us for miles in every direction. There was no sound except the call of the birds to their mates; and in the distance an antelope stood at attention, outlined against the blue background of sky.

During several hours of wandering over the prairie we only encountered a few shacks of premature settlers, but about noon we spied a new house whose eave boards gleamed like gold in the sunlight, and promptly headed for it. If anyone lived there we could rest for awhile and possibly get something to eat.

In front of its open doorway stood an easel, with a half-finished Indian head on it. We had stumbled upon the shack of Van Leesh, my cartoonist friend, and he was delighted to see us!

"It seems years since I saw a human being!" he cried. "Now you are going to stay for dinner." With that he led us into his "tepee," as he persisted in calling the shack, and began to make a fire.

"Not many courses," he announced, as he dragged out a sack of potatoes from under the bunk. "Just two—biled potatoes, first course; flapjacks and molasses, second course—and coffee."

The dinner tasted good, and we ate ravenously while he explained that he had been too busy keeping himself alive to feel really lonely. As we were leaving we told him we were looking for a location for a newspaper.

"Well, of all the unadulterated nerve!" he exclaimed. "A newspaper, and not a living thing but prairie dogs to read it!"

Finally I paid a man four hundred dollars for the "relinquishment" of a quarter-section on which he had filed, and I borrowed the money to do it. Not only was the land situated right in the middle of the Reservation, but there was not a better piece of
ground in the West. It was as level as a floor, with the exception of a gentle slope at one end, and the grass was as thick as the hair on a dog’s back.

By this time I had become a reckless plunger, and I knew that this valuable piece of land would be a solid asset to protect the good folks who were backing me in the newspaper enterprise.

The printing outfit I was buying as pre-arranged, on the strength of the future proof-notices, which were as sure as Government bonds—providing the newspaper lived, and no one else launched one in competition! The printers’ supply house, however, seemed to think there was no danger of any such miracle as that happening.

Anyway, I had the advantage of starting first. A famous writer once said that it takes either a fool or a very wise man to do the impossible. I do not know under which heading my backers catalogued me; but I think the daring spirit which had suddenly awakened in me received kindred response from their own.

It is a world of chance, and these vast undeveloped regions of the West offer wonderful opportunities to people with enough pluck to seize them.

We hired two of the early settlers to haul lumber for us twenty-five miles from Presho, and later build a crude printing-shop and the post-office which was a necessary adjunct to the welfare of my newspaper.

Meanwhile Marian had her shack hauled over from her homestead—a distance of about fifteen miles—and as befitted our new dignity as business pioneers, we built a 6 foot by 8 foot lean-to kitchen on to one end of it and a cupboard on to the other. We were rising in the world, and we meant everyone to know it!

Marian was over at her homestead when Mr. Dunn, her neighbour, hitched his team to the shack in order to move it to the new location. The only way she had of getting back to the Reservation was to stay inside, and so she settled herself as comfortably as possible while our old home bumped along on its way to the new site.

Before they reached the Reservation, however, one of those sudden torrential downpours which often deluge the West late in spring flooded a small, dry creek which they had to cross. By great good luck Mr. Dunn managed to get Marian out of the flooded shack on to one of the horses. He himself mounted the other, and then, leaving the house in the midst of the water, the animals swam ashore.

Late that night the pair of them pulled in—wet, cold and hungry; they hadn’t had a bite to eat since morning. I was waiting for them in our new lean-to kitchen. When they failed to arrive earlier I had tramped over the dark prairie, listening and straining my eyes, until I was nearly frantic with suspense.

After a hot supper, Mr. Dunn, taking some dry blankets with him, retired to seek a couch in the well-soaked shack; Marian was rubbed down and put to bed, and not even a cold resulted. It doesn’t take things long to dry out in these dry, light-air climates! Next morning the sun was shining warm and bright over a fresh, sparkling world, and that awful night was forgotten.

The surprising news that a couple of girls were starting a newspaper and a post-office had spread far and wide over the range. One evening Marian and I happened to be sitting out in front of our shack, having slipped on some soft French-heeled slippers resurrected from among our relics of city life, in order to rest our tired feet, when a cow-puncher from the western range rode up.

COWBOY COMMENTS.

“Is here where the newspaper and everything’s goin’ to be?” he inquired. We told him it was. He was frankly curious, and after discussing various topics of the plains, looked us over, paying particular attention to our high heels. Then he remarked smilingly:—

“Well, them don’t look like no range hoofs to me! You look more like Ramblin’ Rosies. I expected to see a coupla Calamity Janes!” Rambling Rosie, I should explain, was a famous dance-hall girl; while Calamity Jane was a well-known fighting figure of the Old West.

Development set in like a prairie fire; settlers arrived in droves and swept down upon the empty wilderness like a plague of grasshoppers. The whole place seethed with activity. Every morning, as we looked out across the plains, we saw new shacks popping up. Here and there tents loomed up in the brilliant sunlight, snow-white against the endless green.

The sound of hammers could be heard for long distances through the clear air; houses went up as though by magic. Families with children came rushing in, throwing their blankets on the ground directly they arrived, for the last hours of their six months’ grace for getting on the land were wellnigh up. They knew full well that “spotters” were on the watch to “jump” the land of late comers, but somehow or other most of them contrived to reach their locations in time.

In due course my eagerly-awaited printing outfit was hauled out from the railroad station. Meanwhile subscriptions were rolling in splendidly—from one to a half-dozen from each settler, for most of the folks wanted the paper mailed to friends and relatives in various parts of the Union.

The post-office—which the Government
gallantly named "Ammons"—was duly established, but at first we found ourselves up against a nasty snag—there was no way to get mail in or out. Besides the regular mail there was the newspaper to send out and the paper on which to print it to be brought in.

Well, we should have to find a way to get over these difficulties, but already I had begun to size this country up much as a range-rider did New York City—"It's all right, but it's too doggone far from everywhere."

Finally we had to buy a team and carry the mail across-country ten miles from the stage-line three times a week. We engaged a young prairie girl to help us generally, and also to fetch the mail. We also hired an idle homesteader, now and then, to help with the heavier work and to make longer trips. Sometimes we made them ourselves.

The settlers were of all kinds and all had come out homesteading for various reasons—in search of health or adventure or for the value of the land, the money from which, either through sale or mortgage, would give them a start in a chosen vocation.

These people, of course, were of little value from the point of view of developing the agricultural resources of the country, but they were priceless as a civic body, for they brought in young blood, intellect, and ambition—and they were gameness personified.

Before very long the newcomers began pleading for a little store to be run in connection with the post-office. "This will be our industrial centre," they declared. "You must have a store."

It was rather out of our line, but it seemed as though food for the body was going to be just as important as food for the mind, and so Marian laid in a stock of

The new home of the two girls at "Ammons." On the left is Marian's shack, hauled by horses from its original location. The other building is the print-shop and post-office.

classes. There were hardy tillers of the soil who went at the business in professional style—building fences, breaking ground, and working early and late. Nearly fifty per cent. of the immigrants, however, were "amateurs" from cities and towns—young men and women from many walks of life. They groceries which she handled side by side with the post-office business.

VAN LEESH AGAIN.

We had been on the Lower Brule about two weeks when one afternoon I spied a strange, moving object in the far distance—
something which went up and down with the regularity of a clock pendulum, yet slowly came nearer. Finally I decided that it was a stiff white horse with some kind of human jumping-jack on top of it, bouncing up and down at every step. A tenderfoot, for sure.

As he drew nearer, heading for the shop, I recognized him.

"Why, it's Van Leesh!" I exclaimed. Carefully the cartoonist dismounted and led his bony old horse up to the door. Then, with a wide sweep of his new sombrero, he made his most courteous drawing-room bow.

"Well, here you are!" he cried. "How wonderful! Haven't seen a human being for ages! Thought I would take a little jaunt along the bridle-path and introduce you to my new steed—'Hop-Along Cassidy.' It is a very suitable name, when you get to know him. I'm learning to ride real well, don't you think?"

Marian's laughter rang out through the connecting door leading from the post-office, and I joined in; I couldn't help it. Like children we began to chatter over our plans and adventures, and presently we invited Van Leesh to supper.

How frank and wholesome are the friendships one makes out in the world's open spaces! All three of us talked as though we had known one another all our lives, yet we were in reality almost strangers. Van Leesh, it appeared, had finished the picture on which we had seen him at work, and was now doing some political cartoons for his paper in Milwaukee.

When supper was over he climbed up into "Hop-Along's" saddle and lingered awhile in the growing dusk.

"It gets a little lonely sometimes," he said, thoughtfully. "Everything's so big, you know. So come over sometimes, girls. Don't live so fast on this Great White Way that you can't think about your friends now and then. It's only a little jaunt, you know." And he started off homewards along the ten-mile trail to his homestead.

An interesting character in a strange setting, Van Leesh soon became a favourite among the settlers. He was a sort of sedative to jangled nerves, a pleasing counterirritant to the strain of pioneer life.

By this time everything was ready for the advent of my newspaper, but at the last moment I struck a snag. For two days I worked hard to get the forms and the press together, but I encountered mechanical technicalities which I could not master, and it seemed hopeless to find anyone out there who was experienced enough to put matters right.

On the morning of the third day, when I was almost in despair, a man came riding across the plains from the Indian Settlement. He rode slowly, but sat his cayuse as naturally and gracefully as an Indian. Dismounting, he threw the reins over his horse's head and walked into the post-office. He was a white man but he had the silent, stoic characteristics of the Red man, and expressed himself in the fewest words possible.

Passing through into the print-shop, which joined the post-office, he asked what the trouble was, and I explained my predicament. Without saying another word the stranger fixed the forms for me, adjusted the press, and actually printed the first issue of my newspaper. He would accept no thanks, no money, but merely remarked that he would ride over next press-day and see how I was getting on. With that he mounted his cayuse and rode away as slowly and deliberately as he had come.

My kindly helper, I learnt, was one Fred Farraday, who had formerly been connected with the Indian agencies, but had now taken up a homestead. For a year or more he helped in the print-shop in emergencies, and proved invaluable to me. Long weeks afterward I discovered that he had been a printer in North Dakota and other frontier states.

THE INDIAN RAID.

Looking out over the plains one morning, I saw a strange cavalcade breaking a trail straight as the crow flies to Section 31. I threw down a half-set advertisement and ran into our house, which lay some distance from the shop.

"Marian! Marian!" I cried. "The Indians! A whole tribe of them on horseback!" Not knowing what this unusual visit might portend, we locked the door, fastened the windows, and pulled down the shades. Peeping out, we saw the Red men approach—a dozen or more bucks in full Indian regalia, riding in leisurely fashion toward the store. Presently they dismounted from their horses, turned them loose to graze, and then stood jabbering and making signs.

This had once been their land, and it flashed across my mind that they meant to kill us for the part we were playing in developing it for the whites.

While Marian and I sat huddled in a corner on the couch, waiting for death, the Indians walked into the print-shop. Presently there came a knock at the door, and we heard voices. We sat motionless, praying. At last we plucked up enough courage to peep out from behind the drawn blinds. A big old buck with a beaded vest and long braids of hair was saying: "How, how!" What did he mean, we wondered—how to get at us?

The Indians remained clustered in a group, all talking at once; evidently they did not mean to leave. We might just as well face the inevitable. Accordingly we opened the door, whereupon they motioned
“He made his most courteous drawing-room bow.”
toward the print-shop. Obediently we followed them inside, where they began to investigate the type. One of them came forward, palms up.

"How!"—this by way of greeting. "You pale-face braves? Machine?" He pointed to the press. I endeavoured to explain its use by showing them a newspaper. They shook their heads, lost in wonder, and then walked through the open door into the store, where, by pointing the articles out, they purchased *shu-hum-pa* (sugar) and *shelah* (tobacco). When they had looked round to their hearts' content they went riding back to the other side of the barbed-wire fence which separated the unceded from the ceded lands. And so ended our first "Indian raid."

But the next day another drove of them arrived on horses and in wagons, bringing with them their squaws, who sat on the floor with their papooses strapped on their backs. Accompanying them came Joe Two Hawk, their interpreter, who had been educated at an Eastern college and later taught us the Sioux language. They made several purchases, and we parted firm friends.

Meanwhile the work seemed to get harder and harder; every day should have been forty-eight hours long. Breaking trails from every direction, new settlers arrived in wagons and in buggies, afoot and on horseback—and a few in automobiles. They were all alive, alert, enthusiastic, and greatly elated, as soon as they heard about it, at the idea of having a local newspaper of their own.

When my little journal got into its stride I sent specimen copies to leading business men in all the towns in that part of the State, calling their attention to the richness of this region and its rapid development; in return many of them sent me subscriptions and advertising. From the territory bordering the Reservation, moreover, there came a sheaf of unexpected "proof publications," which helped with the bread-and-butter end of the paper during the fourteen months' wait for the harvest of proof notices from my own district.

I threw myself into the work with every scrap of energy I possessed. I made long, hot trips across the plains under a burning sun, carrying mail and prints for miles, and occasional business journeys to town, when I hitched up a team to a big wagon and hauled out supplies at the same time. There were no spare moments for Marian or me.

"If this is the simple life," I grumbled sometimes, "I should like to know where one finds the strenuous!"

**RATTLESNAKES!**

One day, while I was setting up an article about the value of flax as a sod crop, Marian's voice broke in upon the clicking of type.

"Edith," she inquired, "What are we going to do about the rattlesnakes?"

"Let 'em rattle," I answered nonchiantly.

"They're swarming all over the country," she went on tragically.

"Well, what do you want me to do, dear?" I asked. "Publish a notice ordering them to vacate, as the land has all been taken up?"

She grinned; then went on seriously, "But it's really dreadful. They are lying coiled up everywhere so thick that it is dangerous to move."

It was true enough. The venomous brutes lay rattling along the trails, and everywhere one went one saw ripplings in the tall grass—a hidden snake wriggling along. They crawled up to the very doors, and one never picked up any object from the ground without investigating all round and under it lest there be a rattler coiled ready to strike. The sound of the rattle became as familiar as the song of the birds.

For obvious reasons I could not print warnings about the snake danger in my paper and remind the people to always carry vinegar, soda, and bandages, and have a sharp knife handy for opening and bleeding the wound. The less we told the outside world about the serpents in this Garden of Eden of ours the better, or I should speedily get it a bad name."

"I'll print placards in big black letters setting out the prevention and emergency treatment," I said at last. "You can hand them out from the post-office. The settlers will soon find some way of getting rid of the snakes."

"I'm not so sure," replied Marian. "I believe the rattlers have got your organized human army bested."

During the hot days in the late Fall, after the snakes, as usual, had gone into winter quarters with the prairie dogs, they came out of their holes and lay round on the ground sunning themselves. Thereupon, seizing their opportunity, the settlers invaded the dog-towns, which covered many acres, and killed the rattlers off by the hundred. Proudly I pointed out to Marian that the snakes had not bested us.

The rains came, the crops grew. The new arrivals had hay and potatoes in abundance, and caves full of sweet melons. Prosperity began to smile upon the Lower Brule, and my little paper was now an active part of the communal life. Meanwhile I studied seeds and crops and soils, became an expert on U.S. Land Laws, and kept the settlers posted on all sorts of questions.

Instead of resenting the white man's intrusion upon their former hunting-grounds, as we had feared, the Indians were actually
enjoying it. Among our best friends were Julia Walking Eagle, Joe Two Hawk, Lame Deer, and Rain-in-the-Face. They called me "Pale-Face-Prints-Paper" and Marian "Pale-Face-Swaps-Horses," and although I was now their legal adviser their business

A batch of new "homesteaders" on the Reservation.

with "Swaps-Horses" was a great deal more extensive than it was with "Prints-Paper."

Marian had inherited our father’s gift—he is a born trader in little or big deals—and before long our corral was full of horses, for which there was a brisk demand. She also traded the Indians groceries in exchange for fence posts, which the settlers badly needed, and subscriptions for wild berries.

Sometimes the Red men would camp all night across the road and invite us to supper, serving prairie-dog and potatoes roasted in the hot ashes. They would proudly present us with a tit-bit of dog, saying, "Le-la-washta cu-cush" ("very good meat"), and we had to swallow it, although I had not anticipated having to eat prairie dog as part of a frontier newspaper career.

By this time I was so busy that I needed a typesetter, but I could not afford to import anybody, and people who can set type aren’t usually to be picked up in new districts on the frontier.

Down in the "draw" a short distance from Ammons lived one Margaret Hoolihan and her young brother Charlie. While Margaret held down her homestead claim Charlie spent his time riding over the plains on a big broncho. As a news-gatherer he was invaluable, so I called him my reporter.

One day he galloped up to the open window of the print-shop.

"Say," he called out. "Do you know who’s got the south-west quarter of Thirty, joining your land?" Without waiting for an answer he went on: "A red-headed girl typesetter from Spencer, South Dakota."

"Charlie," I warned him, "if you don’t stop being so careless with your veracity you are going to lose your job."

"Well, she is!" he retorted, and away he went.

The reader will say that such a coincidence, following upon the heels of the printer who rode in out of the blue to help me, is wholly incredible, but Kathryn Slattery was a typesetter, and she came up to the print-shop every morning from her little shack down the "draw" until she "proved up." She had set type for several years on a newspaper in Spencer, South Dakota, and proved a splendid assistant.

As time went on Marian and I turned the store over to "Ma" Wagor. She, in her sixties, and "Pa," who was in his seventies, were homesteading a few miles away. She had no money, but she wanted the store, and we were anxious to get rid of it, and she thought she could pay in instalments from the small profits.

Relieved of the shop duties, Marian gave her spare time to the print-shop, which buzzed like a saw-mill, never ceasing operations. One of the homesteaders was appointed mail-carrier, and so that duty in turn was got rid of, leaving us free to concentrate on our own special work.

Sometimes, however, we got a little diversion. Round-up time on the range across the fence was heralded by the ceaseless bawling of thousands of cows and calves,
which could be heard for miles through the clear, still air.

Senator "Scotty" Philips, owner of one of the largest buffalo herds in the world, came in one day on his way to the Indian lands, where he ran large herds of cattle.

"You girls are working too hard," he announced. "Get a few of your friends together and come over to the round-up."

We collected a little crowd, including a few married couples to act as chaperons, left our assistants in charge, and set out.

We filled tin plates from the grab-wagon, sitting round on the ground to eat. In the evening we had music, song, and poetry, mixed with strange tales of the plains told by the cowboys; then blankets were thrown on the ground for a few hours’ sleep.

After a hot breakfast at daybreak, when the majestic glory of the open spaces reaches its zenith, the camp outfit followed the trail of the “punchers” to the next branding- pen, where sweating cowboys roped and dragged calves to the busy branders.

At sunset they all came riding back into camp. Following in the rear, a mile or two behind, was Van Leesh on "Hop-Along,” his drawing materials stuffed in the saddle-bag.

"Great stuff, great stuff!" he told me. "Wonderful life, isn’t it, little editor? But it’s too confoundedly hard for my liking!"

(To be concluded.)

THE LAST OF THE MAFIA

Here is yet another most interesting "sequel" to a WIDE WORLD article. In our issue for November—December, 1926, we published a remarkable contribution by Mr. Herbert Vivian, entitled "Mussolini’s War Against the Mafia," and describing how the Strong Man of Italy had initiated a campaign of extermination in Sicily against the terrible secret society known as the Mafia. At the time our article was published the issue still remained doubtful; people familiar with local conditions said that even Mussolini would fail, as other Governments had failed before him, to uproot this dreaded organization. The newspaper narrative was reproduced, however, seems to indicate that law and order have now been triumphantly vindicated and Sicily finally freed from the dominance of an evil terror that had too long held the people in its power.

END OF THE MAFIA.

DREADED SECRET SOCIETY.

MUSSOLINI KEEPS A PLEDGE.

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

Rome, Thursday.

With the sentencing (already reported in The Daily Mail) at the Assize Court of Termini Imerese, in the north of Sicily, of 147 members of the Mafia, the grip of this dreaded secret society over Sicily has been broken.

The domination of the Mafia in that island has lasted for many years. It had brought to such a high pitch of perfection its methods of terrorism and reprisals that the Crown could formerly never find a witness against a member. With the sentencing of individual terrorists, however, the confidence of the people in the protection of the police increased until at last many people came forward to testify against the members.

The origin of the Mafia is lost in antiquity. It first became powerful in the shape of a secret patriotic society, but degenerated into a criminal association.

Judges in its ranks. It soon had Sicily completely in its grasp. Spreading terror far and wide, it was able to commit any crime with impunity, as the police, and even judges, were in its ranks.

It levied large sums from landowners, and either murdered those who refused payment or destroyed their crops and maimed their cattle.

Occasionally one band of Mafiosi would start fighting another band for supremacy. Regular wars would ensue. Murder was rife on all sides, but the law was always powerless.

Men were stabbed to death in broad daylight in a crowded public thoroughfare, but not a single witness was found who would admit having seen anything.

Members of the Mafia belonged to all classes of society, the leaders often belonging to the highest. Signor Mussolini, the Premier, soon decided that the activities must be stopped at all costs.

Following his usual custom, he picked a man in whom he had complete confidence and gave him full powers.

The choice fell on Signor Mori, himself a Sicilian. He replaced all doubtful police officers, recruited men of proved character, and imported a Fascist militia.

Gradually the first convictions were obtained. The police arrested hundreds at a time. The process culminated at the trial at Termini Imerese, which has broken the back of the Mafia. Sicilians are blessing Signor Mussolini, who has rid the island of the terror which oppressed it.

CAGED PRISONERS.

Rome, Thursday.

The accused persons were chained together in fours and kept in a huge iron cage in court, surrounded by carabiniers with fixed bayonets. British United Press.

Rome, Thursday.

The accused persons were chained together in fours and kept in a huge iron cage in court, surrounded by carabiniers with fixed bayonets. British United Press.
I

In "The Witch-Doctor's Vengeance"* and sundry other articles published in THE WIDE WORLD MAGAZINE, I have recounted some of the strange adventures that have befallen me in a study of that fascinating subject, "native magic." This pursuit has been carried on in many odd corners of the native world, and more than once, I confess, has nearly cost me my life.

The primitive mind reacts to the so-called "unknown" in nearly the same manner in all quarters of the globe, but nowhere is the dividing line between the seen and the unseen worlds more clearly broken down than among an isolated tribe of Eskimo in Bering Strait, with whom I lived—the only white man among them—for two long Arctic winters.

Summing up my conclusions briefly, I would say that to the native mind there is no unknown—the seen and the unseen worlds are one. After long residence among natives, a white man reverts to somewhat the same notion, and ceases to try to analyze the practices of the native magicians, some of which appear to transcend any reasonable explanation.

The Eskimo witch-doctors or angekoks are splendid ventriloquists and sleight-of-hand performers, but these tricks are employed simply to amuse the crowd, or on unimportant occasions. Their "deep magic," however, requires an apprenticeship which begins in early youth and lasts a lifetime.

The most sensitive, high-strung, intelligent child in a village is set aside in tender years "for the spirits." He wanders in lonely places, far from the haunts of even his roving race. Here, it is believed, he is visited by his spirit familiars, who teach him strange and terrible things. Sometimes even his sex is changed, and he returns to the village in the garb of a woman. Such "witches" have extraordinary powers.

A striking example came to my observation when I first landed on the Diomede Islands. I shall not attempt to offer any explanations; I have merely put down what happened.

I had scarcely set foot on these wild outposts of Alaskan territory as the official representative of "Uncle Sam," when a very excited native arrived with an invitation to a "doctoring" to be held at his igloo (hut) that evening. His hair attracted my particular attention. It was tousled like a monk's, whereby I knew him for an "outsider," as these Eskimo call those of their brethren who live on the Asiatic side of the Strait.

What with superintending the unloading of a year's supplies and answering multitudinous questions from the villagers, evening came soon enough, and after a hasty meal my interpreter and I set out along the rocky shore for the igloo of our host, the "outsider."

It was a ramshackle affair constructed of driftwood and stones, which we entered by a long entrance tunnel. Even with these materials, I thought, as I scrambled in on hands and knees, the Eskimo seems impelled to reproduce the plan of his ancient snow-house.

I was very sceptical as to the native "doctor's" magical powers, but I must confess I did not retain this attitude very long, for I was totally unprepared for the demonstration of the powers of darkness that was presently unfolded.

The igloo was full of people, sitting on a raised platform which ran round the room. Our host, who occupied the place of honour

* See our issue for April-May, 1921.—EDITOR.
in the rear of the room, beckoned us to sit beside him. The four seal-oil lamps in the corners of the igloo were then extinguished, and we were left in partial darkness, the only light in the place coming through a gutskin window in the top of the igloo. It fell on a sick girl—the subject of the “doctoring”—who lay on a reindeer skin in the centre of the room.

Over her bent two local “doctors,” beating their drums and chanting monotonously. The patient’s face was white and drawn, in sharp contrast to the dusky visages of the “doctors”; her eyes were closed. I should have thought her dead but for the faint moaning sound which occasionally came from between her clenched teeth.

In the dim light she appeared young and more than ordinarily good-looking. Her value as a marriageable daughter, however, had been completely destroyed in Eskimo eyes. She had refused the hand of an East Cape suitor, having been “bewitched” by a terrible “doctor” of changed sex on the Asiatic mainland. All this the “outsider,” Appowee, explained to me in a whisper.

The drums beat on and on, the witch-doctors’ chant rose and fell, until my brain swam with the sheer monotony of it after the fatigue of the day. Almost overcome, I presently slipped off the platform and sought the cool night air outside. Suddenly, in the direction of the East Cape, a curious phosphorescent light appeared on the surface of the ocean. As I watched it this radiance developed into a large, fiery ball, travelling across the waves at tremendous speed. In a moment, as it seemed, it reached the shore and disappeared into Appowee’s igloo!

Startled, I hurriedly retraced my steps through the entrance tunnel, and as I took my seat again was somehow not surprised to see the light shining faintly above the sick girl. Then the oil-lamps flared up as the girl’s mother renewed the wicks, and when their flames steadied again the strange phosphorescence had disappeared.

The curious light I have described was visible not only to myself, but to my interpreter and all the natives in the igloo. At the time I thought I must have been more or less hypnotized by the monotony of the drumming and the song, but all who attended gave the same account of the phenomenon, and the general opinion was unanimous that it proved the source of the deathly sickness of the poor girl to be the witchcraft of the “doctor” on the mainland.

The patient did not improve after the ceremony, as had been hoped. She could retain no food, and was obviously sinking fast.

The Eskimo idolize their children, and Appowee, at his wits’ ends, besought me to see what I could do to help her. Thereupon I ordered her to be bathed and clad in new clothing, playing on a native superstition that this would deceive the malignant spirit that was attacking her. Then I administered a powerful stimulant. For half a day she brightened, and her parents became pathetically happy in their relief. But she soon fell back again into her strange...
moaning stupor, and that evening she died. She had only been ill two days.

As already stated, I do not profess to explain all this. I do not know what killed the poor girl. Like everyone else in the community, she believed that she had been bewitched by the Asiatic wizard—and she died. Nor can I offer any explanation as to the phosphorescence that appeared to come in from the sea. All I know is that everyone present saw it and described it to me in exactly the same terms.

Another type of native magician—this time hailing from the American mainland—appeared one mid-winter day when the islands were fast in the grip of the Arctic pack-ice, shut off from the outside world for eight or nine months. This fellow was brought in by the hunters. He was nearly frozen, but had succeeded in making his way across the frozen ocean of bergs and pressure-ridges from the Alaskan side. This feat in itself made him a great hero in the natives’ eyes, although, as I afterwards discovered, he was an outcast from his own tribe, which had turned Christian.

The newcomer was a squat, bow-legged, repulsive-looking little man with one blind eye. He leered up at me with the remaining good one, and craved permission to practise as a “doctor” on the islands. I answered that we already had too many “doctors” of our own, and I believe there were seven to a hundred odd inhabitants.

Thereupon the old man endeavoured to flatter me by saying that he and I could work together! Some native had evidently told him I had a small case of remedies which I occasionally dispensed to the islanders, who had a habit of falling back on the white man’s powders when native magic failed. Some even tried both parties, in order to be on the safe side!

While I remained in doubt as to the advisability of allowing this stranger to carry on his queer trade, my interpreter whispered to me that this man was a very great “doctor”; in fact, the leading wizard of the whole district. If I allowed him to remain, he added, I should see many strange things. It was impossible to send him back over the ice to certain death, so Toogonuk the One-Eyed, as he was called, was allowed to remain.

At the very first séance he held Toogonuk showed his extraordinary power. A deadly epidemic had been raging among the natives up and down the coasts, and anxious relatives inquired of him the number of dead in the various neighbouring settlements. Thereupon the witch-doctor asked for the loan of an ancient blue bead belonging to one of the women. Before her startled eyes he ground it to powder with a stone maul.

Picking up the dust between his fingers, Toogonuk blew it to the four winds of heaven, explaining that it was his messenger to the places inquired about. Then, after an interval, he reached out into the air, and something thudded against his hand. He opened it, disclosing the blue bead, quite intact. Questioning the bead, he claimed to be “told” a certain figure for each village. The curious thing is that the numbers he gave corresponded almost exactly with the official reports of the dead given out the following spring!

After finishing with the bead, Toogonuk offered to return it to the woman, but she was too frightened to take it. I, however, insisted on examining it, and could not see that it differed in any way from the one he had received from her. The bead incident, of course, may have been mere sleight-of-hand, but how does one explain the numbers?

Later, when the epidemic—which he also foretold exactly—struck our own island, and the chief’s son died, the witch-doctor held a grand séance to discover the person who had bewitched the boy and so caused his death.

By this time he and I were enemies, and he had even tried his magic on me, as related in my former story. For this reason I was keeping a close watch on him, and secured a seat next to him at the performance. It was held in the winter twilight, on the side of the snowy mountain behind the village. Driftwood fires were lighted, casting long shadows over the bleak snow-drifts and the gloomy faces of the Eskimo squatting in a circle about Toogonuk. It was a wild scene, and remains indelibly stamped on my memory.

After the usual drumming and songs, offerings of tobacco were cast on the fires to inform the spirits of the underworld that we were ready to receive their messages. Then Toogonuk suddenly pulled a new gut-skin coat from under his parka and placed it on the snow in front of him. Here, while we watched intently, it gradually swelled out and assumed the shape of a man.

From inside the coat a voice issued, asking why the speaker had been disturbed in the regions of the happy dead. The voice, my interpreter afterwards informed me, was that of the old chief’s father, the grandfather of the deceased. The assembled Eskimo were too petrified with terror to answer, so the “doctor” had things all his own way. For a native he made a remarkable speech.

He asked the aged grandfather to look upon their woes, and to behold the ravages wrought by the terrible sickness which spared no one, not even the son of their chief. His strongest magic, he said, had been powerless to combat it or to save the old man’s namesake, the dead grandson. Toogonuk wound up by asking for a sign
in order that the people might know the cause of this evil and when it would pass.

About this time I secretly began to shake in my boots, for I expected my old enemy the witch-doctor to make the "spirit of the grandfather" publicly denounce me to the tribe as the cause of all their afflictions. However, from what my interpreter told me later, it seems that a spirit cannot lie.

The voice from inside the coat answered that no one was to blame for the sickness, which would soon pass away. As for himself, he said, he craved to return to the dim shadow-world from which he had been summoned, where many recently-arrived spirits awaited his presence. Even as the words were spoken the gut-skin coat collapsed like a pricked balloon. A faint rustling followed, and then the garment fell naer at the witch-doctor's feet.

I saw the whole thing from the distance of a few feet, but I can offer no explanation as to how the trick of making the coat temporarily swell up and assume human shape was worked. The voice, of course, was probably ventriloquism.

The cheerful message of the "grandfather" put the Eskimo in good spirits for a time, but their joy was soon succeeded by fear of starvation because "the game did not come."

Between the hardships of actual existence and fear of the unseen these primitive people of the Diomedes lead a very hard life on their barren little islands amidst the swift currents of Bering Strait. The main reason why they inhabit them is that they afford a splendid vantage-point for game.

All the Arctic animals that stream through the straits from the North Pacific to the Arctic during the migrations, following the retreating ice, must pass by them. These include the seal, the bow-head whale, and the walrus, which latter forms the staple food of the islanders. Each spring the walrus pass north on the drifting bergs in countless thousands. Some years, however, they are late, and then a "game-caller" must lend his aid in the same way as an angekok acts as a "spirit-caller."

The "game-caller" in this case was an old man named Ignozetuk. The natives said he had lived among the walrus and knew
their language; in his youth, they asserted, he had been carried away by the big beasts and spent many years in Walrus-land, far to the northwards, where lies the great ice-pack that never ends. That was why he would eat only "walrus-food"—clams and greens from the sea. He certainly bore a curious resemblance to this animal, and his front canines were longer than his other teeth, as in the walrus.

Some people hinted that his feet were like flippers, and there was certainly a membranous skin between his fingers. Ignoetuk was a harmless old fellow. He would never kill a walrus himself, saying that they were "his brothers," but he saw no harm in "calling" them for the other natives.

About this time heavy fogs beset the straits. One could not see a foot ahead, much less hunt game.

For some weeks all my own supplies had been exhausted, and the village was wellnigh reduced to starvation. We kept alive by netting the small waterfowl. However, one cannot live on duck-soup indefinitely, and so the people sent Ignoetuk to the rocky headland of the island to "call" the walrus while they still had sufficient strength to catch them.

The old man took up his station on the point overlooking the strait, with his face turned to the south, in the direction from which the walrus might be expected to come. He would not allow anyone near him, but through the fog we could hear his soughing call, deep and mournful as the voice of a fog-horn. It carried for miles. No animals appeared that day, but the natives went to sleep confident that they would come.

In the morning the fog lifted slightly, and we could make out brown discolorations on the ice in front of the village. Here, said the Eskimo, the leaders of the walrus-pack had been talking all night with Ignoetuk. The main herd would soon appear. Sure enough, it arrived next day, and the natives were busy for weeks killing and cutting up the heavy bodies and storing them in their winter caches. Where had been hunger and despair all was bustle and plenty now.*

I don't attempt to explain these things; I think a civilized man would be foolish to try it. Perhaps we have completely lost that close contact with the unseen and the world of animals which primitive natives still undoubtedly possess.

* Readers will find it interesting to compare this incident with the "calling" of the Porpoise as described in our issue for July-August, 1926.—Editor.
His Highness the White Elephant

By

WILLIAM W. FEGEN,

of Bangkok, Siam

The so-called "white" elephant is held in the utmost veneration in Siam, and when one comes to light popular excitement knows no bounds. From the King downwards everyone prepares to pay homage to the semi-sacred animal, and more than Royal honours are accorded to it. This article describes the unique ceremonies that attended the recent discovery of a young "white" elephant in Northern Siam, and its triumphal progress to the capital—whither Mr. Fegen accompanied it—in a special train that cost £15,000 and was in charge of Princes of the Royal House.

SIAM is known as the "Land of the White Elephant" and has been so called for many years, although probably Ceylon, Burma, and Cambodia are in reality equally entitled to that appellation, since in each of them these animals are regarded as Royal and semi-sacred.

The veneration inspired by "white" elephants is all the more odd because they seldom are white; moreover, they vary considerably in their characteristics. Nevertheless, they have in the past been objects of keen contention between the rulers and peoples of the East, and on various occasions the wars they caused led to the downfall of powerful monarchs and the sweeping away of whole dynasties.

"White" elephants are not known in the countries where they are regarded as wellnigh sacred by any such misleading name. In Siam, for example, they are called chang puek—best translated as "curious elephants"—and are divided into various classes or grades.

Some have certain parts of the body white, others have odd markings on the head. Yet others possess red hair and peculiarly-formed teeth, while occasionally freaks have been encountered with ten toes on their fore-feet in place of the usual eight. It takes an expert to distinguish the various categories, and when an unusual elephant is captured these experts are sent up-country to inspect and pass judgment upon it. If the verdict proves favourable the animal is enrolled among the elect and treated with all the deference due to his high degree.

As regards the reason for the veneration accorded to "white" elephants, some authorities hold that they are incarnations of the Buddha, while others contend that they enshrine the souls of former great men of the country. Anyway, the animals are invariably accorded Royal honours and eagerly welcomed as the best possible omens for the welfare and prosperity of the country and its people.

So much by way of explanatory prelude.

Early in the reign of the present King of Siam the news arrived that a "white" elephant had been discovered on the teak concession of a well-known British concern—the Borneo Company, Ltd. He was a little chap, only a month or two old when found, but the experts sent to view the baby pronounced him to be a true chang puek.
The infant was accordingly brought to Chiangmai, the chief town of the northern portion of the kingdom, where the verdict of the experts was confirmed by higher authorities. The elephant was later visited by the King and Queen of Siam, and since then has been kept in semi-regal state. At the time of writing the youngster has just arrived at Bangkok, the capital, by rail, after a truly royal progress.

Every stage of its journey was marked with religious services, whereat bodies of yellow-clad Buddhist priests chanted prayers in the elephant's honour, while at each stopping-place the Brahmin priests aspersed it with lustral water and performed various rites around it. A personal representative of the King met the youngster at every halt, accompanied by all the district officials in full uniform.

The ceremony of welcome was very impressive, the officials standing in a circle round the little elephant and his mother and, to the accompaniment of music, passing a lighted torch from one to the other. After the torch had gone round three times it
High officials waiting to greet the elephant on his arrival at one of the stopping-places.

was extinguished. Dances by bevies of young girls formed part of the proceedings at the beginning and end of the journey, while at the stopping-places hundreds of people brought offerings in the shape of flowers, incense, or food, the latter generally consisting of sugar-cane or bunches of fruit.

The safe transport of a sacred "white" elephant naturally presents considerable difficulties, and these were got over on this occasion by the construction of a special truck. Externally this did not appear to be very different from the ordinary covered railway truck, though it was obviously most strongly built.

Inside, however, it was quite palatial, being equipped with electric lights, electric fans, and even a telephone, by means of which the elephant's attendants could communicate with either the engine-
driver or the Royal Prince in charge of the train. The younger also had a shower-bath, to supply which a tank-car followed, containing some twenty tons of water.

At each point where the elephant had to enter or leave the train large earthen ramps or inclines had been constructed, with erections of palm leaves to disguise the car and make its doorway look as much like an opening in the animal's native jungles as possible.

All preparations being complete and the final ceremonies at Chiangmai having taken place, the precious "white" elephant and his mother were taken in a grand procession to the railway, about a mile and a half away. His Highness the baby and his lady mother were preceded by an escort of police and Boy Scouts and followed by a sort of guard of honour of about thirty magnificent tusker elephants, the rear of the procession being brought up by a regiment of infantry with fixed bayonets. On the flanks of the cortège marched State drummers and Laos spear-men in wonderful antique uniforms.

It was one thing to bring the sacred elephant to the station, however, and quite another to get him to entrain peacefully. His mother, after a little hesitation, was partly cajoled and partly forced to enter the car by a party of big tusker elephants. But the younger could not be forced—that would have been lèse-majesté, if not sacrilege—and so he was permitted to ramble about, though surrounded by huge elephant guards, until it pleased him to enter his carriage.

The time when the train was due to leave was long past, but what of that? Disdaining the calls of his mother, who trumpeted loudly from the car, and resisting the blandishments of his anxious attendants, who tendered all kinds of elephantine delicacies, this three-quarters of a ton of youthful pachyderm just gambolled about and enjoyed himself for nearly an hour, until he felt the need of a little nourishment. Thereupon he quietly joined his mother, the doors of the truck were shut, the huge balls of teak that fastened them shot into their sockets, and all was ready for the journey.

The elephant-train with its two engines, weighing some two hundred and fifty tons, was followed by a breakdown train, in case of emergencies, which carried a forty-ton
crane; there was also a "caterpillar" motor-truck containing a powerful wireless installation, so that the officials could keep in touch with headquarters.

The journey of some three hundred and fifty miles was carried out in four stages, the first two under the aegis of H.R.H. the Prince of Kambaeng Bejra, Minister of Communications, who was acting as the King's personal representative. At the end of the second stage the young elephant was met by the Prince of Lopburi, Minister of the Interior and a brother of the King, and at the close of the third stage by H.R.H. Prince Bhanurangsi, Commander-in-Chief of the Forces and an uncle of the King.

During the journey from north Siam to the capital the elephant had as companions a large brass image of the Buddha and a white monkey, a pure albino—an animal which is also regarded as an emblem of good fortune by Siamese of the older school.

Everywhere along the route the train was met by vast throngs of people with offerings of various kinds, the whole journey being a kind of triumphal progress. When Bangkok was finally reached the "white" elephant was received by the King and taken to the grounds of one of the Royal palaces, where entertainments in its honour were kept up for two days and nights.

The arrival of the semi-sacred animal attracted the biggest crowds that have ever assembled in the country, and the pageants were really wonderful, embracing at least a dozen kinds of theatrical displays, boxing, quarterstaff-play, varied and extremely graceful Siamese dances, and all kinds of other attractions, the entertainments alternating with both Buddhist and Brahmin religious rites.

The "white" elephant himself—who behaved admirably throughout what must have been a trying ordeal—was accorded a patent of nobility engraved upon a gold tablet, and all the principal officials concerned in his transport to the capital were suitably rewarded.

One occasionally hears the suggestion made that the old-time pageantry of the East has departed. This may be the case in some lands, but it is certainly not true so far as Siam is concerned. What contrast could be greater, however, than a young elephant, popularly regarded as semi-sacred, being conveyed in his own special train past an aerodrome containing the best part of two hundred up-to-date machines? It was a case of the East meeting the West, with a vengeance!

In the West "white elephant" is a synonym for an expensive and burdensome luxury; and this baby which has just arrived at Bangkok can hardly be deemed an exception to the rule.

The special train which brought him to the capital is said to have cost the Royal Household Department £15,000, while the arrangements in connection with the entertainments and processions are stated to have entailed an expenditure of a trifle more than that sum, while what the people spent in the way of pious and loyal offerings can hardly be estimated. It is perhaps just as well for the national finances of a none-too-rich State, therefore, that "white" elephants are not often discovered, this being the first to come to light since 1911.

The East, however, still dearly loves its pageantry, and hence, spite of the inevitable expense, the discovery of one of these rare animals causes great popular joy, even though it may be doubted whether the virile and progressive younger generation of Siam pays much attention to the superstitions and beliefs so dear to his ancestors. But there is no Lord Mayor's Show in Siam, and the people may be pardoned for finding, at infrequent periods, what may be regarded as a very good excuse for emulating it.

The special train, drawn by two engines, that conveyed the elephant and his mother to the capital.
III.—(Conclusion.)

If anyone wishes to suffer condensed unpleasantness, let him take on the job of clearing weeds out of a Mexican irrigation ditch. When Ralph and I came to it we stared doubtfully at the muddy, sluggish canal; then we stripped off our trousers and rolled up our undergarments. Gingerly I stuck my toe into the water, but promptly jerked it back with an exclamation. The water, heated by the blazing sun, was wellnigh scalding!

But little by little we accustomed ourselves to the heat, and were soon in the ditch up to the waist, hacking away the weeds with our curved *machetes*.

Meanwhile the terrific sun beat down mercilessly on our heads, the heated, stagnant water parboiled our legs, and the glare from its surface and from the sheet-iron buildings blinded our throbbing eyes. The fetid exhalations from the decaying vegetable matter were stifling, and swarms of vicious gnats drifted about our faces. Listlessly I hacked at the tough stalks of the weeds and hauled them out, dripping with scum and long aquatic filaments.

Lack of food during the last few weeks, the terrible heat, the nerve-racking shimmer of the water—all these things combined to sap our strength. Wielding a *machete* was like lifting the Woolworth building itself. Exhausted, I straightened my aching back to stare thoughtfully across the far-flung, flooded rice-fields of the *Hacienda C*— to the distant jungles of the Yaqui River. Little had I thought, when we started out, that our romantic treasure-hunt would end like this!

But we kept doggedly at it, and by sundown had cleared a fair stretch. The weeds we had flung out upon the bank were already dry and brittle. We crawled out of the water, scraped the mud from our legs, and bathed our sweating, sunburnt faces. Then we tried to pull on our trousers. Torture of tortures! We had to grit our teeth and work them on inch by inch. Even so the cloth rasped our raw, red skins. Every step became an agony; we sidled across the yard as though we were walking on eggs.

For three days we carried on. One's skin, blistered on the first day, finally became water-soaked and whitish. By nightfall one's fingers would be wrinkled and clammy; in the morning, they were dry and cracked. We developed several ugly sores that refused to heal.

The foreman of the rice-fields, one Rufo Drago, was a massive, fierce-looking *mestizo*, with red, pig-like eyes above high cheek-bones—a morose, brutalish animal. He stalked about the place like a rumbling tornado.

On the fourth day we spent at the ranch he ordered Ralph and me to follow him out to repair an irrigation dike. He led the way through the sweltering rice-fields, looking at us occasionally in a most malignant manner. Without warning he suddenly stopped and swung his gorilla arms and clawing fingers into my face with a snarl. "See these hands?" he demanded.

I backed away precipitately; I thought the man had gone mad.

"I never fight with revolver or knife," he went on, tapping the weapons which hung at his side, and gloating at my dismay. "I just use these two hands, and no man crosses Rufo Drago's path and lives!"

We went on again, between two rows of osiers, and suddenly he exploded into speech again: "I was born here on this hacienda, before Señor Z—— came. My
mother was a beautiful Yaqui. At fifteen she married a peon here. The owner, a Spaniard, a Gachupin, caught sight of her one day when he was riding among the huts. The next day her man was taken away by the rurales.

"After several months that Spanish beast threw her out among the pigs. I was her child—his son. I ran wild here till I was put to work pulling weeds out of the ditches—like you've been doing. I was ten years old then. All day I worked under the sun—and I was only ten years old!

"I was eighteen when I got my first flogging. Two men were let loose on me with raw-hide whips, but I worked my hands free and flung them both aside. I held that Gachupin, my father, by the throat until he strangled!"

He stopped and laughed harshly. "You like the story, eh? Since that day Rufo Draco has had no pity in his heart. I break men as I break a piece of wood."

He grabbed my arm, and the pain of his claw-like grasp shot up into my shoulder. "If it pleased me, I could snap your bones in the same way," he growled.

He flung my arm loose, chuckling diabolically. "Since the day I choked that Gachupin no man has played fast and loose with Rufo Draco," he concluded.

Then he relapsed into a gloomy silence.

An incident that occurred the day after the owner returned—the day we had been set to work on the dikes—revealed to us just how Rufo made himself useful to the ranch. Z— was a lean, Mexicanized, wry-mouthed, vicious-looking miser, hated by everyone. The E— people—his neighbours farther up the river—believing he was still away, cut off the ranch's entire water-supply. Z—'s decision was instantaneous.

"Cut the water back into our ditches," he told Rufo.

Rufo, at the head of a big gang in which I was drafted (Ralph had gone to work in the warehouse), went off singing and shouting curses at the E— people, hoping with all his soul for a fight. Our picks and shovels flew, scattering the dirt and stones. In half an hour we had the offending dikes cut, Rufo bulking above his handiwork on the main irrigation ditch, his face aflame with victory, his feet spread out across an open side-gate like some squat Colossus of Rhodes.

That afternoon he meted out primitive justice—two eyes for one and a whole jawbone for a tooth—by making us destroy the enemy ditches, thus openly courting conflict.

THE BATTLE OF THE DITCHES.

The E— people duly arrived on the scene, but at first did not molest us, contenting themselves with repairing the damage we had caused. The boss of their gang and Rufo shouted nasty epithets at each other.

Suddenly a heavy rock whizzed past Rufo and whanged against a tree-trunk. An instant later, amidst much cursing and shouting, there began a wild mêlée of flying missiles and deadly work with pick and shovel-handles. Knives clashed; tool clanged on tool; a writhing mass of struggling men reeled up and down the slippery irrigation slopes.

Presently a huge fellow aimed a terrific blow at me with a pick-handle; I parried it with my spade and ducked. Simultaneously a clod of earth struck me on the side of the head, and dirt flew into my mouth and eyes. Half-stunned, I lost my footing and rolled down the ditch into the muddy water, with all the fight knocked out of me.

Fortunately our men were now pressing the others back, and hardly had I gained the bank once more when the E— workers took to their heels and fled away across the flooded fields.

The next day Rufo went off alone to the E— hacenda, his rifle across the pommel of his saddle and a wicked-looking knife in his broad, red sash. He may not have fought with these weapons, but he came back smiling, jingling many coins in his pocket. Thereafter both parties had water.

The days passed, and the next excitement was a terrific storm which lasted three days, almost sweeping the house away and bringing me very close to drowning when all hands were ordered out to cut the dikes and release the water from the flooded fields.

And then came the incident that abruptly ended our sojourn at the hacienda. Day by day the mess-room food had been getting poorer, and the rumble of discontent among the hands grew louder at every meal. How Sing, the Chinese cook, was abused every time he served the table.

"That yellow Chink is watching Margarita (Z—'s wife) instead of the pots," was the cynical password.

Finally, I was installed as cook instead of How Sing, only to find the flighty Margarita's attentions transferred to me! Years ago she must have been a beauty, but now she was a fat, greasy-looking creature with heavy lips.

Clad in a dressing-gown, her bare feet thrust into a pair of bedroom slippers, she kept shuffling in and out of the mess-room kitchen, and every time she appeared she invariably gave me a smirking smile and managed to stand close to me, though I certainly did nothing to encourage her. At length, under the pretext of borrowing a knife, she first touched my hand, then patted it.

"Do you think I am good-looking?" she asked, coyly.
Anxious for peace, I assured her that she was not at all bad-looking.
Thereupon, to my dismay, she came closer, put her plump arm round my neck, and commanded: "Kiss me!"
Her manner filled me with repulsion, and almost before I realized what I was doing I pushed her away.
She turned upon me with blazing eyes.
"You'll pay for this!" she snarled.
"You'll pay for this! Wait till I tell Z——
You'll pay!"
And with an ugly laugh she clattered up the creaking stairs. She did not show her nose in that house any more that evening.

but at nine o'clock next morning Z——, the owner, approached me.
"The Chink'll do the cooking," he said, curtly, and turned on his heel.
"And what shall I do?" I asked.
"Do?" he echoed, without looking at me. "Why, I guess you and your brother had better clear out! And make it snappy, too!"

Goodness knows what story Margarita had told her husband, but cleared out we were, and that without any pay. Penniless, save for a peso given us by the friendly Swedish superintendent, we faced the long twenty-five-mile walk back to Cajeme.
Every road was knee-deep in yellow water, the result of the three-days' storm. The irrigation ditches had all overflowed, and the entire countryside was one vast lake, broken only by the trees, embankments, a few houses, and the tops of such taller crops as had miraculously survived.

We waded on under the blazing sun. Our skin itched and crawled; our eyes smarted.

By nightfall we had covered only a third of the distance. Twilight descended upon us, and with it came swarms of mosquitoes, which stung us viciously.

The sun went down in a red haze, and a fiery glow blazed a path across the forlorn, flooded fields. The trees stood out blackly against the red sky. We huddled on the damp slope of a high bank. There was no dry wood to start a fire and not enough room on the damp turf even to stretch out. As it was, our feet touched the water.

Morning came, and after another blistering day we made Cajeme at last. At sundown we reached the abode of Schneider—the man who had given us our former temporary job—and informed him of Z——'s treatment of us.

He shook his head. "The dirty dog!" he said. "Well, I can keep you busy for about a week building a jacal at the rear of my place. It means seventy-five centavos a day and grub, and you can get to work as soon as you've a mind."

**NEWS OF THE YAQUIS.**

In due course the jacal was finished, but we continued to do odd jobs at Schneider's. Meanwhile, the news concerning the rebellious Yaquis grew steadily worse. They had attacked Esperanza, only ten kilometres up the line, scattered the garrison, and dragged the commandant and his lieutenant round the village, face downwards, with their feet tied to the tails of horses, until the two unfortunate officers were dead.

At the coast they had captured a ranch-owner, his wife, and two boys, and sliced off the soles of their feet; then they killed them with clubs. The Yaquis on the war-path, everyone said, were fiends incarnate. And these were the people who stood between us and the cache of gold we had come so far to seek!

Fortunately Cajeme was set in the centre of a wide, treeless llano, and could not very well be taken by a surprise attack. Moreover, it was largely inhabited by semi-civilized Yaquis, who had more or less traffic with their savage brothers in the mountains and therefore enjoyed immunity. Even the commandant was a Yaqui, so that nobody in the place was alarmed.

Presently Ralph and I were compelled to make another move, entering the service of a Mexican farmer who owned a cleared but isolated piece of ground in the jungle near Esperanza. Fear of the raiding Yaquis was so general that he could get no workmen, but as the pay and conditions were good, we braved the possible danger.

We constantly kept rifles beside us while working, but nothing happened, and gradually we began to lose our sense of fear, and even laughed at the idea of being molested. On the tenth day, however, a bullet fired from the jungle zipped across the field quite close to us, showing that trouble was not impossible.

On the fourth day after the shot, Joe, Schneider's clerk, came down to see us. It appeared that he had saved about three hundred pesos and had a proposition to put before us. His idea was to rent some thirty acres of irrigated land south of Cajeme, on which to plant melons, and he wanted my brother and me and another fellow to go in with him.

It looked a likely scheme, and finally it was decided that Ralph should return the rifles to our boss and draw our back pay, while Joe, I, and the other man, a Swiss named Wolman, went on to Esperanza to buy seed and tools.

Joe and I reached Cajeme about ten o'clock in the morning, picked up Wolman—a queer chap who spent most of his time reading religious tracts—and, despite everybody's warning that the Yaquis were killing and maiming in the vicinity, set out immediately for Esperanza.

We followed the road that parallels the railway track, gradually leaving the cleared llano of Cajeme behind us. The vegetation became more tropical, though there were no dense woods and jungles such as lay to the westward, towards the Rio Yaqui. Here, along the track, grew the usual chaparral of greasewood, mesquite, cactus, and various species of aloe, fairly thick and in many cases higher than our heads.

About half-way to Esperanza, on rounding a turn in the road, Joe, who was in the lead, gave vent to an exclamation of alarm. Following his pointing finger, we saw ahead a group of armed Indians engaged in burning the railway bridge.

"Yaquis!" we cried in chorus, and stopped, scared.

"Oh, come along; they won't bother us," urged Wolman, who had all along refused to believe the tales about the Yaquis.

Joe hesitated. "Who knows——?" he began; then, "Oh, all right," and he moved forward.

But I was still doubtful. "What's the use of running unnecessary risks?" I demanded.

"There's no risk," insisted Wolman. "They won't hurt us."

The flames were now leaping up from the bridge, and we could see the Indians dancing madly on the bank.
"Following his pointing finger, we saw ahead a group of armed Indians engaged in burning the railway bridge."

"Don't go on," something told me, and I stopped in my tracks, pointing out that, if the Yaquis meant mischief, we were quite unarmed.

But the others only laughed at me, trying to urge me on by reflections on my courage.

"I don't care what you say," I retorted, "I'm not going on. You can do what you like, but you'll not risk it if you aren't seeking suicide."

With that I turned back and left them. I tramped steadily away for about a hundred yards; then I stopped. Somehow I couldn't
leave them to their fate; so I turned off into the brush and followed them through the sharp brambles and cactuses, parallel to the road, but quite out of sight.

About a quarter of a mile from the burning bridge I crawled up on a knoll which commanded a view of the road and the conflagration. Joe and Wolman were now quite near the Indians, who were fascinatedly watching the dying flames.

One of the Yaquis pointed toward my companions. The shouting died away, and the whole crew stood watching the two men approach.

Suddenly an Indian yelled a command, and Joe and Wolman put up their hands. Promptly the group clustered about them, jabbering excitedly, and presently one of the Indians struck Joe across the face, causing him to reel.

Apparently in obedience to an order, Joe and Wolman next began removing their clothes. This done, the Indians tied their hands behind their backs; then the whole band—about a hundred strong—moved through the brush in my direction.

I was terribly frightened, and as they came closer I crawled towards the denser growth. After going a short distance, I poked my head from behind a mesquite bush and reconnoitred the position.

Not ten yards from me a mounted Indian was standing erect in his stirrups, looking about him on all sides! I dropped flat, certain he had seen me.

The sharp thorns of the mesquite jabbed into me, but I did not dare to move. I lay on my face, close under the bush, my heart pounding, my body trembling, tense as a coiled spring. There was not a sound to be heard except the occasional cries of the Indians, who were now passing through the hollow just east of my knoll.

I lay there for what seemed an eternity before I ventured to peer out again to locate the mounted Indian. Finally, very cautiously, I lifted my head, and to my intense relief, saw him trotting away.

Once again I crawled away through the low cactuses, stabbing my hands at almost every move. After about ten yards of squirming I gained a still denser clump of chaparral. The Indians were quite close now. I could hear them distinctly, and even make out their faces as they swarmed into a depression not more than a hundred yards away.

**TERRIBLE DOINGS.**

The man on horseback—evidently the leader—now gave several sharp commands. Five gigantic Indians seized Joe and Wolman, hurled them to the ground, and sat on top of them, pinioning their legs and arms. One of the Yaquis then made some remark that was received by the others with loud whoops.

Meanwhile the man on horseback sat motionless, his arms hanging loosely at his side.

Presently, as I watched breathlessly, I saw one of the Indians draw out a long knife. He bent down and took Joe's bare foot in his hand. Shudderingly I clutched at the spiky shrubs in front of me. The sunlight flickered in my eyes; the whole scene reeled and danced.

There came four terrible screams. When I looked out again, the fiends were beating the two boys to their feet with heavy clubs. They staggered into the brush.

How long I lay there I do not know. Slowly, agonizingly, I crawled down the opposite side of the knoll and then ran like a madman through the chaparral toward Esperanza. The wild shouts of the Indians still reached my ears, though now they sounded much fainter.

Once I stopped to listen, but the cries had completely died away. I looked down at my trembling hands. They were torn and blood-stained from the thorns I had clutched.

The battered bodies of Joe and Wolman were found next morning, but the Yaquis were already beyond pursuit, their tracks leading straight away toward a cleft in the mountains.

The horror of that experience put an end once and for ever to the dream that Ralph and I had cherished of finding gold in the Rio Yaqui.

"No more!" I told him, when we met again. "We've had enough of wild-goose chases and Yaqui Indians to last us for the rest of our lives."

We talked matters over, and the final outcome of our conversation was that we determined to abandon our quest and set out immediately for the comparative civilization of Mexico City. We reached it in safety, but for many a day I was unable to forget the horror of that scene by the burning bridge.

The most exciting portion of our travels was now over; thenceforth our adventures were of a more commonplace description. Those who may care to follow our experiences at greater length, however, will find them fully described in my book "Brimstone and Chili," published by Alfred A. Knopf.

*(THE END.)*
THE ROBBERY AT THE MINE

An account of sundry exciting happenings at a gold mine in West Australia where the Author was employed as an assistant. Names have been altered, but the narrative is absolutely true.

SOME twenty-five years ago, as a youngster not long out of the technical schools at Glasgow and Cambridge, I was employed as an assistant on one of the big gold mines, then doing well, away up in the back-blocks of Western Australia.

On the day when my story opens our general manager, Mr. Nicholas, walked into the smelting-room, where his two assistants were at work preparing the crude bullion for remelting into the ingots which were destined to form the month’s output of gold. I was the junior of these two assistants.

At the door opening into the smelting-room Mr. Nicholas paused for a moment, and then remarked, in the casual manner he was wont to use: “I’ve something rather important to tell you fellows. Go on with what you are doing while I stand here talking. I don’t think we can be overheard in this building, but it’s possible someone may be keeping a watch on us through the windows.”

Needless to say, we were all ears at once.

“I’ve just had word from the police,” continued Mr. Nicholas, “about that gang of ruffians who have been camped outside the township for the last few days. Each one of them is known, and, of course, they are under observation. I’m told they intend raiding our safe to-night and getting off with the bullion after the smelting is finished! They mean to take our gold just as soon as we’ve got it ready for easy handling! But naturally we’re not going to let them have it all their own way.

“As I’ve hinted to you before, the police want our aid in this business, so that they can catch these fellows in the act. That’s to make sure of getting them a heavy sentence. The police say they are tired of shepherdng the rascals about from place to place, warning them off and watching them.

“Now that’s all very well for the police, but I don’t like risking our gold more than I can help, although I’m quite willing to help them. So here’s my plan. Listen carefully, for I depend on you two to carry it out.

“Instead of putting the gold ingots into the safe to-night, as usual, I want you to leave all the metal to cool in the furnace. You won’t pour it out into the ingots at all. How much rough bullion have you now, Edwards?”

“There’s over five thousand ounces ready to run into bars,” replied Edwards, my senior, who was in charge of the smelting.

“About twenty thousand pounds’ worth.”

“Good! Say five thousand ounces; that will be nearly three hundred and sixty pounds’ weight of gold. If we leave that to cool as one solid mass in the furnace, instead of storing it away as five or six separate ingots in the safe, our friends the burglars will have all the trouble of forcing the safe for nothing. Then, even if they find the gold still in the furnace, I’ll defy them to get away with it—three hundred and sixty pounds’ weight of gold in one lump—without remelting it.

“Even if they broke it out of the furnace they could never cut it up for transport, but in all probability they won’t find it at all. Anyhow, I expect the police will intervene by that time. In case the officers are delayed, however, or something goes wrong with their arrangements, I’ll ask you to disconnect the oil pipes and take away the burners from the furnace when you have finished smelting. The robbers won’t be able to remelt it then, whatever happens. By the time they discover what they’re up against the police will have surrounded the place, and I hope they grab the whole gang.”

The manager’s plan struck me as being an excellent one, and I was entirely with him in the idea of not risking the bullion, for, apart from its value, it had cost me
personally lots of hard work. Being young and somewhat irrepressible, however, I made a suggestion to further improve the scheme.

"Don't you think, sir," I said, "that it would be better if we left something in the safe for the burglars to collar? We could run down five or six bars of that base copper bullion we've got on hand. If they found that in the safe the beggars wouldn't know the difference, and wouldn't trouble to look in the furnace."


"Of course we can," Edwards told him. "And I shall be jolly glad to get rid of it, too. That base bullion has already given us more trouble than it's worth. I suppose it would not do to run down our gold ingots as usual and then hide them away somewhere? It'll take hours of firing to remelt that mass of gold again when once we let it cool down completely."

"I'm afraid there's nothing else for it," replied Mr. Nicholas. "If we tried to take the gold away somewhere else the rascals would probably find out all about it. I expect they are keeping watch on us, as well as on the police."

"Very well, sir," said Edwards. "I think everything's clear. You have given us definite orders to smelt up enough of the base bullion to make five or six ingots. These will be ready for you to see weighed up and locked away in the safe about four o'clock this afternoon, as usual. In the meantime the actual gold forming the month's output will have been melted down, but left in the furnace to cool."

"That's it! And don't omit to disconnect the furnace oil pipes. You can wrap the burners up in a parcel for me to carry away; I'll leave them in the safe at the office, just to make assurance doubly sure. I'll be back at four to weigh up. Everything as usual, and not a word to anybody, of course."

At four o'clock that afternoon Mr. Nicholas drove round in his pony-cart, stopping at the bullion office. The shifts in the mill adjoining changed at that hour, men coming on to work till midnight, when they would in turn be relieved by others for the night-shift, which carried on until eight in the morning.

In the crushing-mills work was continuous, the roar of the great stamping-machines never ceasing. Passing employees knew the routine well. They could see what was going on through the large open windows, and understood that the manager had called to have the bullion locked up for the night, as was his usual custom.

Edwards and I had everything ready. The base ingots were weighed up, just as if they were the genuine gold, this opera-

tion being conducted in full view of the windows. We acted throughout on the assumption that someone was keeping a watch of our movements, so far as they could be overlooked. All the time, of course, the gold remained in the furnace, where it was now cooling.

After the formal weighing the base ingots were deposited in the great safe, which was duly double-locked. One key was retained by the manager, while the other was kept by the assistant in charge of the smelting.

"What about old Jack, the night-watchman?" queried Edwards. "He has a key which admits him to the smelting-room, and I don't want him poking round to-night with all that bullion in the furnace. As likely as not he'd give the whole show away by finding it. I don't know why he should have a key at all, but he's always had it."

"Well, it won't do to start any changes to-night," decided Mr. Nicholas. "Just tell him not to go in there to-night. Say there's an amalgam spilt on the floor, or something of that kind. Jack is an old servant and a good sort, even if he is inclined to be officious. My advice to both of you now is to keep well away from the mill to-night, unless you are called.

"Let the police carry out their arrangements without any interference from us. They count upon surrounding the whole place and capturing the gang after they have broken in. We've done our part; leave the rest to them."

Mr. Nicholas then drove away, taking with him the parcel containing the oil-burners removed from the furnace.

Adhering strictly to his customary routine, he went on to the general offices of the company, situated about half a mile distant, where he remained to finish up the day's clerical work. Before the big office safe was closed by the accountant he placed inside it the parcel containing the burners taken from the smelting-furnace. He knew there were no duplicates of these burners on the property and that without them it was impossible to re-smelt the gold, so he felt tolerably safe even if the police failed him altogether.

It appeared to us afterwards, from the course of events, that someone must have been watching him, and reported to the thieves that he had deposited a heavy parcel in the office safe.

To those of us who had to remain inactive that seemed a very long afternoon and evening, and when Edwards invited me to come over to his bungalow I was glad to accept. He was a bachelor, living close to my own quarters quite near to the mill, but sheltered from the noise of the stamps by an intervening little hill. From its rocky summit a full view of the mill, with the adjoining smelting-room and offices, could be obtained.
"'They've found it!' gasped Edwards. 'Hand me your rifle, Brown.'"
About ten o’clock, nothing whatever having happened, I bade Edwards goodnight and left for my own bungalow. As I strode along through the darkness I fancied I heard a rustling among the rocks on the summit of the hill. Anxiety about what might be happening at the smelting-room, as well as natural curiosity, led me over among the rocks, but I found nothing unusual there. Looking down toward the noisy mill, however, I distinctly saw someone pass along inside the spacious windows of the smelting-room.

Like every other part of the mill, the smelting-room was brilliantly illuminated; the lights were never turned off before daylight, and were supplemented by auxiliary oil-lamps, which it was the duty of the night-watchman to keep burning. In days gone by, when the electric light was first installed, it would sometimes fail, so the oil-lamps had become a permanent institution.

The night-watchman had been duly told not to go into the smelting-room that night, but we had all forgotten about his customary lighting of the oil lamps. When I saw someone inside the room, therefore, I immediately concluded that the burglars were at work, and rushed back to tell Edwards.

Edwards was more than a little diffident about doing anything that might seem contrary to orders, and Nicholas had told us definitely: “Keep well away from the mill to-night unless you are called.”

But I was eager and anxious, and so my senior eventually agreed to come back with me and have a look down from among the rocks. We both had revolvers, and I also brought along my rifle, a sporting .303.

From the top of the little hill we could distinctly see someone moving about in the smelting-room. Without saying much more, we both crawled down nearer to the illuminated window. It was quite dark outside, and as we cautiously approached the buildings we could plainly make out a man inside, apparently doing something to the furnace containing the gold.

“They’ve found it!” gasped Edwards, as he struggled into a position from which we could see right into the room. “Hand me your rifle, Brown; I’ll plug the beggar!”

By this time all his customary caution had vanished.

“Let me shoot; it’s my gun,” I whispered excitedly, and with that I edged up alongside him and trained the rifle-muzzle on the window.

“Don’t shoot! It’s old Jack!”

Edward almost shrieked, knocking up the rifle. “What’s the old fool doing there? I had forgotten all about him. I see! He’s eating his supper alongside the furnace; it’s warm there.”

“Thank Heaven I didn’t shoot him!” I said. “Hadn’t I better go down and call him out?”

“Perhaps you’d better. It will spoil everything if he stops there. Everybody knows he carries a revolver; although I suppose that wouldn’t worry this gang. Go to the window and call him out. Take him off to your bungalow for a drink. I’ll drop in later.”

When invited to come along to my quarters for a drink and a yarn, old Jack was nothing loth. It wasn’t the first time he’d been up to my bungalow. When Edwards joined us later, he sat there yarning till nearly daylight. Then, when he offered to retire, we kept him for another hour. All the time we were expecting every moment to hear of “something doing” at the mill, but nothing happened.

It was nearly six o’clock—broad daylight, of course—when, after a final drink, we all walked down toward the mill.

Everything looked quite normal, and old Jack was allowed to go on in advance and enter the smelting-room where, he mentioned, he had left his supper dishes.

From where we stood we had a clear view of the interior and, looking through the windows we saw him put out the oil-lamps; then he switched off the electric lights and came out. Evidently he had noticed nothing out of the ordinary, and neither did we.

As Edwards and I stood there, looking at one another in perplexity, Mr. Nicholas drove up.

“Well, what’s the news?” he called out. “I’ve heard nothing.”

“Neither have we,” we told him.

“We had to collar old Jack to keep him out of the way,” added Edwards. “We saw him fooling about in the smelting-room during the early part of the night.”

The watchman had tactfully disappeared at sight of the manager, and the three of us went into the smelting-room together, finding everything just as it had been left on the previous afternoon.

“Looks as if we’d had all our trouble for nothing,” grumbled Edwards.

“Very likely they spotted you with old Jack, and mistrusted the look of things,” suggested Mr. Nicholas.

Just then an excited clerk came rushing in.

“If you please, sir,” he panted, addressing the manager. “Will you come to the office at once, the accountant says. There’s been a burglary!”

“The devil there has!” exploded Mr. Nicholas. “Stay here in charge till you hear from me, Brown. Edwards, come along with me. What on earth have they found to burgle at the office?” And off he went, taking Edwards and the clerk with him.

At the general office of the Company all was in confusion. News of the burglary had already spread, and a small crowd had gathered, although no police had appeared on the scene. Mr. Nicholas took a look round,
and immediately dispatched a messenger to the police-station.

"Give the Sergeant my compliments," he said, "and tell him there's been a burglary here. We shall be glad to have him call at his convenience."

It appeared that the clerk had arrived at the office early and, on entering, had found the safe standing open, with books and papers thrown out on the floor and everything in disorder. He had rushed round and informed the accountant, whose bungalow was quite close. The accountant sent him on to tell the manager.

According to the accountant there was a sum of under fifty pounds only in the safe, which had been blown open with some explosive. It must have been an easy job, for the safe was one of those pretentious affairs built into a recess; it looked strong and imposing, but was really only a brick cupboard with a steel door. No bullion was ever kept in it, and seldom much money.

The burglars had made a bad mistake if they thought that the gold was stored there. Probably they had been misled by Mr. Nicholas bringing along the parcel containing the burners from the furnace.

All these details, of course, I only heard afterwards, for in the meantime I was waiting, as patienty as I could, at the smithing-room, according to instructions. In the safe they found only the petty cash and some books and papers, which they threw out on the floor, together with the parcel of burners.

Unfortunately for them, as it later turned out, they also discovered an unopened case of good Scotch whisky, which the accountant had stowed in the safe to be out of the way. This proved their undoing, for they promptly started in on the whisky as some compensation for not finding the gold. Judging by the empties, they must have indulged copiously.

Exactly what happened then was never discovered, but some time during the night they had driven off, taking the cash and the remainder of the whisky with them. They must already have been pretty drunk, for they only drove ten miles or so down the road and stopped at the first inn they came to. The railway was over a hundred miles farther on.

But this is anticipating; let us get back to the burglary. When the clerk returned to the office with the solitary policeman he found at the station, the constable reported to Mr. Nicholas that the Sergeant, with all his available men, had gone away in pursuit of the burglars. A telegram had come through from the Ten-Mile station stating that the inn there had been held up by "bushrangers," and information had also reached the Sergeant that the gang had been seen leaving our Company's office.

The Sergeant did not know what mischief they had done at the mine and did not wait to find out. Luckily for him the robbers had omitted to cut the telegraph wires. He reached the inn at Ten-Mile in time to capture three of the burglars' wires, who were much too drunk to put up a fight. The fourth member of the gang, however—their leader—had unaccountably disappeared. It was thought by the Sergeant that he was lying round somewhere, dead-drunken, and a search was now being made for him. No one recollected having seen him at Ten-Mile, but the police said they were sure to get him.

The Sergeant himself returned with this information while Mr. Nicholas and Edwards were still with the accountant at the office. He said that, according to the inn-keeper, the ruffians had arrived at Ten-Mile firing their guns and making a great row. When refused admittance, they had broken in and looted the bar, taking what money they found in the till and forcing the proprietor to give up his cash-box at the point of a pistol.

"That," said the Sergeant, gleefully, "was robbery under arms, for which they will most probably be sentenced to long terms of imprisonment." What they had done at the mine, from his point of view, was now of less importance.

"Well," said Mr. Nicholas, as he turned away, "I'm glad you've got them. Anyhow, for the future, I'm going to see that a case of whisky is always stowed in the safe. It certainly helped you, Sergeant!"

Meanwhile, alone in the smithing room, and growing impatient at the long wait, I had begun looking for trouble, and, of course, speedily found it!

Edwards was already seated in the cart, and Mr. Nicholas had just climbed in to drive him back to the mill, when a workman dashed up on a bicycle and handed him a note.

"From young Mr. Brown, sir," he announced. "Important, he says."

Tearing open my note, the manager read:

I prized the lid off the crucible in the furnace to have a look at the gold, but the crucible is empty. The gold has disappeared! —Brown.

"Hi, Sergeant!" shouted Mr. Nicholas. "The gold has disappeared! Follow me to the mill." And off he went, with Edwards sitting beside him.

But my startling intelligence had evidently upset Mr. Nicholas; he did not drive with his usual care. Edwards was explaining how he thought it impossible that the gold could have been stolen when the Sergeant, taking a short cut on horseback, got in front of them on the road. Nicholas swerved to avoid him and pulled the cart into the ditch, where it promptly upset. Both he and Edwards were thrown out headlong; the cart was smashed among the rocks.
Mr. Nicholas landed on his head and shoulders and was dazed, but not seriously hurt. Edwards seemed to be in worse condition, and the doctor, who quickly came on the scene, had both of them carried into the hospital on stretchers.

This is where I come into the story again.

I naturally wondered what had taken the robbers to the general office when all the time their objective, the gold, was here in the smelting-room. As time passed, I was prompted to have a look at the bullion, just to assure myself that it really was where we had left it, in the now-cold furnace. I tried to peep in at it from the side, but the lid of the graphite crucible which contained the gold had stuck fast, and I could see nothing.

Although I could not see it I knew the gold must be there all right, but after a time I became bored with waiting. We had no telephones handy in those days, and for lack of something better to do, since Mr. Nicholas had definitely ordered me to stay there, I got a steel chisel and, carefully working it round the mouth of the crucible, finally freed the lid from slag and prised it off.

I peered inside, but could still see nothing. Somehow I became conscious of a growing feeling of apprehension, so I lit a match and held it inside. Then, to my consternation, I realized that the crucible was quite empty!

When the match burned out in my fingers I felt round inside with extended arm. The crucible seemed intact, but there was no gold inside it.

I tried with another match, and afterwards with a candle held inside, but the result was the same. The gold had gone!

I felt myself turn cold all over, and decided to get into communication with Mr. Nicholas without delay. I hesitated to meddle further with the crucible, thinking I had better leave things just as they were, so I hurriedly scrawled a note and dispatched it to the manager by a man summoned from the mill adjoining.

Eventually along came the accountant from the office, accompanied by the Sergeant of Police. Mr. Nicholas had met with an accident, they explained; and was now in hospital.

In the manager’s absence the accountant was in general charge. There was nothing for me to do but to show the two men the empty crucible, but the position was complicated by the necessity of having to explain how it was that the gold had been left in the furnace instead of being stored away in the safe.

Neither the accountant nor the policeman could be expected to grasp the supposed idea of greater safety in leaving it there, particularly now that it had disappeared. But that the crucible stood empty in the furnace they could see for themselves; that it had contained five thousand ounces of gold bullion when it was left to cool I was there to testify.

Eventually—the theory coming principally from the Sergeant—the accountant and he decided that the missing leader of the burglars must have raided the smelting-room on his own account and somehow obtained possession of the gold while he sent the rest of the gang off on a false scent to the office. There they had fallen foul of the whisky and were subsequently captured, as has already been related. With his men occupied elsewhere, the leader got clear away with the bullion, spite of its weight.

"And I thought he was lying round somewhere drunk!" lamented the Sergeant. "Hullo! Here’s the manager coming!"

A moment later Mr. Nicholas, with his head bandaged and looking very shaky, was assisted into the smelting-room.

I found him a chair, but he did not take it till he had peered into the crucible in the furnace. Then he sat down. He was very pale, but appeared quite cheerful while I hastily explained matters.

"That’s all right, Brown," he interrupted at last. "Everything is quite all right, but your note flustered me a bit. It’s very evident that the furnace has not been opened or tampered with in any way. The gold is still there. What has happened is that the crucible, left too long in the furnace, developed a flaw somewhere, and the gold has run through it into the furnace-bottom.

"Hoist the crucible out and you’ll find the gold underneath it. It will be quite a big job for you, but I hope Edwards will be about to-morrow; he’s not much hurt. I’m glad we sha’n’t have to explain all this; it’s merely one of the ordinary accidents that happen in smelting."

In due course, therefore, we turned out the month’s output of gold from the mine as usual, without any of the details here set down becoming public property. As far as I recollect the ruffians who raided our office were duly punished for the “robbery under arms” at the roadside inn.

I don’t think, however, that the accountant was ever compensated for the loss of his case of whisky. Doubtless, if he sees these lines, he will remember how keenly the rest of us appreciated the joke!
His Last Break
By
George E. Stuart-Reid
Illustrated by Kenneth Inns

Johannes Else probably spent more years in jail, and effected more escapes therefrom, than any other man in South Africa. The story of his last and almost-successful break—related to me some years ago at Pretoria Prison—is interesting as showing how so apparently unimportant a matter as forgetting the day of the year may upset the best-laid schemes of an otherwise careful and calculating man.

Else had had a fairly long spell of liberty after an escape from the East London (Cape Colony) jail, but was at length recognized and arrested by an observant police-officer on November 12th, 1921. He was lodged in the Kongha lock-up for safe keeping until such time as the authorities decided what to do with him.

After several appearances before the local magistrate, Else was finally committed for trial at the High Court, which, however, would not sit until February of the following year, which meant that he would be kept in custody till that date.

The lock-up at Kongha was not an ideal place for a prisoner of Else's calibre and well-known proclivities for escaping from custody, so it was decided to remove him to the East London prison at an early opportunity.

Owing to some oversight, however, or the difficulty of providing an escort, the weeks passed, and Else still remained at Kongha. Now Kongha lock-up is really only intended for native prisoners sentenced to periods of a few weeks or days' imprisonment, and consists of two circular corrugated-iron huts surrounded by a ten-foot stone wall. Immediately outside this wall is situated the small local court-house and the jailer's cottage, the village of Kongha being some half-mile distant.

Else knew pretty well that he had had his last chance, and was now certain to get the "indeterminate sentence"—i.e., seven to twenty-one years—on his appearance at the High Court, which meant being sent to do his time at the Pretoria Central Prison, from which place escape would be extremely difficult, if not impossible. He therefore determined to make a last bid for liberty.

Kongha lies not far from the Pondoland border, and as Else could speak Kaffir as well as the Kaffirs themselves he reckoned that once free of the jail he could make his way to the hills and remain hidden, with the help of the natives, until such time as the hue and cry had died down and he could make plans to get over into Portuguese territory at Delagoa Bay.

Else's scheme was very simple—one which he had successfully carried out on two previous occasions. The iron hut in which he spent twenty-three hours out of each twenty-four was only a few yards from the stone wall, and although without cutting-tools of some sort he could not hope to make a breach in the double sheet of iron composing the cell walls, the floor, as he soon discovered, was composed of hard-baked clay, underneath which lay the virgin soil of the veldt.

Each morning when the jailer opened the door of his charge's cell, Else stood to attention at one side, so that the officer could get a full view of the interior, with its rolled mattress and blankets neatly stacked in one corner, and the clay floor carefully swept. Else then proceeded to take his hour's exercise, walking round and round the yard.

Every time he passed at the back of the two huts or cells he was out of the jailer's sight for a few seconds, and at each circuit he extracted a couple of handfuls of claysoand soil from his clothing and scattered them among the débris which lay at the foot of the high wall. The jailer, a phlegmatic Dutchman, did not think to look under his
prisoner’s neat pile of blankets, which always occupied the same corner of the cell, and so failed to discover the carefully-concealed mouth of a small tunnel leading in the direction of his own cottage.

For weeks this routine went on, and Else knew by the hardening of the earth as he tunneled outward and upward each night that he was nearing the surface once more—on the other side of the stone wall, he hoped.

Christmas was almost upon him by the time he at last succeeded in completing his long and laborious task. The heat in the confined space of the tunnel had at times been almost unbearable, and more than once only the dread of what lay before him should he fail to get away ere he was transferred to the stronger prison prevented him from giving up in despair.

With a sigh of relief Else felt his torn and bleeding fingers break through the hard crust of earth above his head. Carefully he concealed the last few handfuls of loose soil in his shirt—the last of countless handfuls hidden and carried to the back of the cells at daybreak.

A faint glimmer of starlight greeted his eyes through the minute hole he had made in the roof, but calculating how long he had already been at work since the jailer had looked into his cell the night before, he knew it must be nearly dawn, and as he wanted as many hours of darkness as possible in which to effect his escape, Else reluctantly returned to his cell for one last day.

All went well, but that final day seemed the longest that he had ever lived through.
At length, however, darkness descended once more, and with a more than usually cheery "Good-night"—or so Else thought—the jailer locked the door of the cell and took his departure to his own abode.

With freedom almost in sight, the prisoner would not make the mistake of being too hasty in his flight. Once or twice the jailer had looked through the spy-hole of the cell after his supper; and so for some hours Else waited with what patience he could command till all was still, and he thought it time to break through the last few inches of soil which stood between him and the freedom of the veldt.

Gaining the end of the tunnel, he again saw the welcome stars shining overhead, and, with a heave of his head and right shoulder broke his way through the earth-crust. Thank goodness! He was outside the jail wall!

As he half-emerged from the opening thus made, the night air was shattered by the report of a gun—fired, it seemed to the desperate man, right over his head! As if in answer, other fire-arms were discharged from the direction of the village and from the scattered homesteads all around it.

"Discovered!" thought Else, bitterly. "That brute of a jailer must have been spying on me all the time!"

Still the guns continued to explode, and as the sadly-disappointed man slowly crept back to his cell, pulling down behind him as much of the loose earth from the walls of the tunnel as he could, the bells of the village church rang out on the night air and mingled with the crashing of firearms, which were apparently warning the law-abiding populace of the attempted escape of a prisoner from the local jail.

For the rest of that night Else paced his narrow cell, cursing his luck and doing his best to obliterate, as far as possible, the hole in the corner of his cell.

At a little after the usual hour in the morning, the key grated in the cell door and the jailer entered with his prisoner's breakfast. Else glanced inquiringly at him and noticed that he was accompanied by a man whom he had not seen before. The jailer
was smiling, as he had smiled on the previous evening at lock-up time.

"Well, Else," he said, "we are losing you at last. This officer has arrived to escort you to East London. We don't often transfer a man on Christmas Day, but he was passing through, and the magistrate thought it would be a good chance of sending you off. By the way, did you hear the firing at midnight? The misusing fired the first shot out of my old elephant-gun in the backyard, and it nearly knocked her through a hole in the ground that she had never seen before."

"Hard luck," you say. It was indeed, for had Else not been late for the date, he, being himself a Dutchman, would have remembered the old Boer custom of welcoming in Christmas Day with a volley from the family guns, and instead of thinking all was discovered would have profited by the noise and general excitement to effect a successful instead of an unsuccessful "last break."

In case the foregoing incidents may not be quite clear to Wide World readers, I should like to make the following explanations—

In South Africa, in practically every case, the jailer's quarters are separate from the jail itself, and had Else not lost his nerve and returned to his cell, he would, once in the jailer's yard, have had nothing between himself and freedom except a four-foot mud wall.

The reason why the jailer did not make any close examination of the hole in the yard into which his wife nearly fell is explained by the fact that in South Africa, around Christmastime, the great heat and lack of rain causes the surface of the ground to split and subside in all directions, and a hitherto unnoticed hole in a backyard would call for no comment.

At the East London Session, where he was tried after his frustrated attempt to escape, Else was declared an "habitual criminal," and duly received the "indeterminate sentence" he had dreaded.

---

THE WORM THAT TURNED

By

LIEUT.-COL. M. SCOTT O'CONNOR

Illustrated by LANCE CATTERMOLE

"This story was told to me by a Scotsman in Calcutta some years ago," writes the Author. "There are large numbers of clerks in many Indian offices, and juniors seldom come in contact with the European officials, so it would not be surprising if 'Jock' did not recognize one of his staff."

"My lord," said the man, impressively, "you will assuredly slay this accused tiger who has ruined the poor villagers." He went on to tell Jock that a cow had been carried off the previous night, and that, as very little of it had been eaten, the tiger would undoubtedly revisit it that evening.

It was a long and weary tramp to the forest, through acacia scrub and marshes, and the sun had just given place to the short Indian twilight when the shikari finally called a halt.

"We are near the 'kill' now, Sahib," he announced, "and we must go warily. The tiger will be lying-up not far off, and he must not see you climbing to the machan (platform) that I have built for you in a tree twenty paces from the carcass."

In silence a ladder was placed against the tree, which had a clean limbless trunk for some twenty feet, and Jock was soon in the machan, well screened with leaves and twigs. He was thrilled at the thought that he was about to achieve his ambition,
and smiled to think of his triumphant return to Calcutta with a slain tiger.

In the fading light he could just discern the carcass of the unfortunate cow, and he trained his rifle on the spot and placed his cartridge belt ready to hand. As the darkness gathered his fancy commenced to play him many tricks; every shrub and shadow, to his straining eyes, took on the form of a tiger.

A dozen times he slowly raised his rifle, only to lower it again in doubt. All round him the forest awoke to its thousand night-sounds. Myriads of fire-flies flitted through the trees; frogs croaked in the marshes; the metallic "tonk-tonk" of the night-jars and the howling of jackals kept his nerves tense with suspense. It was his first experience of the dark loneliness of the jungle, and he found it the reverse of enjoyable.

As the time passed his cramped limbs began to ache, but he dared not stir, for he knew that the faintest sound is enough to scare away a tiger—the most wary of all forest beasts—and this tiger must be very close at hand. He was parched with thirst, and longed for a pull at his water-bottle, but decided he must deny himself, for an unwary movement might ruin the whole adventure, and he was determined to stick it out.

"A ladder was placed against the tree, and Jock was soon in the machan."

Jock's luminous watch indicated ten o'clock when he heard a distinct rustling in the undergrowth. This must be the tiger, he thought, and he strained his ears and
eyes to the uttermost, but in the black
darkness could see nothing. He consoled
himself with the thought that his rifle was
truly laid, and decided to fire as soon as he
heard the crunching of bones.

All the time mosquitoes had been swarm-
ing round him in thousands, taking their
usual toll, and he bore this torment un-
moved. Suddenly, however, he felt a
sharp pain, like the prod of a needle, on
his bare leg. Next instant something
scurried down his face and stung him on the
cheek, and a moment later he became
conscious of the scampering of a thousand
cold, clammy feet down the nape of his neck
and into the open collar of his shirt.

Simultaneously scores of red-hot barbs
pierced his back, and before he could for-
mulate any idea as to what this might be,
a vast swarm of insects tore up his bare
arms and legs, and a hundred poisoned darts
were plunged into his arms, thighs, and
chest.

Human endurance has its limits, and
Jock, forgetting all about the tiger, grabbed
at his tormentors—to realize almost imme-
ediately that he was located in a tree in
which a colony of the ferocious red ants
of the Terai forest had made one of their
huge nests! At that very moment there
was a crunching of bones down below, and
Jock, spite of his predicament, leant for-
ward and pressed the trigger of his rifle.
The report echoed through the forest like
a cannon-shot, and there ensued a wild
stampeding of animals and the belling of
spotted deer, followed by grim, death-like
silence.

Poor Jock was now at liberty to ease
his cramped limbs, slake his thirst, and
endeavour to retaliate on his tormentors.
He expected that his men would speedily
arrive, for it had been arranged that they
were to bring a lantern as soon as they heard
the report of his rifle.

He soon realized that he could not
cope with the red ants, which now swarmed
over him in thousands. The only thing to
be done was to climb down from the tree,
but it is highly dangerous to come up against
a wounded tiger, and accordingly he hesi-
tated. His tormentors, however, gave him
no peace; it was utterly impossible to stay
where he was.

Firing a few more shots in the direction
of the "kill," and praying that one or other
of them would find its billet, he swung his
legs off the machan in search of the ladder.

To his surprise his feet met nothing but
empty air—the ladder had been removed!

His watch now showed that it was nearly
an hour since he had fired his first shot, and
he fell to wondering why the shikari
and coolies did not put in an appearance.
The red ant, however, wastes no time in
speculation, and Jock was speedily forced
to make up his mind to climb down as best
he could and risk meeting "Stripes."

Embracing the trunk of the tree, he
slid earthwards with more speed than
comfort. Turning on his electric torch,
and moving with great caution, he
approached the "kill." To his amazement,
on nearing it, he discovered that it was
little more than the skeleton of a cow
covered over with sacking! Lying near
was a dead jackal, evidently killed by his
first shot.

Here was a riddle to which the inex-
perienced Jock could find no answer, nor
could he imagine what had happened to his
men. It was futile to waste time on con-
jecture, however, for there was the greater
problem facing him now of how to find his
way back through a trackless forest full of
tigers, panthers, elephants, and pythons.
He had only the haziest idea, moreover, of
the direction in which he should go.

The first streaks of dawn were tinting
the sky when, weary and footsore, his bare
knees torn by acacia thorns, his body smart-
ing from the bites of a thousand venomous
insects, and caked with mud where he had
stumbled into hollows in the marshes,
poor Jock at last struck the railway line.

The Indian station-master, with a face
like a mask, explained that the shikari and
coolies had left by a train soon after mid-
night!

There was evidently "something wrong
somewhere," but the puzzle was beyond his
power to solve. A later post, however,
brought Jock the following letter, which
spoke for itself:—

My noble lord,

You did not recognize in shikari clothes
the poor clerk you sacked from the office because
you thought I was too big fool to be any use.
I hope your lordship had merry time in tree of
red ants that had eaten up all of that blessed
cow who died of serious illness many weeks
ago. I hope you will enjoy tiger skin!

Your servant Mukerji (Shikari)
late clerk in your office.
"The Boss Didn’t Even Know My Name"

"He said my face was more or less familiar and he remembered seeing me around, but he didn’t even know my name until the I. C. S. wrote him that George Jackson had enrolled for a course of home study and was doing fine work.

"Who’s George Jackson?" he asked. Then he looked up. Told me he was glad to see I was ambitious. Said he’d keep his eye on me.

"He did too. Gave me my chance when Frank Jordan was sent out on the road. I was promoted over older men who had been with the firm for years.
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How to Heal Leg Sores

If you suffer from Leg Sores or Varicose Ulcers, I will send you absolutely FREE a copy of my famous book that tells how to be rid of these troubles for all time, by using my complete home treatment. It is different from anything you ever heard of, and the result of over 35 years specializing. Simply send your name and address to Dr. H. J. WHITTIER, Suite 230, Westport Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Missouri.
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BRINGS IT TO YOU

MY ONLY SALES MAN $2.75 for 50

I DON'T want you to order a quan-
tity of cigars until you try my
complete line consisting of 7 brands
put up as illustrated above. If after
a fair trial you feel that you did not
receive at least "DOUBLE VALUE"
I'll return your money in full.

HOW I do it. I import my own
tobacco and maintain the
largest cigar factory selling for
cash, eliminating book-keeping, bad
debts, etc., and sell my entire output
direct to the consumer.
All transportation charges prepaid.
I CANNOT afford to sell more than one
trial Sample case to a person at this
price.
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DEPT. A-4, 176 E. 12TH ST., N. Y.

Are You Afraid To Love?

Has true love come into your life—or didn’t you rec-
ognize it when it came? Are you afraid now of the
baffling, perplexing mysteries of sexual relationship?
Are you discontented with the stupid lies and furtive
ashamed answers the world gives you in place of
the naked, fearless truth you desire? Do you want
some safe, sane, unashamed advice on sex questions?
Do you hesitate asking your doctor certain ques-
tions? Clip coupon below, send it today without any
money and in a few days you will receive the most
startling surprise of your life.

Sex Secrets

At last a book has been published that digs into sex matters
without fear or beating around the bush. This startling 512-
page book, "Safe Counsel," written by Prof. B. G. Jefferies, M.D.,
Ph. D., and Prof. J. L. Nichols, A. M., contains just the informa-
tion you want. You will be amazed at its frankness. Words are
not minced. "Polite" phrases are forgotten—the right word is
used in the right place. "Safe Counsel" contains nine startling
sections: I. The Science of Eugenics; II. Love; III. Marriage;
IV. Childbirth; V. Family Life; VI. Sexual Science; VII. Diseases
and Disorders; VIII. Principles of Health and Hygiene; IX. The
Story of Life.

The Truth at Last

Here are just a few of the subjects discussed: Anatomy of sex
organs, Private words to maiden, Mistakes to avoid, Signs of
excesses, Law of Mutual Attraction, Answers to sex questions,
Controlling your impulses, Spooning, Laws of Sex-Life, Sec-
crets of a Happy Marriage, Prostitution, Rejuvenation, Advice
to Newly Married, What men love in women, and scores of
intimate subjects. Nothing withheld. You owe it to yourself,
to your happiness, and your health to read this wonderful book.

Send No Money
—simply mail the coupon

Just clip the coupon, Send it in today. No money is required.
In a few days when the postman brings you "Safe Counsel," (in
a plain wrapper) you can pay him $1.98 and postage.
If you are not thoroughly satisfied after examination, return
the book and we will refund your money.
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Bladder Sufferers Make Free Test

SIMPLE, but amazing, new drugless hygiene for prostatitis, bladder weakness, recently discovered by an American Scientist, usually stops frequent smarting urination almost over-night. No drugs, no medicine, no application of electricity—absolutely safe and unconditionally guaranteed. Test it for six days FREE. Get results! A beauty endorsed by physicians. Write at once for FREE illustrated, copyrighted booklet, "Why Many Men Are Old at 40." No obligation. Address W. J. Kirk, 1206 Morris Avenue, Steubenville, Ohio.

NEW DISCOVERY Grows Hair Quickly!

Noted surgeon has discovered amazing way to grow hair called Forma-Hair. He employs infra-red rays. In thirty days given new hair will cover bald spot. Two years ago the discoverer was himself sick of baldness. Today the hair is full and thick. Secured for Free Trial. Results or no pay. If you have baldness or hair thinning, write at once for Free startling thirty-two page booklet. Address the LANSDEN INSTITUTE, Dept. 267, Chicago, Illinois.
Tobacco—a Man's Delusion

Thousands of men are under the delusion that they actually need tobacco! They think they couldn't possibly get along without it. But can any man honestly say that tobacco has ever done him the slightest good? How can it, then, be in any sense regarded as a necessity?

No, the use of tobacco is an utterly useless habit. And think of the expense. Count the nickels, dimes, quarters and dollars you spend for cigars, cigarettes, pipe or chewing tobacco or snuff—by the day, week, month and in years. Even a dime a day is $36.50 a year; a quarter a day makes $91.25 a year; a dollar a day $365.00 a year—the interest at 6% on $6083.33 CASH you'd have to save to have your wasteful tobacco bill earned and paid for. And you haven't a single thing to show for it—except poorer health!

After all is said and done that is the real reason you should quit tobacco—because of the effect it is having on your health. Even if you can easily afford the extravagant money waste, the physical, mental and nervous effects of tobacco are bound to tell. Leading authorities agree that tobacco is damaging to the heart, that it impairs normal brain activity, and deadens a man's vitality. Any doctor will tell you these are facts. No tobacco user can dodge them. Some day he must pay the penalty. Every smoker, every chewer, every snuff taker is taking into his system a deadly poison that slowly but surely undermines his health.

Think this over, you tobacco users. You're paying too big a price both in money and the lowering of your vital forces and general efficiency for a mere habit that you have come to regard as a necessity—but which isn't. Quit tobacco and you'll eat better, sleep better, feel a hundred percent better in every way. You'll think clearer, have more energy, be more efficient in every thing you do. Here's an easy way for you to quit. Read our remarkable offer.

Tobacco Habit Banished

It doesn't make a particle of difference whether you've been a user of tobacco for a single month or 50 years, or how much you use, or in what form you use it. Whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff—Tobacco Redeemer will remove the craving for tobacco. Your desire will usually begin to decrease after the very first dose—there's no long waiting for results.

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind. It is not a substitute for tobacco, but a radical, efficient, time-tried treatment which you can prove in your own case on our special offer.

Results Absolutely Guaranteed

Our legal, binding, money-back guarantee goes with each full treatment. If Tobacco Redeemer fails to banish the tobacco habit when taken according to the plain and easy directions, your money will be cheerfully refunded. In accordance with our agreement we furnish with every complete course of treatment, a book which has freed thousands from this craving. You cannot have this book even if you are only a moderate user. It is free.

Valuable Book FREE

Send now for our scientific book on tobacco and its effects. Learn from it just how nicotine attacks the nervous system, affects the heart, impairs digestion and produces the way to mental and physical deterioration. Learn also how the tobacco habit may easily be broken. Full explanation is given of the action of the remedy which has freed thousands from this craving. You cannot have this book even if you are only a moderate user. It is free.

WRITE for Convincing Proof

If you are a slave of the tobacco habit and wish to find a sure, quick way of quitting keeps, mail the coupon or send your name and address on a postal and get the particulars and positive proof of Tobacco Redeemer's healing power. We will also send you a FREE copy. Write now—tobacco is a man's delusion.
$60.00 a Day!
With Four New Amazing Plans
and SUCTION GRIP ASH RECEIVER

YES! You can make $60.00 a day. I'm sure you are making that much and more right now— with the handy specialty that has struck the field in years. The Patented MASTER SUCTION GRIP ASH RECEIVER—absolutely new and practical—a marvelous little invention, which holds to any surface, metal, wood or glass, by means of a SUCTION GRIP. A brand-new and practical idea in Ash Receivers developed. No ashes, no holes to bore, nothing to hurt the furniture or wall to which it is attached. It stays on the dashboard, keeps cars clean. A wonderful convenience and protection, complying with the automobile fire laws.

Master Suction Grip Ash Receivers are ideal for homes and offices. Made of everlasting aluminum, in Black, Brown, Blue, Green and Red in perfect harmony with every interior. Can you visualize your vast market and unlimited sales possibilities for this new and novel Ash Receiver? Auto Owners, Home Owners, Offices, men and women everywhere are your prospects. Price so ridiculously low you sell two or more at a glance.

Sells for 75c—You Make 100% or 200% Profit

EVEN ON DEALERS SALES—The Only Proposition of Its Kind in the World Selling-to-Dealer Plan Puts You in a Big Paying Repeat Business

This plan enables you to build a steady income by distributing the Ash Receivers to dealers in your community. You call on Garages, Accessory Stores, Filling Stations, Hardware Stores, General Stores, Drug Stores, Tobacco Stores; in fact, nearly every store along the road or in the city. You get the dozen Ash Receivers in assorted colors packed in a handsome self-selling counter display box—a powerful advertising salesman which catches the attention of everyone who comes into the store. It is so attractively illustrated as to make any person see at once where several can be used in a group. Also, you are paid $1.00 for every dozen Ash Receivers you sell. You retain the entire profit. This is a genuine opportunity to enter a big-paying repeat business of your own. You can start out on a small scale, and as your money selling to consumers, to dealers in quantities and getting orders by mail.

SEND $4.50 for SAMPLE DOZEN NOW!

Make $4.50 Profit in Less Than Half Hour

Out started immediately. Send a dozen Master Suction Ash Receivers at our dollar price of $4.50. You will have in your possession, packed in the self-selling display carton illustrated here. You make $4.25 profit on the dozen selling to consumers, or up to $15.00 if you enter the dealer's proposition. The dealers will sell at a retail price of $15.00 and pay you your profit. Send $4.50 with the coupon, or attach a dollar bill ($1.00) and we will ship the dozen immediately. The buyers are on their way. If you will display genuine selling attractions and all details as given you here, you will have a steady income. Don’t lose your chance. Order your dozen today and it will be mailed to you at once.

Fill In and Mail Coupon Now!!

GORDON MFG. COMPANY
1st 23rd St., Dept. NF-29
New York City

[Address information and coupon]